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From Our Class President

Dear Sunshine Class of 1967,

First of all, deep thanks to a wonderful team of Class Officers -- Sigi Olson Lindo, Sunny Locke Ladd, Terry Cauthorn, Margy Myers Robbogel, Barbara Morris Caspensen, and MJ Mittenthal Levine. Over these past five years they have done fine work for our class and the College and sustained deep and lasting bonds of friendship. We were good friends all those years ago in McKee, we are even better friends now and, hopefully, long into the future.

I am especially grateful also to Gretchen Smith Bolton and her committee for preparing this stunning new Record Book. To Sigi Olson Lindo and her committee for holding what promises to be a festive 45th Reunion, and Susan Harmon and her Committee for nominating a fine team to lead us for the next five years.

Just before writing this letter to you, I finished Deborah Copaken Kogan’s The Red Book, a novel about the 20th Reunion of Harvard’s Class of 1969. A Harvard reunion isn’t exactly the same as a Wellesley Reunion (thank goodness!) and we find ourselves this spring well past observing our 20th reunion. Nevertheless, The Red Book is a great read because it invites one to reflect on the essential question that arises around the time of these quinquennal landmarks (I’ve never used that adjective before!): “How will you live a life that’s authentic?” This record book and our times together help us answer this question richly and profoundly.

Fondly, with all best wishes to you and all whom you hold dear,
Rhoda Morris Trooboff

45th Reunion Committee
Sigi Olson Lindo, Reunion Chair
Gretchen Smith Bolton, Record Book Chair
Dotty Hindels Brown, Survey Chair
Margy Myers Robbogel, Treasurer
Rhoda Morris Trooboff, Insignia

Saturday Supper
Ann Brus Welch
Becky McCanlike Burckmyer
Elaine Woo, Entertainment

Residence Arrangements
Muffy Myers Johannesen
Lora Benjamin Maurer

Social Hours/Food/Beverages
Judy Will Topping
Madge Evans
Alice VanAllen Boulter
Tamar Babayan Halpern

Sunday Picnic
Scottie Smith Farber
Fran McConnell Mower

Conversation
Liz Kopp Levine
Elaine Woo
Irene Boal
Andrea Berens Kals
Mia Woodford

Memorial Service
Catherine Reinerman McDonald
Beth Bales Johnson

Passions and Projects
Karim Rosenhal
Nancy Selvage
Nancy Seymour
Nancy Angney
Andrea Berens Kals
In Memoriam for Class of 1967

Joan Anderson 10/3/2003
Margaret Freeman Bowers 10/3/1989
Linna Brock 8/13/1991
Dale Brodsky 8/14/1986
Mary Brown 12/1/1974
Mary McKinnon Byrn 9/3/1990
Katherine Puyter Carr 3/31/2000
Joan C. Colglazier 9/30/2011
Janice Cruise Filp 10/19/2010
Sandra Shroder Graber 1/22/2008
Carma M. Greenberg 9/18/1977
Nancy Greenberg 5/30/2001
Martha Peterson Harris 7/8/1984
Sally Linda Magnuson Hutton 5/2/2011
Suzanne Bevo Jack 5/30/2004
Carol Brownworth Kutcher 11/5/2005
Megan Lawrence 4/14/1985
Barbara Lile 9/1/2011
Gabrielle Jeffers Mansion 1/17/1979
Susan McRae 9/16/2003
Anne Mustain 3/16/2006
Carolyn Rice Nation 9/11/1993
Evelyn Perry 2/17/2005
Patricia Perry Koeningberg 7/16/2011
Patricia Bjornland Phillips 12/13/2001
Ruth Shaw Quin 9/20/1996
Christina Elliot Soren 5/16/05
Janet Hodges Taylor 12/16/2011
Frances McDermid Temple 7/5/1995
Marian Blank Vinegar 11/6/92
Susan Walt 7/31/1999
Judith Heratin Hwang 2/13/1990

Up-to-date as of May 1, 2012. There are some moving remembrances included in the Reunion Record Book for a number of our deceased classmates.

To Members of the Class of 1967:

I am looking forward to welcoming you back to your alma mater this summer to celebrate your 45th reunion. I am continually inspired by all facets of Wellesley and welcome the opportunity each June to experience our College through the eyes of those who return to campus for reunion.

One of Wellesley’s greatest strengths is the degree of loyalty and connection alumnae have with the College and with one another. My conversations with you have given me insight into the structure and power of the Wellesley alumna network, and more importantly, into its heart and spirit. It is always interesting to me to learn about the ways in which you and the College have – and have not – changed since your time here.

Both the record book and your upcoming reunion are time-honored traditions. This record book provides an invaluable opportunity to share in the widely varied lives of your classmates, to refresh and build on cherished connections, as well as to find new areas of commonality and develop new relationships both at reunion and beyond. I encourage you to take the time to read the words and thoughts of your classmates and then join us in June to explore the campus, rediscovering favorite places and finding new ones. For those of you who may be unable to return for reunion, I hope this book inspires you to reach out to your classmates, learn about and share in their lives, build new connections, and rekindle old ones.

I wish you the very best, and I look forward to welcoming you and your Class of 1967 back to Wellesley.

Sincerely,

Kim Bottomly
President
Note from the Editor

To my beloved Sunshine Class Classmates:

First, it has been a tremendous honor to put together the Reunion Record Book and help classmates say what they wanted to say in the limited space allowed. I hope you all enjoy the book as much as I did the process of putting it together. My apologies if any editing went beyond your intentions in your write-up. My primary goal was to meet the spirit of your contributions within the format given.

And the pictures! They are marvelous. I have included most of the pictures submitted, going well beyond our original, more limited plan. Again, I apologize if my choices were not what you yourself would have included or excluded in the printed Record Book from your online submissions. Also, my apologies for some small editing of captions.

Special thanks go to the wonderful people at Reunion Technologies who made this new format possible. They were immensely helpful. Thanks also to Dotty Hedges Brown, who put together the Survey questionnaire with the help of Susan Linder Oren and Lea Vaughn Feinblatt. Dotty also wrote the Summary, although I alone am responsible for some editing and condensation of the long, open-ended “Other” lists in the Results section to make them more readable.

Finally, thank you all for your patience with my constant pestering to get as many Profiles as possible included in the book. Whatever it is, it is due to your contributions and participation in the process.

Warmest regards to all,

Gretchen Smith Bolton (just 250 words!)

The Class of 1967

CYNTHIA AARON GLASMAN

• Cyndi
• Apartment 702, 1280 S. Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314, (703) 684-7369

Email: glasman@comcast.net

Doroi: Barbi, Freeman; Teran Coast East

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1967


Volunteer Service: Ctr for Law, Economics, and Finance (CLEAF) at the GWU School of Law, SEC

Business: Senior Research Scholar, Institute for Corporate Responsibility, GWU School of Business

Hons and Awards:

• 2002 Fulbright, 1967-1970, U. of Pennsylvania; Special Recognition Award for "Outstanding Contributions to Public Service"—Women’s National Republican Club, 2004

• Industry Honors for "Significant Contributions to the Financial Services Industry & Advancing the Interest of Women;"

• Women in Housing and Finance, Inc., 2004

• Honorary Fellow, Lucy Cavendish College, U. of Cambridge, England, 2007

• Honorary Member, Beta Gamma Sigma, Business School Honor Society, GW University Charles, 2010

• Mobiles and Mergers: Travel, tennis, cooking, visiting grandchildren

Spouse/Partner: Leonard Mark Glusman (Law), May 17, 1969

• VF College, Penn State, B.S., psychology, 1966

• VF Graduate School: Jefferson Medical College, M.D., medicine, 1969

• VF Occupation: Physician/Radiologist

Children: Kenneth, 1967; Yali B.A. Wharton, MBA/CEO and Chief Investment Officer RWN Management, LLC


Life is semi-retirement is great. I had some wonderful professional experiences and some not as wonderful. My best job ever was SEC Commissioner: Consulting was enjoyable, except when I had clients from hell. Under Secretary of Commerce was interesting, but sometimes more political than I liked. Now, my two corporate boards, my role at the GWU Business School, and various other activities keep me happily engaged, but with time to do other things.

Among the other things is more travel with Len. In the past several years we have enjoyed a number of trips inside and outside the country, sometimes for pure vacation, and sometimes for work reasons. The best for me is when I fly alone when Len is lecturing in various countries on diagnosing breast cancer, his specialty. Our favorite recent major trips were to North and South India and to Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia. Jackson and Yellowstone were also fun. We have been to every continent, and I have been to all but two states: Vermont (uncannily) and North Dakota. I am determined not to get to both.

We also visit our grandchildren (and their parents) in NYC monthly. Noah (almost 7) and Libby (just 4) are the best. We have a great time doing all sorts of stuff around NY with them.

Other ways I spend my time are aerobics, weight training, tennis, watching the food network channel and cooking. I feel like I have just the right balance in my life, and hope to keep it that way!
ELLEN ABRAMS
Apartment 7G, 221 West 82nd Street, New York, NY 10024, (212) 972-1481, cell: (646) 645-4655
Email: elaaabrams@gmail.com
Home: Battersea, Vermont
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., (1967)
Volunteer Service: Financial Women’s Association, M.K.B. High School volunteer program
Taste Spans: Luxury Partners while working, English in finance training program currently
Business/Financial, was Editor in Financial Field
Birthdays and Interests: Bridge, running, exercise classes, and travel
I will not be at reunion this year. Retirement is fun! But, a look back:
Why I wanted to go to Wellesley, a favorite camp counselor was deciding between Stanford and WC.
Sele WC on a sparkling day and Smith on a rainy, gray day. Only got in because my college counselor knew how much I wanted to go there and
pushed them to accept me off the waiting list. The Wellesley years... Nearly an only by my first "c." Found out much later that many of
my friends were having trouble freshman year but no one talked about it and the dorms didn’t seem
negotiable. My feeling about the college then was that
the administration only cared about the top
10%, who were going on to earn Ph.Ds. Know it’s a
different place now but certainly not
"warm and fuzzy" in any way. People thought I was
sophisticated because I came from N.Y.C. but I
was just insecure and aloof.
Wellesley education: Highlights: Biblical History, Art 101; an Alan Schechter polisci course, and
a wonderful English course on American plays. Wish I had been more present in my classes
and more talkative but spent too much time day-
dreaming about being off campus on the weekends.
The benefits of Wellesley: Wonderful
friendships in NYC and around the country.
The Crew’s Note 7 began having mini reunions before
our 50th and we are looking forward to Austin in
March.

FRANCES ADAMS EBERHART
* Franny *
301 E 77th Street, New York, NY 10128,
(212) 480-2249
The above is okay with me to the upper right, 30-40
Honder than I used to be.
Email: fpharbin1ccy.com
Home: Macon, GA
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History Studies, 1967
Graduate: Columbia, M.A., Art History, 1969;
Columbia, M.S., Historic Preservation, 1969
Business: Historic Preservation
Spouse/Pet: David Butterfield
S/P College: Robert and Williams Smith, B.A.,
Economics, 1964
S/P Graduate School: Columbia, Architecture, 1966
S/P Occupation: Director
Children: Tracy, Wendy
Wellesley Relation: Harriet Haynes Adams (Mother) 1935

The basics are the same. Same husband
(David, 40 years), same two daughters (both still
living in New York City – yea!), same commitment
to historic preservation, only now in a largely
volunteer capacity. I serve on a number of boards,
am chair of one, and teach a course to
undergraduates at NYU.
The toughest changes, which I am sure we all
experience, are the losses of friends. One of my
oldest and dearest died a year ago February of
leukemia, and her loss is still raw, and huge. Every
once and while my cell phone decides to dial her
– I refuse to take the number out. So I try hard to
keep in closer touch with the many other friends
I am lucky to have, and give regular thanks for the
relatively good health.
A new feature of my life – or more precisely
one that has returned – is singing! For most of the
past 45 yrs I had sung only in the shower and in
church, until a friend assembled a small group of
women who practice in her Soho loft. We have a
wonderful director and an amazing accompanist
who challenge us with a repertoire that goes from
English planning to contemporary South American,
and languages that go from Latin to Latin.
We now number about 40, and this May,
we are to sing at Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center
with a comparable men’s group. I am pictured here
in the top right (a bit blonder than before?)

SHIRLEY ADAMS HARRINGTON
Addres is not available
VERNA ADAMS
118 Woodland Avenue, San Antonio, CA 94060
CAROLE ALDESTONE
15 Addaile Drive, Charleston, SC 29407
NANCY ADIEL
2826 N. Beverly Glen Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90077
B. ANDERSON
22 Grant Drive, Andover, MA 01810

The basics are the same. Same husband
(David, 40 years), same two daughters (both still
living in New York City – yea!), same commitment
to historic preservation, only now in a largely
volunteer capacity. I serve on a number of boards,
am chair of one, and teach a course to
undergraduates at NYU.
The toughest changes, which I am sure we all
experience, are the losses of friends. One of my
oldest and dearest died a year ago February of
leukemia, and her loss is still raw, and huge. Every
once and while my cell phone decides to dial her
– I refuse to take the number out. So I try hard to
keep in closer touch with the many other friends
I am lucky to have, and give regular thanks for the
relatively good health.
A new feature of my life – or more precisely
one that has returned – is singing! For most of the
past 45 yrs I had sung only in the shower and in
church, until a friend assembled a small group of
women who practice in her Soho loft. We have a
wonderful director and an amazing accompanist
who challenge us with a repertoire that goes from
English planning to contemporary South American,
and languages that go from Latin to Latin.
We now number about 40, and this May,
we are to sing at Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center
with a comparable men’s group. I am pictured here
in the top right (a bit blonder than before?)

JOAN ANDERSON
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, English, 1967
Graduate: Sociology, 1967
Other Address: Houston, TX
Married: Richard Anderson
Children: Nancy Hannah
S/P College: U of Kentucky, B.S., Nursing, 1977
S/P Graduate School: Boston College, M.S.N., Nursing, 2002
S/P Occupation: Nurse
Children: Lindley Powers, 1977; Erka Delmarinis, 1977
Grandchildren: Ellen Maruarine Powers, 2008;
Anderson Marquerine Powers, 2013; Lillian Maria Delmarinis, 2007; Catherine Delmarinis, 2009
Six years ago, I named “retired” as my occupation when filing my taxes. I report that I now
recent “homemaker” and I smile each time I
write or say it. Having copped from the label for
years when I was running from all the stereotypic
of kept women (just watch me episode of Mad
[WoMen], I delightfully own Making a Home,
something I always did but to which I never gave privacy. This includes shopping; preparing food; laundry; minor repairs; cleaning; gardening; managing finances; board work in the community; a year and a half of grandchild care when one of our daughters and family lived with us; reading; painting; exercising; socializing and keeping up with far-flung friends and family members.
Oh yes! I still sleep well and regularly. Women in and around all this are the conversations, comfort and familiarity of a 26-year relationship with my partner who is deep into new areas of applying contemporary technology to mental health treatment and policy development. I’m very grateful for all the opportunities I have had and can still enjoy.

Peggy Andreesen
* Peg *

1038 Capitol Hill Road, Moneta, VA 24121
(540) 599-0445
Email: pegandresen@gmail.com
Dwars: Stone Balconies, Tower Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Anthropology, 1967
Graduate: U. of Denver School of Social Work, MSW, 1973
Military Service: International Guard — Had some great adventures. 1960-67
Business: 1038 Capitol Hill Road
Gretchen and I first went to put this in. hobbies and Interests, but then we thought, why not use it as my essay? These are the things I’ve involved in at this stage in my life: Organic gardening, reading, spirituality, history of religion and culture, comparative religion, ecology, “Occupation Ramoak” and its successor activities, gardening. I have done a lot of travel in past, but farmers can’t travel much. I enjoy my cats, a mus, guinea fowl and even stay the foxes who have eaten my chickens and possums that eat cats food and fertilizer. I make real-turtles who don’t make it across the road fast enough. I enjoy a good relationship with my brother and sister and have lots of wonderful friends. Some of my best friends are straight.

Linda Andreessen Chainsaw
5100 Westwood Park, Columbia, MD 21044

Ann Armstrong Van Duren
3810 Kanawha Street
N.W., Washington, DC
20015, (202) 254-2473
Email: annanderson@virgini.net
Dwars: River Tower Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1969
Business: Director, Shelters in Global Human
Spouse/Partner: Michael Van Duren (MBA), November 15, 1969
S/P College: Princeton, B.A., Oriental Studies, 1965
S/P Graduate School: Johns Hopkins SAIS, PhD., International Relations/Development, 1971
S/P Occupation: Executive VP, Winthrop Wilson International Center for Scholars
Wellesley Relatives: Beverly Chapman ( Sister) 1971

Nurturing the third third, including calibrating career changes with a spouse going through the same process and redefining roles as parent and grandparent, has been an excursion! After years in government and the non-profit world, I thought I was settling nicely into a pattern of occasional consultancies, some writing and teaching, lots of Board work, and more time for friends and family. In fact, i loved it and am no longer apprehensive about what comes next. I have read it and I like being the master of my own schedule.

Susan Azkenovich
121 Edgmont Way, S., Naples, FL 34103

Ann and Mike — On vacation!

But, like so many of us, I get lured back to full-time work by a challenge I couldn’t refuse (or my sanity suggested I shouldn’t). The hook? An invitation to design a different kind of Master’s in International Development, something better suited to the next generation of development professionals — the degree I wish had been available “back in the day.” Tempting and daunting at the same. There is so much to say about the process, but I won’t. The Master’s in Global Human Development at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service goes live this fall. And, once I am sure it is launched, I will happily return to my boards, my teaching and writing, my friends and my wonderful and growing family.
SUSAN AUSTIN RICKETS
1055 Glencoe Street, Denver, CO 80220, (303) 798-2727, e-mail: sarickets@comcast.net
Susan.Rickets@Wells Fargo.com
Dorm: Freeman; Class Rank: 387
Undergraduate: Wellsley College, B.A., Economics, 1967
Business: Demographer
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, current events, travel, fundraising, skiing; alpine
Spouse/Partner: Lawrence Rickets (Larry), June 27, 1970
S/F College: Williams College, B.A., English, 1967
S/F Occupation: Mathematician
Grandchildren: Mary Rickets, 2005; Emma Rickets, 2008
I am looking forward to the 50th Reunion, and I am sorry I am not able to attend the 45th!

Karen Avakan
1124 E. 44th Street, New York, NY 10028

Address not available

VICKI AXEL
Address not available

Susan Barayan Harris
36 Sturbridge Road, Northham, MA 02492

DIANE BAER RYAN

At this point in my life I feel fortunate and content. Looking back, I got to do what I most wanted, which was to marry, have a family, and raise my own kids. Of course, there have been many ups and downs, good times and difficult, but at this point I am pleased to be still married, and pleased to have excellent friendships with my three sons. The two oldest, who are teens, are each married to a wonderful woman. One couple has two children, the other, three. My youngest son, a great gift to us, graduated from college last year and is headed to medical school. Everyone is well  you can ask for more than that  
I have a very satisfying job that I love, that is also often stressful and exhausting  I'm proud of guidance at my local high school. I feel a particular empathy for adolescents. I have many interests, and look forward to more free time to explore them in a few years. I feel a particular connection to "old ways" and, for example, want to relearn how to use the spinning wheel I own, spin, and weave something. I'm very drawn to herbal healing. I'm also prone to daydreaming, value most my inner journey, and feel more and more radical politically by the year.
Wellesley College has been invaluable, but, even more important, are the friendships, which are among my greatest treasures.
**BETSY BARACI PLEVAN**

Attorney, a few years ago

Apartment 5E, 1111 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10028. (212) 876-6805

Email: B polarization@Postmark.com

**Dorm:** Portoly

**Undergraduate:** Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1987

**Graduate:** J.U. Law School, J.D., 1970

**Business:** Partner

**Hobbies and Interests:** Skiing and hiking, travel

**Spouse/Partner:** Kenneth Plevan (Ken), June 18, 1967

**S/P College:** Harvard, B.A., Economics, 1967

**S/P Graduate School:** Harvard Law School, J.D., 1969

**S/P Occupation:** Lawyer

**Children:** William Martin, 1974; Rabbi, Congregation Shoyer Rock Polish Student President, Jeffrey Plevan, 1977; Realtor

**Grands:** And Plevan, 2004

Wellesley Reunions: (Ellyn Black) (Cassie) 1986; Bus various (Mother) 1952

I am still working pretty hard, and although I enjoy it, I am not, unlike 5 years ago, looking forward to some forms of slow down which will be mandatory in a few years. Ken is on some schedule and we are looking forward to more extensive travel and just plain relaxing in New York, a city we still love to live in and plan to remain here. Like many NYC dwellers we never feel we take enough advantage of what the city has to offer so that is certainly part of our future plans. And since both our children and our only grandchild are here, we see no reason to be elsewhere other than temporarily.

I have always been active in the "legal community" meaning in fur Association leadership positions and on Boards of legal services organizations that provide legal services to the poor and plan to continue to do that and perhaps have time for even more of it in a few years.

Ken and I are both involved in some endeavors... Ken's mother is 86 and he has Alzheimer's for more than 10 years. Mine is 83 and still living quite well on her own and only a little bit forgetful. I hope I have all her genes.

Looking forward to seeing you all in June.

---

**BEVERLY BARDISLEY**

**Address:**

9354 Savannah Road, Austin, TX 78759

---

**ELIZABETH BATES JOHNSON**

**Address:**

1001 E. Windgap
Pasadena, CA
85255.  (810) 513-1155. (907) 480-0990

Email: nebel@pacific.net

**Dorm:** Severance

**Undergraduate:**

Wellesley College, B.A., Sociology, Anthropology, 1967

**Graduate:** Yale

---
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---

BETSY BARACI Plevan

the only grandchild

only a little bit forgetful. I hope I have all her genes.

Looking forward to seeing you all in June.

---

ELIZABETH BATES JOHNSON

The only professional part...:)

---

**Connie:** M.W., Social Work, 1986; Unof Wisconsin - Madison, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology, 2007

**Military Service:** Duty was 1st Lt in the Army Medical Services Corps and served a year in Vietnam during the first years of our marriage (1967-1970)

**Volunteer Service:** Teams — too many to list.

**Business:** Mentor for Caring Health & Vitality Programs, semi-retired

**Other Address:** 2025 Hanover Road, Spirit Lake, IA 51360

**Email:** (712) 337-0114, (707) 445-8909

**Hobbies and Interests:** Reading of every type, politics, international travel, family, friends, piano, cooking (although if I prepare it, I tell is at it)

**Spouse/Partner:** Joel Walter Johnson, September 2, 1967

**S/P College:** Hamilton College (Clinton, N.Y.), B.A., Economics, 1967

**S/P Graduate School:** Harvard Business School, M.B.A., Business Management and Marketing, 1967

**S/P Occupation:** Business Management


**Grands:** And Porter, 2004

---
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---

BETSY BARACI PLEVAN

---
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cancer has been mostly in the ordained ministry for the United Church of Christ- Congregational (since 1984). I have served congregations in Connecticut, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and now have a ministry of support for clergy, offering counseling, coaching, spiritual direction, conflict consultation and mediation for congregations. I am proud of having maintained both cancer and a healthy marriage and family while moving every few years to a different state! Joel spent 24 years with General Foods plus 15 as CEO and Chairman of Hormel Foods Corporation. We now happily reside in sunny warm-Arizona.

Revering me (at age 82) is beloved Kate and Geoff celebrating us (also Joel taking the photo)

Daughters Kate with husband James Parker and kid (GRace, Jack and Charlie – July 2013)

Both with Grace and Jack Parker (ages 9 and 11) driving to NYC – 12/13.

Carol Bateson
• Ann •
715 Spice Street, Boulder, CO 80302

Roberta Bailey Harvey
• Bobby •
424 Harvard Avenue, Southwest, PA 19011, (610) 328-2243

Both happily married to Chip Harvey after 60+ years thanks to Jane Lewis’s introduction in 1963. Here we’re legal dancing on a deserved vacation in Russia. My photographic luck comes from having not heeded my own innate camera as a rock.

Email: bobbyharvey@gmail.com

Dorns: Bates
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A. Psychology, 1967
Volunteer Service: Hospice volunteer
Business: Retired Vice President – retired
Health and Interests: Yoga, hiking, traveling, reading,
Spouse/Partner: Edmond Harvey (Chip), August 24, 1964
UVP College: Dartmouth, B.A., Political Science, 1967
UVP Graduate School: U. of Pennsylvania, J.D., Law School, 1970
UVP Occupation: Lawyer
Bobbie writes:
Things that occurred to me while (procrastinating) reading our entire 40th reunion record book:

- There are so many impressive, resilient ways to live a life. I feel so lucky not to have divorced, but those of us who have seem to have pulled through it just fine—and some seem much happier.
- Chris Meaders and I share the same recovering dream—of arriving at Wellesley and moving into a dorm room. It’s one of my happiest dreams, except that now it has changed. I’m picking up and leaving. Not so subtle, my dream.
- Lots of people still working. Mic: I can’t believe I spent 30+ years of my life trying to market toilet paper, then trying to change organizations (mother of which worked particularly well). I’m happier than ever, again.
- Lots of accomplishments, or even failures (see above) are generally pretty boring.
- We have a hard time believing we’re sixty-somethings. I feel around 45, but occasionally my looks don’t seem to match.
- The next time we have to do this, we’ll be one of those very old black-haired ladies we used to see wearing newly from the ancient care in the recreation center.
- And we’ll find that even harder to believe.

ILENE BEAL

30 Bradford Road, Wellesley Hills, MA 02481; (781) 235-1821
Email: bealilene@comcast.net
Hometown: Cambridge, MA
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Graduate: Harvard Graduate School of Education, M.A.T., Education/English, 1969; Colorado State University, M.Ed., Counseling, 1974
Volunteer Service: Rochester Wellesley Club, past President First Unitarian Church of Rochester, multiple volunteer roles Board member, Rochester Recorder Society, 50th anniversary to continue
Hobbies and Interests: Music, reading, sewing, knitting, hiking, working-out, travel, playing with my grandchildren.

MARY BELLAMY JONES

207 Devonshire Drive, Rochester, NY 14625; (585) 381-1596; cell. (585) 288-6852
Email: mbellamyjones@twc.com
Hometown: Pomona, CA
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Harvard Graduate School of Education, M.A.T., Education/English, 1969; Colorado State University, M.Ed., Counseling, 1974
Volunteer Service: Rochester Wellesley Club, past President First Unitarian Church of Rochester, multiple volunteer roles Board member, Rochester Recorder Society, 50th anniversary to continue
Hobbies and Interests: Music, writing, reading, knitting, hiking, working-out, travel, playing with my grandchildren.

A Day in my (Retired) Life...

6:00 am: Get up, turn on NPR, eat breakfast. Relish with coffee, read the newspaper, and work the New York Times crossword.
9:30 am: Go upstairs to my office, check e-mails and Facebook, take my turn in ongoing Scrabble game.
10:00 am: Register online for Spring Seminar course at our local Lifelong Learning Institute: History and Culture of India and Faulkner’s The Hamlet.
11:15 am: Work on Wellesley Reunion Page Entry.
11:40 am: Delete everything I wrote—not in a reflective mood today.
11:50 am: Take the cat to the vet. Two hundred dollars later, learn that he has arthritis and is overweight. Hello! I can relate to that.
1:30 pm: Babysit with record for two Renaissance dances and a challenging Matheson sonata. Cat hides in basement.
3:45 pm: Head to the gym for step aerobics workout. Back the car into a field of match that was deposited in our driveway when I wasn’t looking. Gardening in Rochester in March? Bring on the global warming skeptics!

BARCLEY BENDER CLAYTON

1011 Shillington Drive, Katy, TX 77490; (281) 492-0948
Email: benderclayton@comcast.net
Hometown: San Antonio, TX
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Psychology, 1967
Volunteer Service: Christina S. Cabotina Hospital Business: Retired
Spouse/Partner: William Clayton
S.P. College; Harvard, 1966, Physical Sciences, 1966
S.P. Occupation: Retired
Children: Allison, Wellesley College 2001

6:00 pm: Dinner with Tom, mini-celebration of the completion of his book. Discuss plans for his new retirement—Professor Emeritus sounds good!
7:30 pm: Wellesley book group discussion of Rebecca Goldstein’s novel The阿根廷 for the Existence of God: Light reading of dreams on life, death, and religion. Author described as a “sneaky humanist with a soul.” I hope that describes me, too.
10:00 pm: Re-write Wellesley Reunion page and go to bed. It’s been a good day.

with Tom at the ranch
LORA BENJAMIN MAURER
12 Ackey Terrace, Brookline, MA 02445, (617) 734-4406, cell: (617) 417-6697

Email: benjaminmaur@gmail.com
Doctor: University of Pennsylvania
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1987
Graduate: Wharton College & Seminary, MIT, Human Behavior, 1973; Tufts School of Osteopathic Medicine, Certificate, Homeopathic Medicine, 2005
Volunteer Service: NYDA Foundation, Leadership Coordinator, Northeast Area
Business: Faculty and Academic Affairs project manager
Honors and Awards: Wall, there were several Amazon gift certificates for "universe"-a-zing at work. Hobbies and Interests: Walking, meditation, stretching, homeopathy, sewing, sea (service), color, swimming, writing, a little gardening
Spouse/Partner: Stephen Maurer (Steve), June 27, 1974
S/P Graduate School: Indiana U, Counseling, 1980
S/P Occupation: Psychotherapist
Wellesley Relations: Helen Ada Benjamin (Mother) 1942

The recent event that’s had the most impact on me was the death of my dad at age 93. At 93, his law partners suggested it might be time for him to retire. He responded: “Don’t you think this is a bit premature?” After this, he started to decline. The hardest part was watching the effects of various medications on his mortal state and not being in Cincinnati enough to affect the process. I had no idea until he actually passed away that one’s heart could be so open and full of compassion for all the losses people have to bear. That was the great gift of it all.

Our daughter, performance artist, at a “dream closet” birthday party.

Mark, age 93; Barbara took this. This is the 93rd birthday photo. There’s the unadulterated toddler/wondering knees and smile of taking our picture with no photo.

Two kids need dressing up, one new married. They follow their hearts on the artistic edge—embodiment of my own enslaved creative impulses—and inventively manage to keep food on the table. Husband Steve is enjoying his career renaissance as a psychotherapist in the Internal Family Systems tradition. (http://www.silfleadership.org), an uplifting, non-pathologizing model. I got a kick out of all this.

Daughter, newly married, and her new husband. Bride at their wedding celebration on the beach at Hingham.

ANN BENNETT SPENCE
152 Clinton Street, Boston, MA 02138, (617) 487-7422

Email: aspence@ambassadorassociates.com
Hobbies: Heavy metal, Yoga
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1987
Volunteer Service: Trustee, Boston University Medical Center; Audit Committee and Governance Committee; Director, C.A. Johnson Endowment Foundation; Director, Stanford/BUAA Alumni Association; Excutive, Committee, Leadership Giving, Harvard GSB (Graduate School of Arts & Sciences); President, Shady Hill School (Cambridge) and Cambridge School (Hills Aside); Trustee, Zellerbach Family Fund; Trustee, NYC Performing Arts Spaces
Business: Managing Director, Cambridge Associates

Our daughter and her husband, with his extended family; reception spot for the past 25 years.

The past 5 years have brought many changes, but for GMC EZ I am moved. Until now, from Oct. 1945 onward, I’d averaged 2 or 3 years in any given residence. Now it’s official. I’ve lived in Boston, at the same address a block from the Boston Common, for fully 7 years.

Nowhere in my nomadic living habits, I’ve managed to stay at the same firm for over 10 years—in both our Boston and California offices. Retirement can’t be far away, and yet I continue to love my work. On the home front, I’ve joined forces with Rick Bowers, whom I’ve known since the junior years spent at Princeton (1964-66). He married our daughter, Peg Freeman, and was widowed in 1969. He raised their son, Eric, and a daughter, India, after remarriage. It’s been a long...
and winding road. My own “kids” (ages 27 to 32) are all back in school, for graduate degrees.

Do you feel you’ve lived a long time? I do.
My parents and their friends are gone. My
grandchildren remind me of my mother. The
former boss so shocked to learn I had not only a
husband but also a child while working full-time is
now running for president. The countries I lived in
while growing up are now called “emerging markets.”

The Beijing that my mother was exiled from to
now the location of my firm’s newest office.
In Ho Chi Minh City many call the Vietnam War “the American War” (of course). What next?

LESLEY BETTYE BROMERANTZ
1961 Hanaia Avenue, Apt. 8A, Evanston, IL 60201,
(847) 861-8132; e-mail: (847) 666-1640
Email: b Bromerantz@northwestern.edu
Denture: Freeman; Severance
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Columbia, M.S., School of Library Service, 1968
Vain Services: Mount Post Concierge, Issuer
cancer liaison, Y-ME Club Representative, 25th
Kansas, Class of ’67, Wellesley College Annual,
Wellesley College, Distinguished Alumna
Other Address: Apartment 2020, 6000 Pelican Bay
Boatwalk, Naples, FL 33402
(239) 586-3006; e-mail: (847) 666-1640
Honors and Awards: Biographical Education and
Behavioral Sciences Librarian, American Library
Association; Library Advisory Board, American
Psychological Association
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, travel, food & wine,
psychosocial aspects of cancer
Species/Partner: Carl Bromerantz (Eds., Aug. 31, 1988,
S.P. College; College, B.A., Political Science, 1968
S.P. Graduate School, U. of Virginia, M.B.A.,
Darden School of Business, 1970
S.P. Occupation: Retired marketing executive
Children: William Bromerantz, 1978

It’s transition time. My husband Ed and I have
both retired. We are selling our Evanston II, house
and moving to an Evanston vintage co-op.
Streamlining, downsizing, simplifying.

My parents are both deceased now. Last
summer we sold our family house on the Jersey Shore. A necessary act but bittersweet.

I volunteer as a certified “peer counselor” for
Y-ME because so that “no one has to face breast
cancer alone.” Three years ago, I was diagnosed
with advanced bladder cancer and am now in
remission. Grateful to be here.

Our son Bill is an organic farmer in southwest
Michigan and also works as a freelance computer
graphic designer.
I’m back to my yoga practice after a timeout.
I welcome each birthday. I greet each day and
cherish times with family and friends.

ANDREA REBENI KARLS
• Andy

Apartment 8, 52 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138,
(617) 492-1621
Email: Andykarl83@comcast.net
Dentures: C. Eames
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: Harvard Graduate School of Education,
M.A., Social Studies, 1969
Volunteer Service: Harvard A Dream Foundation of
Stanford, CT — formerly — Literary Volunteers of
America — formerly — Harvard Radio/TV Choir.
Business: Regional Director, FAS Capital Giving
Hobbies and Interests: Watercolor painting, especially
plain air painting, reading (two book groups), skiing,
looking
Children: Michael, 1979, UMass, real estate, skiing,
Ice hockey, Hillary, 1982, Wellesley, MFT, software
engineer, in process of founding a start up in Silicon
Valley
Relatives: Hillary Marie Karl (Daughter) 2008

I am still raising money for Harvard,
working too hard, reduced by the intensity of the
year and grateful for the opportunity to meet
and learn from exceptional alumni.

Thank you for your water-color, sufficiently satisfied
with my progress to keep going— is simple,
fundamental insight that seems to apply to most
self-motivated learning;

I love the demographic of adults living alone
and enjoying it.
not yet a grandmother, hoping to be someday;
I am thinking more about the end of life,
though my mother is 92;

to take advantage of our new home in the Country,
Salt Spring Island, BC, where Mus and parents live
on the orchard they have planted. It’s a new
rhythm.

Since matriculating from my 30 year position at
the Skirball Museum in Los Angeles, ten years
back, I’ve been busy as Executive Director of our
family’s foundation which supports the endowments
and interests my parents had developed in their life
time as exploring new territory where we
and our children’s lives. It’s being
necessary to be able to share this
with our two grandchildren, Rebecca
and Jos.
CAROL BOSWORTH
• Buzz •
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967
Dorns: Davis
Date: November 9, 2005
Laura Grosh remembers: Carol (Buzz) Bosworth was playing her hobo on the shores of Lake Waban our first afternoon as freshman at Wellesley. I, Laura Grosh, was carrying my sketch book and did a series of paintings and drawings of her. She and her husband "Rafi" Katzer moved to Israel in 1971 and had 2 children, DeVere and Devra. "Rafi" died in 1989 and the family moved back to Long Island. DeVere graduated from Davidson College in Spanish and continued on to get his MFA. He married his partner Diane Oct 2010. They each have big DC careers and have framed the picture of Buzz, which looks good... DeVra lives in Israel with her small daughter.
Dana Stembough Semester remembers: Buzz Bosworth was unique. I didn’t always understand her when I first knew her. She was lighthearted, Ahead of me in Brains and wit. But underneath her sarcastic and intelligent humor was a sweet, sensitive, vulnerable woman whose strength of character and faith sustained her through the tragedies that unfolded in her life.
Cynthia Lenz Leviton remembers: who played the hobo.
Judith Lampert Green remembers: Who could not love Buzz? I’m just very sad and whenever I remember that she is gone, and I think of her kids who lived through so much loss.
Jane Levin Garnett remembers: Buzz Bosworth was the first person I met at Wellesley. We settled into Davis with our overbearing mothers doing their best to help us as while we were just hoping they would leave so we could get on with it. Everything about Buzz was exceptional; she was exceptionally young, exceptionally smart, exceptionally open-minded, exceptionally funny and exceptionally compassionate. I only went to one Wellesley reunion. Buzz was there and seeing her brought me back to my first hour at Wellesley. We had virtually no contact after graduation but seeing her at reunions, when she knew she had a terminal illness, made me focus on everything that was exceptional about being at Wellesley and about knowing Buzz.
Sarah Smith Baldwin remembers: Buzz: wonderful dry wit, so profoundly gifted, shared love of Judaism, suffered terrible loss of her husband, raised two special sons, deeply devoted to her. Carol for her family, her father, while working for an insurance co., yet contextualized with her lot in life. I loved every moment I spent with her.
ANN BOERTZ PATTON
P.O. Box 1566, Lakewville, CT 06059, (860) 435-8394
Dorns: Barbara Sorensen
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Evan, 1967
Room: Restaurant
Spouse: Restaurant
Lorna Boydston Goodrich
153 Congenue Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201
MARILYN BRENNAN SCHUM
Apartman 8, 514-5 Silk Street, Moscow, ID 83842
LINA BROCK
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Date: August 13, 1991
Carol Dinger Gander remembers: Lina was my freshman roommate. She played guitar, which I thought was very cool, and took that most difficult of courses, Musical Theory. Much of her early studies involved turning rhythms on her drums and singing various dithyrambs to help mnemonic symphonic works. She was very into poetry as well. I thought her memories were quite exotic compared to my own, and admired her for that reason. Later, she transferred to Raud College, where she found a program which better-supported her interests. Sadly she did not have as many years as she should have to pursue them.
Dale Brodkey
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1967
Dorns: Claire
Date: August 14, 1986
Donna Bello Nelson Gervain remembers: Dale (Dilie as she was known) lived in Clifton the three years I was there. I kept in touch with her afterwards, mostly at holiday time. In her relatively short life, she had two distinctive careers. Although she had majored in economics at Wellesley, she took many courses in anthropology as her major, and after graduation she worked in the related field of technology. She was working on a doctoral dissertation when she decided, as many in our class seem to have, that it would be more practical in the long run to go to law school instead. She ended up specializing in environmental (and preservation?) law. She was also very interested in the 20th-century crafts movement, and we ended up having more in common than we did in college even. Sadly, she was hit suddenly by a powerful but mysterious virus, which caused her death when she was probably only in her early forties. Am not certain of the details on any of the above, as it is all from my memory, but wanted to be sure that Dale is recognized here, even though she cannot write her own page.
Marilyn Maaske Saelc remembers: Dale Brodkey was from Omaha, Nebraska, a place totally exotic to a New Yorker like me. I did not keep up with her after college, but when we moved to Missouri, I had a neighbor who had grown up with her and knew her well. I wish I had, too.

Leslie Brotherhoud Dickinson
Leslie
Business: Retired Public Librarian, Robbins and Sons, Inc. Singing—church choir and local church group reading, gardening, Cape Cod cottage.
Wellesley Relations: Karen Pukowit (Daughter) 1996

Baileys Trill (or Treble): Leslie with Karen and Family
Leslie writes: My favorite part of Reunion has always been the Maritime Parade, with the inspiring sight of the salty old mariner, and me saying to myself, “There I am in years to come!” I am now coming to understand that that will not be me. I have a rare muscular condition, unnamed but “in the family” of ALS (Lou Gehrig’s). The manifestations are gradual weakening, mostly in the legs so far, requiring first leg braces (or foot drops), then a walker, and now a wheelchair. It is very difficult for someone who has always been active and independent to rely heavily on paid help, and now a part-time aide and my daughter Karen. Fortunately, a golden opportunity to take a retirement package came along two years ago. I miss the structure and the social aspects of working, but not the struggle to get there. Another blessing is that Karen and her husband and two daughters (6 and 4) moved in with me last July. It is a joy to be with them. My house is fairly accessible inside, but very difficult outside, so I am quite housebound. I still get out to rehearsals of singing groups, to church, and am touched by the many visits and assistance from friends and family.

My proudest accomplishment and best fortune has been to have an incredible family of a husband (Jim deceased), four step-daughters, one daughter, four sons-in-law, and four grandchildren who are all wonderful, vastly accomplished, loving, vibrant beings. I am mildly blessed!

Mary Brown
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Died: December 1, 1974
Diana Stammberg Soncevsky remembers: Mary Brown lived young and tragically, shortly before she was to be married. She will always be remembered with her bubbly laughter, shining long hair, and those devilish brown eyes, as young and beautiful as ever.

Erika Johnson remembers: Mary Johnson was my sophomore roommate. Our room smelled of coffee and smoke and resonated with impassioned debates about philosophy and religion and music, often long into the night. She was brilliant, politically active, adventurous, sophisticated, idealistic, had a grand sense of the ridiculous and loved to laugh. She was beautiful in all ways. She will always be remembered as a generous and true friend who died too soon.

Elizabeth Bates Johnson remembers: Mary was from Pittsburgh, PA (my home town) and we used to fly to and from Wellesley on the same flights, sharing a taxi to and from the airports on both ends. She was a bright light in my life during Wellesley and died at way too young an age.

WILMETTE BROWN
Address not available
MARGARET BROWSE
4 Peggy, 6
P.O. Box 46, Roxas P.O. 04904
Email: mcbob@virginia.com
Daughter of: Virginia, Catoctin
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., economics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Marlborough Visiting Nurse Association, Posadas, Kipp Acad., D.C.
Business: Retired Associate General Counsel

ANN BREA WELCH
35 Last Street, Marlborough, MA 01752, 781-233-5975, fax 5
(617) 703-0119
Email: awilson@virginia.com
Daughter of: Virginia, Catoctin
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., economics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Marlborough Visiting Nurse Association, Posadas, Kipp Acad., D.C.
Business: Retired Associate General Counsel

Hobbies and Interests: Sports, travel, cooking, family
Spouse/Partner: G. Dudley Welch (88)
X-P College: Boston College, B.A.; Pol, Scissors, 1967
X-P Graduate School: Boston U. Law School, J.D., Law, 1971
X-P Occupation: Attorney
Children: Lindsay, 1975, U. of Tennessee; David Bennett, 1979, Boston U.
I retired almost 2 years ago from my IT position. I figured that I’d have a part-time job within months, but instead I’m unemployed and loving it! I found I didn’t want to give up my flexibility to do the things I wanted to do – cruising on one sailboat along the New England coast, kayaking around Marlborough, exercising more, traveling to Europe with family, spending more time with friends, reading and gardening more, and also just relaxing. Dudley and I are still having a wonderful time together – we’re about to celebrate our 40th anniversary. For that, we’re heading to Italy to spend a week with dear friends who live on their sailboat in the Med followed by another week hiking along the Amalfi coast. A perfect celebration.

Our first grandchild is due in September, and I can hardly wait! David and Karin live in San Francisco. David, 34, has had diabetes since he was 6. The responsibility I once had for his health is now in his hands, and he’s flourishing. He has recently been participating in triathlons including Iron Man, and in April he will be running the Boston Marathon to raise money for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation.

Lindsay, now 36, has moved to Gloucester. After many years in the non-profit world she is starting her own business as a life coach and is housed in her new field. I am still learning what that entails!

Looking forward to seeing you in June!
ALISON BRUNELL  
• Ali  
Apartment 18, 541 4th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215, (718) 768-5575  
Email: alison.brunell@icloud.com  
Dorm: Tuscarawas West  
Business: Assistant Teacher/Writer/Spokesperson  
Wellesley Relatives: Geraldine Brunell (sister) 1992

Getting older has many windows. One day, recently, I was walking up the east side of Sixth Avenue between 40th and 41st Streets, smiling and, truthfully, sort of dancing because I had just had a film audition at Actors Equity, when I noticed a really good looking “Wall Street type guy” coming toward me.

The excitement, euphoria and energy in his pace and on his face drew me to him instantly. He glanced up; our eyes met; he grinned; I smiled. The focus was intense. Yeah! But, a la New York City, the mid-day crowd was rushing, so we just nodded and kept going. After he vanished, I was giggling. How delighted that I, at this time, am still charged by the vamps of “boys.” Hmmmm.

Well, I decided to reflect on my next activity. Success, where the hell was I going? I paused and leaned on the building. Hmmmmm, a senior moment? Ouch! But, wow, the young man’s face popped up on my mind, and my smile came back. Well, I figured, TIME does pass, Ali, but (I comforted myself), it’s okay, as long as you’re having fun.

Then I remembered where I was going and moved on.

WINFRED BURGIS  
• Wandy  
1215 Wilson Court, Houston, TX 77077

ELLEN BERNIE SIMMONS  
• Bee  
287 South Bay Street, Marionboro, MA 01752, (508) 483-7711, cell (508) 494-3712  
Email: berniesimmons@comcast.net  
Dorm: Davis, Cliff  
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967  
Graduate: Boston U., J.D., School of Law, 1977  
Business: Attorney—past time  
Hobbies and Interests: community theater, gardening, reading, fencing  
Grandchildren: Alex, 1991; Isaac, 1996; Annora, 2001  
Wellesley Relatives: Alice Barnes (mother) 1943; Jane Brooks (sister) 1945, Ragnar Norden (sister) 1949

At this point in my life, I am the happiest I have ever been, with the possible exception of my childhood summers at camp. I have dialled back to part-time lawyering (due partly to the economy, partly to inclination, and I still enjoy practicing solo, picking and choosing my clients and not even having to suffer work hours with drama. The two principal pleasures of my second childhood: grandchildren and community theater. My family has grown in size and delightfulness.

Son Andrew lives in Rhode Island with his wife and two daughters, Alice (16) and Antonia (almost 11). He is director of career services at Brown, and Karen is an English professor at Curry College. All 3 of Andy’s women have a strong literary bent, and have published poetry. Daughter Juliet, whose adolescence was both extended and troubled, surfaced from a loving marriage and a string of crucial friendships to find Michael, a fellow musician with distinctly uncommon-like maturity. Together they have Anabel (born 12/29/10) and, when they married last October, they brought Michael’s lovely son Jamie (15) into the family. Juliet, a singer, has just come out with an album, “No Regrets,” which was favorably reviewed in the Boston Globe.

Theatre brings me back to a school pastime, and into a huge circle of friends. In the past eight years, I’ve played everything from a Gilbert and Sullivan yeoman to Efel Thayer in “On Golden Pond”, indulging my perhaps-not-so-ance hind

ELSABETH BURTIN  
Address not available

ADA CALDWELL NIELSEN  
Ada Nielsen in 2009  
836 Timber Lane, Lake Forest, IL 60045, (312) 981-1082  
Email: ada@caldewellnielsen.com  
Dorm: Shaler, MA, Michigan, 1979  
Graduate: Wake Forest, Wake Forest, 1979  
Business: Director, Intellectual Asset Strategy & Management, 2009  
Spouse/Partner: Walter W. Nielsen (Wall)

WILL SIMMONS, Ada’s son, former Chinese model is in front of picture of himself, in thought bubble

SANDRA CANO  
Address not available

MARY ELLEN CARLSON  
Englishe Harrison, Apr. 1888, 1895 N. Franklin Street, Wilmington, DE 19868

ROBERTA CARLSON CARNWATH  
P.O. Box 1511, Middletown, VT 05753

JULIA CAUTHORN  
1937 Morse Street, Houston, TX 77019, (713) 522-4542, cell (713) 375-7346  
Email: julia@ws Bison.com  
Dorm: Davis  
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967  
Graduate: U. of Pennsylvania, B.A., Sociology, 1970; George U., School of Law, 1975  
Volunteer Service: ROA Downers (River Oaks Area Democratic Women)  
Business: Principal  
Hobbies and Interests: Cooking, collecting Mexican art and crafts, sewing  
Children: Will Simmons, 1984, Denverite, grad, in NYC after 3.5 years in Beijing learning Chinese

When you read about maternity leave at Wall Street firms, Goldman Sachs always has the best. And I was the person willing to risk my career to get it. I was 36 months off, with full compensation for the first three. In 1989 when I finally was able to carry a baby to term, I was put on bed for a week at four months. Goldman at that point had no maternity leave and a partner called me at home to tell me they weren’t going to change. I told Jay Shephard (’69) in the Legal Department; the policy was changed in three days.

I am writing in the midst of news that Texas Governor Perry had cut off women’s healthcare in Texas for women of low and moderate means. The elected Republicans are trying to shut down Planned Parenthood and, for a week, the Komen Foundation, joined the conservative strong. I do hope that young women who haven’t been active politically be motivated to do more than send a check to PP. We came of age during the Vietnam War and the sexual revolution and, although the only time I marched was over a historic building being seized, I was politically active.
L. TERRY CAUTHORN
- Terry -

5402 3rd Avenue
Vienna, WV 26105
(304) 296-6825; cell: 
(304) 415-0633
Email: 
tcauthorn@hotmail.com
Home: fayette
Web site: mcauth
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Vanderbilt U., M.A., English, 1968
Volunteer Service: On Board of Trust (country)
Country Club, Director of my Church, etc. Other committees:
Yearbook committees over the years
Business: Retired
Children: Adam Saltsy, 1978, law firm lawyer, sports
teacher (baseball)

To quote the Harrow School song, “30 years
on, growing older and older.” But, whoops! (it’s now
and 45 years, and where did they go?) I have returned to
WV, and the intervening years in the Boston area
seem something of an interregnum during which,
divorced, I was raising my son Adam and working.
Career included 7 years at Harvard Business
School and 17 at a management consulting firm,
especially enjoyed writing case studies and
corporate histories. Took early (semi) retirement
and am now back where I came. The days fly by
and fill up, though I’m not always sure with what.
Lots of church, volunteer and Board work. And
recessing things I did before (as you may recall):
bride, golf, English mysteries, crossword and other
puzzles, chocolate chip cookies. More walking and
exercise than in years past and — surprisingly — I’m
more relaxed and appreciating friends (new and
old) more. Adam lives in Greensboro, married to
the lovely Lorraine, originally from Mexico and now
studying — brilliantly — at UNC-Greensboro. Adam,
still baseball-obsessed, has a solo law practice,
defending the apparently numerous criminals in
Greensboro. I wish they (Lorraine and Adam) were
closer, but then I wish many things — including health and happiness for the Sunshine Class.

“They said, ‘You have a blue guitar,
You do not play things as they are.’
The man replied, ‘Things as they are
Are changes upon the blue guitar.”
(Wallace Stevens)

“Brightness falls from the air;
Quaints have died young and fair; . .
Lord have mercy on us.” (T. Nash)

ELEANOR CHAFFEE
Address not available

KATHLEEN CHADIN BERNSTEIN
210 San Fernando Way, San Francisco, CA 94127,
(415) 731-3195; cell: (415) 738-3484

N’P Occupation: Consulting Engineer
Children: David, 1967, Rensselaer Polytechnic 1991; Michael,
1969, Occidental College 2012
Every 10 years I try to do something new and challenging. In my 40’s, I learned to ski. In my
50’s, I learned to ski. In my 60’s, I
experienced challenges with the financial system. I
watched my kids grow up, go off for college and
move away from home. Our big plan for the
decade was a trip to India. In 2010, the trip was
postponed because of floods and mudslides. We
were planning to go in 2011. Then, last May I was
diagnosed with breast cancer. I never got to India
but I began to appreciate my life more than ever.
I am passionate about attending rigorous exercise
classes with a wonderful group of friends, and I
don’t take my life, my family or my friendships
for granted. India is off the table for now but we have
many wonderful events to look forward to — a
college graduation, a trip to Israel, reunion and our
son’s wedding.

Unlike me, a very late bloomer, Daniel is
getting married at the age of 24. We will now have
a daughter to add to our two sons and have added
another dimension to our family — who knows that Yiddish
had a word for the parents of your child’s spouse?

I look forward to more challenges in the years
to come and to renewing friendships with you all.
Even at 67, you can feel as though life is just
beginning.

JUDITH CHEENSEK SLEEPER
226 Wellesley St, Wayland, MA 01778

Me and the gons

Email: kathleen.cberinstein@gmail.com
Home: kberinstein.com
Web site: cberinstein.
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Stanford, Ph.D., Biochemistry, 1973; Stanford
U., M.B.,A. - Graduate School of Business, 1982
Business: Director, Credit Risk Management Executive
Spouse/Partner: Gerald Bernstein (Jerry), January 12,
1983
N’P College: U. of Pa., B.S., Aeronautical Engineering, 1960
N’P Graduate School: Stanford, M.S., Engineering, 1979

6082 3rd Avenue,
Vienna, WV 26105
(304) 296-6825; cell: 
(304) 415-0633
Email: 
tcauthorn@hotmail.com
Home: fayette
Web site: mcauth
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Vanderbilt U., M.A., English, 1968
Volunteer Service: On Board of Trust (country)
Country Club, Director of my Church, etc. Other committees:
Yearbook committees over the years
Business: Retired
Children: Adam Saltsy, 1978, law firm lawyer, sports
teacher (baseball)
SARA COMMONS
P.O. Box 1655, Cady, WV 25414

ANNE CONLEY WEAVER
158 Old Stancliff Road, Montague, MA 01351, (413) 677-2846

Deb Millard, Anne Conley Weaver, Cindy McLaughlin, Bob Weaver

Hobbies and Interests: gardening, western style square dancing, choir singing, walking
Spouse/Partner: Robert James Weaver (dey), June 17, 1967
S.P. College: Lafayette College, B.A., mathematics, 1963
S.P. Occupation: retired Mount Holyoke math/computer science professor
Children: Claire, 1984, Mount Holyoke College; CEO of Style for Hire, Dedham, 1973; Duke, Director of Human Resources, the Partners Group
Grandchildren: Erica, 2005; Leah, 2007; Miles, 2010; Alesaiah, 2015
My life is rich and blessedly stable. I’m still married to Bob, my high school sweetheart. We have lived in the same house in lovely rural Massachusetts for 43 years, though we’ve built additions and now garden more flowers than food. We still think our daughters are the greatest, plus we’ve added two amazing sons-in-law and are finally in love with our four grandchildren. We are still inspired by nature and love to walk, doing 3-5 miles most days. Music has been a continuous thread; I named a Master of Music degree and taught and performed on flute for decades (but don’t trouble at all anymore), and I directed my beloved church choir (with Bob as lead tenor) until this year, when recently in it two medical specialties and dealing with all the pressures of the pandemic made it seem unnecessary to me. I have been a doctor for 40 years, a little odd in my book of being a woman in medicine. Anyway, the main thrust of my practice is for me, being a business woman is more unexpected than being a late-life physician. I am one of the least tech savvy people I know and pioneered using electronic health records (and am still struggling with technology?). I started hands-in-patient care (I am a pediatrician and an internist) so provide primary care for all ages, but I have become more political and end up writing letters and serving on committees trying to improve things on the macroscale.

Claire and Dick

CLAUDE COOK LIPPERT
3 Trident St., Charlestown, MA 02129

KATHLEEN COOK
144 Appleton Point Road, Burlington, VT 05408

CLAUDIA CORRIE DAMON
44 Fish Road, Concord, NH 03301

PRISCILLA COSTELLO
14019 Carolina Drive, Houston, TX 77079

PEG COLLINS BOBBIT
4109 Caroline Drive, Houston, TX 77079

CAROL-LYNN COWIT KARGER
Address not available
MARGARET CROSS LEVENBERG

- Margey -
3907 Prarie Ridge
Road, Libertyville, IL 60048,
(847) 889-1223,
cell: (847) 889-1274
Email: margerye@comcast.net

Dorm: Cairns
Undergraduate:
Wellesley College College, B.A., Chemistry, 1967
Graduate:
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, M.S. (Ph.D.),
2 years Physical Chemistry for PhD program, 1978;

Business: Retired Senior Analytical Chemist

Volunteer Service: American Chemical Society
Chicago Section; Nuclear Magnetic Resonance MRSAH Conference Organizing Committee
Volunteer Liaison; Downdraft Ski Instructor (PSIA Certified) for 27 years,
snowboarding, skiing, hiking, scuba diving (PADI Rescue Certified) for 16 years,
snowboarding

Sponsor/Partner: M.J. Levineberg, December 21, 1997
NP College: Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.,
Chemistry, 1967

S.P. Graduate School: Cohack, Ph.D., Chemistry, 1965
S.P. Occupation: Chemist (retired)
Children: Julia Noah; Steven Derby, 1971, MIT,
Biology PhD Univ. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign;
Channing Werner Stowell, 1974, Stanford, Knowledgeable
Grandchildren: Maya Mills, 1996; Macy Mills, 2000

Wellesley Relatives: Fran Waltzer Rissier (Cousin) 1964

Family photo taken in July 2011 is not usable in Libertyville, IL.

Margey is still smiling.

After writing 899 words for the Reunion Booklet, I have decided to see bullet:
- My big change in the last five years is that, in 2008, I decided to move from Saturn Company
  where I was a Senior Analytical Chemist.
- I am always extremely active with sports (ski instructing, cross-country skiing, SCUBA, hiking,
swimming), and professional societies, so when I stopped working, I was pleased to find that I had
time to sleep.
- Margey and I have been married for 14 years and been together for 21 years. Margey has been
  retired for 11 years.
- Since I retired, we have been driving to the spring meetings of the National American
  Chemical Society, since we realized that the drivers to the meetings went through prime ski country.
- In 2008, Margey and I moved to London, Paris, and Amsterdam for two weeks of my first time in
  Europe.
- I really enjoyed talking in French to people in Paris and would talk for about 10 minutes before a
  look of total non-comprehension appeared on my face, after which the person would speak English.
  It was so much fun that I started taking a

Margery Cross Levenberg at Wallalows 1967

French class (after 3 years in HS and 2 years at

Wallalows.)
- Margey’s granddaughters, Maya (16 years old)
  and Macy (12 years old), have always known me and call me Grandma Margey. They happen to live
  in St. Louis where my daughter, Julie, and her husband live, so we have our micro-shares.
  Life is full and good.

Margery and Marlyn, Sisters Olson, in Portland OR in
September 2010 when Margey visited. Marlyn is a retired nurse in Canada. Margey and Marlyn have
had the only two people from their high school in NO in Wallalows 1967.

Margery Cross Levenberg at Wallalows 1967

Margery Cross Levenberg in her Amsterdam 2010

Margery’s husband Bill. She is very glad that she
answered the ad in the paper that asked for community
chemicals at work. Chemistry was a passion as a
production-a huge coincidence. Margey and Bill
were not just both chemists. but in the same small
chemical field called “spectroscopy.” At 46K per hr.
There was chemistry between us.

Margery’s daughter Julia Stowell Derby, who is losing
one of her four dogs while husband, Tom Derby, is in
living for the third time of life in their Reserve in 2010.
Tom and Julia are back together love it St. Louis.

Margery at Stowell Residence, Ski Area in 2012 is an
innovative Chemist. Chemistry endorses a passion promoting
chemistry in national phases.

JANICE CREMER

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967

Dorm:Beta
Birth:October 19, 1947
LINDA CUMBERLAND

1301 Bradley Lane, Peoria City, OK 74040, (918) 384-2746
Email: cumberl@d.indiana.edu

Duncan: Texas Coast East

Undergraduate: Winrock, B.A., German, 1987
Graduate: Indiana U., M.A., Anthropology, 2000
Indiana U., M.A., Linguistics, 2002
Indiana U., Ph.D., Anthropology & Linguistics, 2005

Business: Director of Kaw Nation Language Dept.
Children: 2 surviving children
Grandchildren: 2 grandchildren

After a 15-year career in nonprofit fundraising, I returned to school in 1998, motivated by a desire to document endangered Native American languages. My dissertation was “A Grammar of Assiniboine: A Language of the Northern Plains.” I lived on a reserve in Canada for a year under a Fulbright fellowship, participated in sweat lodges, sun dance, and a range of other ceremonies – even spent a week living in a tipi and eating fresh-killed moose. There were 250 native speakers of that language when I started my work; now there are fewer than 25. Under two NEH grants I prepared two books of Assiniboine narratives for publication. They’re with my editor and should come out next year.

That work overlapped with my work with the Kaw Tribe (i.e., Kansas – the one state of Kansas is named for). I’ve written a set of language lessons for use in college classes and an annotated reader using traditional stories of the Kaw. I’m currently preparing a dictionary of their language, extant since the mid-1800s, due to be published in December of this year.

Helen Currie Foster

P.O. Box 501,
Dripping Springs, TX 78620, (512) 409-9011, cell: (512) 707-7671
Email: helen@curriefoster.com; HelenCurrieFoster@gmail.com

Duncan: Books, Sevener
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967

Volunteer Service: Empty Bowl - Dripping Springs, TX, 2006-2011; Austin Shakespeare, Board, 2011-2012
Business: chuckhole
Honors and Awards: Best Lawyer - Administrative 2010-2011

Hobbies and Interests: Rowing - port-side, Austin Rowing Club; 1999 as president; fundraising - KUT; Austin; songswriting/hill country sessions and Texas water issues

Spaces/Poet: Lawrence Winther Foster, Sept. 2

S-P College: U. of Oklahoma, B.S., Accounting, 1966
S-P Graduate School: Harvard Business School, M.B.A., 1968; U. of Texas at Austin, Ph.D., 1975
S-P Occupation: university professor - retired
Children: Jane Sydney Foster Schmidler, 1975; health care consultant, Andrew Lawrence Foster, 1975; lawyer, Grandchildren: Mila Jane Schmidler, 2011

Wellesley Relation: Jane Sydney Foster Schmidler (Daughter) 1975

This year in water law was fascinating. The Texas regime began with local control of groundwater, but the legislature may backtrack on that as water becomes more contentious than ever. I have loved representing a groundwater district and studying the issues involved.

As I write, our first grandchild is asleep in the next room, six months old and very precious. I am learning how unsustainably sweet it is to stuff her neck. And to see her sweet mother raising her.

This feels like a transition year. I am rerouting a first mystery about a hill country lawyer and have almost finished the second. Finishing them is a must. The first features caviar paintings; the second involves sang theft and the music industry. I have loved writing them. Time for more time for this, and music.

Current reading: The Axe Cleft by Paul Woodruff. Definitely producing. Also, Why The West Rules For Now by Ian Morris. True or not? Along the lines of Morris’s book, our son Drew is in Beijing working with China’s new anti-corruption law. Hmm.

Larry and I are still boot companions — BFFs — as we re-launched last year hiking the Coast-to-Coast in England. We will hike there and Scotland again in May.

After that I plan to retire to Seattle to be near my daughter and her family, making frequent trips to Athens, GA to visit my son and his family.
LINDA DIAGNULT HOWELL

517 New Street, New Bern, NC 28560, (252) 633-2214
Email: Lindahn6375@gmail.com
Drama: Trayos Creek East, Trayos Creek West
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Graduate: Brown, MAT, History, 1969
Volunteer Service: Multiple
Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, Reading, Travel, Historian Preservation
Sponsor/Partner: James M. Howell (Axa), September 24, 2003
S.P. College: Texas A&M, B. S., Economics, 1959
S.P. Graduate School: Tulane, PhD, Economics, 1963
S.P. Occupation: Economist
Wellesley Reunion: Laura DiGenoa (Roe) 1972

This year finds us still in our "new" home: New Bern, NC. It has been quite a learning process getting to know the rhythms of a small, Southern town. There is much to admire in the different approaches to life and work, and we have been fortunate to meet extraordinary people here, both natives and newcomers. We miss the pace and intensity of our urban life, but we have greatly valued the opportunity to experience another part of the world. Jim continues to do economic consulting, although he has become more a historian than an economist. We are still traveling... independently and by ear; primarily in Europe...working our way through France and Art 100. Preservation is increasingly the focus of much of my volunteer work; I am currently serving as president of a group here in New Bern that is working to preserve an old cemetery...Shink Revolutionary and Civil War Era... and that is taking up more time than I imagined possible.
So, life is at 67 is great. We are joined by Magnolia, our orange roux English Cooker who is a great friend of Duc, Julie and Charlie Schemmer's chocolate lab. Exploring North Carolina has been a wonderful adventure from the southeast to the Great Smokies and we are equalized from Julie in Charlottesville and my sister Laura Gens - '72 in Charleston. I remain grateful to Wellesley for the close friendships made there, who have nurtured and sustained me, and the challenges set before us.

JO DALEY

50 Pilgrim Road, Milton, MA 02186, (617) 778-0418
Email: jknelson@comcast.net
Drama: WaMa
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967

45 years encompassed---worked on Campus Hill in educational and labor research 3 years after graduation. Last IBM's experimental computer training for 550 grad before going to IBM/MMA '72. Could write book---only woman in section of 70.

Then in marketing and finance at 1970's, projects including Federal Hall Marketplace and Louis Wharf, also opened 3, then 6 retail stores from Harvard Square to Newport and Soho, and started wholesale Mykonos Greek Import business, selling cotton clothing of our own manufacturer to 2000+ boutiques across the country. Closed IOS in 1996/7, turning up all I had worked for, when the world took advantage of my preoccupation with illnesses of my mother and Art Blakley, my overwork... Started again small and slowly, mostly in handmade ceramic beads and some Greek handicrafts, only wholesalers---see www.Mykonosbeads.com and www.GreekFolkArt.com.
The last 12 months have been very trying. Greek manufacturers are dealing with overwhelming financial stress... biggest supplier went from 145 employees to 17, and 90% of suppliers no longer exist. Raw materials problems, daily strikes, demonstrations (Greens' self-defeating democracy... Are we doing much better here?), unemployment over 20%, pensions gone. Today's news: situation calmer, but certainly not better.

Plan to close, head to the beach in a year or 2. Please drop by my Cape Cod house for a lovely summer's day? No kids, but very close to my 3 nieces. Annie Jo is very happy with Thalia Claire, bars gradnitude now 18 months. Looking for someone to jam with me to New Zealand, via Hawaii... a Pacific Shangri-La. next year???

ELIZABETH DAMROSH

2839 N.W. Gordon Street, Portland, OR 97210, (503) 275-1648
Email: adamrosh@mac.com
Drama: Claire's
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, History/Studio, 1987
Graduate: Public Art Program Director
Sponsor/Partner: Gary Rams

Last week, my daughter, age 36, had her third cancer scan, almost a year cancer-free from a rare cervical tumor diagnosed 6 years ago. We’re celebrating big time. She’s strong, happy, married to a wonderful man, well employed and living two hours from here.
I remember very happily the 6 years after 11 years of her birth... Gary’s an architect, has transformed the house. We love Portland, the amazing lifestyle it affords, surrounded by ancient fires, views of snow-capped mountains, and spoiled by raves in arts, food, wine, friends, easy access to the Pacific, Columbia River, high desert.
I’ve worked at the Regional Arts & Culture Council 21 years, Executive Director for the last 7. I can’t yet imagine stopping. Stuff is amazing. Every day is different doing all possible to help arts thrive in this fertile, but not financially generous place... building alliances, making political friends, connecting to artists and arts leaders, responding to changing demographics is our community, and helping people understand how vital arts are to kids’ education and individuals and collective lives. Big challenges? You bet.

With parents gone, I’m as connected as possible to states and families all in NY or NE, getting together in small clumps, sometimes gathering the class this summer to celebrate my sister’s 80th, feasting on lobster on her farm in Maine. Hard to believe we’re so distant now. Sorry to miss this reunion, but plan to join you at the 50th, assuming this good life continues, which I’m determined it will. So far so good.

DIANE DASEL RUBEN

11 Knollwood Drive, New Haven, CT 06515

DEBORAH DAVIS

15 Pearl Street, New Haven, CT 06511

SU-EILEN DUFFY LEVAY

4 Elms Road, Madison, NJ 07940

Rosa DeAllegro

4 Elms Road, Madison, NJ 07940

Address not available
CAROL DUNGER GANDER  
*Candy*  

27 Oak Street  
Northville, MA 02646  
(617) 944-7551  
Email: candle@gandcrystall.net  

**Dana, Tower Court  
Court  East  
Northville, Michigan  
Wellesley College  
B.A. 322  
History/Studies  
1967**  

**Graduate:** Harvard, M Arch, Graduate School of Design, 1961  
**Business:** Retired Architect  
**Hobbies and Interests:** Photography, Collage  
**Spouse/Partner:** Frederick Gander (deceased), June 8, 1967  
**S/P College:** MIT, B.S., East, and Architecture, 1965  
**S/P Graduate School:** Whitney, M.B.A., Business, 1965  
**S/P Occupation:** Metals Consultant, retired  
**Children:** Alice 1965, Violin/Guitar Symphony, teacher of English, Alexis, 1974, Lawyer, Quilt maker  
**Grandchildren:** Eaton, 2007  

**Wellesley Relatives:** Carol Eudora Dugger (Mother) 1945

About a year ago, I decided to retire from my architectural career, as I suspected that my already-retired husband was lonely. In addition, I was tired of the management politics that are a very large part of getting things built. I was sure that my interests in art and collage would easily glow to fill my days as they did my evenings and weekends previously. However, I was totally unprepared for the amount of free time there is to fill in a day without work—it was a shock at first!  

Happily, after a few months, I came up with the idea of going to art school—to sharpen my skills and find a forum for discussion. This past fall and spring I took courses in the continuing education department of Mass Art, and next fall will attend a graduate program at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts. I figure I will get the training I need to spend the last part of my life making art—and I always did want to go to art school. I suspect purple hair and a nose ring are in my future.

---

DEBORAH DE WITT  

F.H. Box 725  
Darien, CT 06820  
(203) 658-2688;  
(203) 994-8054  
Email: deborahedwards  
Gandcrystal.net  

**Children:** Undergraduate:  
Wellesley College  
B.A., East, 1967  
Graduate: Columbia Business School, M.B.A., 1961  
**Volunteer Service:** Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Director, Tocqueville, 2003-2005; Gunther Institute, Director, Chair of Finance Committee, 2009; Ipsa, Director, Chair of Finance Committee, 2012; Seeds Nursing Home, Director, Chair of Development Committee, 2009  
**Business:** Retired  
**Hobbies and Interests:** Sailing  
**Spouse/Partner:** Charles M. Lucas (deceased), Jan 1, 1967  
**S/P College:** UC Berkeley, B.A., Economics  
S/P Graduate School: UC Berkeley, Ph.D., Economics  
**S/P Occupation:** Retired  
**Children:** Andrew, 1975, President, 90s, Harvard, 92, President, 93, Harvard, 94, President, 95, Harvard, 96, President, 97, Harvard  
**Gradchildren:** Saide, 2006; Stella, 2011  

**Wellesley Relatives:** Sarah Luca (Dugger) 1902

---

At 66, I am grateful. Grateful that I am in good health, grateful for a long marriage, grateful for two children, and for two darling grandchildren (2½ and 6 months), in whom I am “Dee.”  

We all have had good friends die unexpectedly in the last five years. I have tried to learn from the lives they led, to enjoy what I do, and to take advantage of the wonderful place where I live. I can walk out my door and jump in a kayak. I have done a lot of traveling, particularly in the last six months—Ghana for a Board meeting, Cambodia (on a Seven Sisters trip), and in March, to Sri Lanka and India with my husband. In the last five years we have had some great sailing trips in the Caribbean and in Maine and a memorable trip to South Africa where our son was working on a post-doc.  

I am still getting great satisfaction from volunteer work—particularly focusing on health care and reproductive rights. Serving as a director at Planned Parenthood Federation of America (the national Planned Parenthood), Gunther Institute, Ipsa, and my local Island Nursing Home has connected many dots during the past five years. And, just as I had attended the PPFA Board in the spring of 2011, I was “reappointed” into being the interim CFO. I loved the excitement of working again after 5 years, but after seven months I was really grateful to get my retired “life” back.

---

DARLENE DIAMOND KLEINER  

1185 Park Avenue  
New York, NY 10128

---

DONNA DICKENSON  

Blades, High Street, Buckle, Oxford OXI 9UJ, UK

---

JUDITH DIETZ LURIE  

*Candy*  

8 Oikonos Street  
Petaluma, CA 94952  
(503) 851-7964  
Email: luriejb2@hotlink.net  

**Dana, Tower Court East**  

**Undergraduate:** Wellesley College, B.A., German, 1967  
**Business:** Clinical Social Worker—semi-retired  
**Spouse/Partner:** Mark Lurie  
**S/P College:** Boston University, Biology, 1984  
**S/P Graduate School:** MIT, Tarantino, Ph.D., MD  
**S/P Occupation:** Bose  
**Children:** Rachel, 1972, teacher; Deborah, 1974, film composer in L.A.  
**Grandchildren:** Zachary, 2001; Jacob (Coby), 2006; Nathan, 2010  

Wellesley:  
Dietz, Jennifer Dietz (Meier) 1903; Jean Planakos Dietz (Mother) 1942; Jean Planakos Dietz (Aunt) 1942; Jane Planakos Dietz (Aunt) 1952; Diana Planakos Schiff (Cousin); Vida Berenberg Planakos (Grandmother) 1917

This is a long-prearranged super-quickie, but I did want to at least say I’m alive (more so than during Wellesley years) and well (with a few aches and pains) and about to get on a plane for D.C., to celebrate Passover with the kids and grandchildren. I’m semi-retired now, still at the same job since 1988, having started the psychiatric social work department at a local community hospital. Much-preliminary activities these days include hanging out with the grandchildren whatever possible, watercolor painting, and hiking in the California hills. Have a great reunion and summer, everyone!

---

LYNN DISTELHORST  

P.O. Box 7133, Falls Church, VA 22041

---

ELLEN DOBREW KAUFMAN  

3004 Haven Ave, Elyria, OH 44035

---

MARY JEAN DOUG SHULTZ  

751 Nutmeg Road, Hart, MA 03845
DIANE DONLEY
3907 Riverview Road, Alexandria, VA 22309, (571) 780-2304

Diane, found this photo: Chairing one of the first tents of new lives!

Email: ddonley@msn.com

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: George Washington U., M.C.P., Urban & Regional Planning, 1975
Volunteer Service: Various years: Mount Vernon Civic Association, President; Mount Vernon Council of Civic Associations - Planning and Zoning Chairman; Riverwood Homeowners Association - President and Board Member; National Airports Citizens Advisory Committee - Member; McLean - City of Alexandria District Court, DC District Court, DC Court of Appeals
Business: Attorney

Address: 12891 Whitepost Trail, Great Falls, VA 22067

Honors and Awards: Various years: Lady Fairfax for the Mount Vernon District, Fairfax County, VA; Shirley Levy Award for Excellence at Office of Chief Counsel, FEMA; FEMA Administrator’s Award for Excellence; FEMA’s Office of Chief Counsel Award for Excellence for preparing the WFP page first edition of the Disaster Policy Handbook

Hobbies and Interests: Bicycling, sailing and community service

Spouse/Partner: Fred Dohmenon, April 8, 1989

S/P College: Brandeis College, B.A., History, 1969

S/P Occupation: Attorney

Children: Travis Dohmenon, 1988, Marine reservist; guest, still fighting on ear

I am about to retire after almost 25 years with the Federal government. I have had so many
compelling opportunities in my job, including being involved in the aftermath of 9/11, at the Pentagon and then in NYC, on scene during and after Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana, and being sent to Texas to deal with the immediate aftermath of the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster. I am, however, looking forward to different activities in retirement, volunteering and spending more time at our cottage on Lake Michigan.

And I love a good life, every day has been fun, we have shared legal issues and travelled all over Europe and in different years to Japan and China. This year, after a difficult childhood, is a delightful and engaging young adult. Recently, Fred has not been feeling well but we are busy resolving his health issues.

I find that I am much more of an optimist than I know and feel more comfortable than ever with the choices I have made. I am forever grateful that I went to Wellesley and recognize that, having had numerous other teachers since college, the professors at Wellesley were outstanding.

Professor Cox changed my view about what research really was during French History and I still draw upon what I learned in the Middle Eastern history course during the junior or senior year.
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ANN DOUTHIT GOODMAN
P.O. Box 2108, Cerrillos, NM 87006

GWEN DUFFY ART
Apartment 1, 14 Alton Court, Brooklin, MA 02146

LYNN DUNNINGBRE
Apt 103, 13657 Tobacco Pkwy, Buckfield, MD 20831

JOAN DYER
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967

Business: Straw

Address: September 30, 2011

Elizabeth Anne Johnson remembers: Joan was my freshman year roommate, a serious “study-wah” and New England native, who introduced me to the Congregational Church in which I’ve now been ordained for 28 years. She used to drag me out of bed on Sunday morning to attend the Wellesley Village Congregational Church with her (Victoria “Tixy” Smith’s father was the head minister).

She was also known to make sure I got my exercise by getting me to commit to 6-7 a.m. pre-breakfast tennis games on the courts behind Stone-Davis where we lived during our sophomore, junior, and senior years. She majored in Poli Sci with a minor in Russian language and worked for the CIA for many years (and never told me what she did!). She was a bridesmaid in my wedding in Sept. 1967 and a friend for life. Joan married David Collins, divorced (with no children), and spent her later years providing encouragement to her parents and siblings, sisters and nephews. She passed away this past year after contracting a severe pulmonary infection following spinal fusion surgery.

Judith Anderson Forester remembers: Quiet, steady and unassuming, just like the family and name from which she came in the once-mid town in Connecticut from which we both came.

Shirley Best Lamgher remembers: I remember Joan well from the classes we had together at Wellesley. She was always prepared and quietly confident. We often discussed our assignments, and she never failed to impress me with her insights. I find it hard to believe she, and others, are gone.

MARY ELLEN BOYNTON
2315 North Road, Gansett, RI 02819

CHRISTINA ELLIOTT
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Greek, 1967

Address: Straw

Date: May 26, 2005

Address: October 20, 1976

Business: FBI - Marketing/Brand management

Interests: Photography, tennis, golf, baking, reading

I chuckle at a 65th birthday sentiment: Welcome to Medicare, the best thing about this milestone.

While a bit material, (haha, I am pro-Medicare!), my recent birthday would be that recent years have been pretty darn good. I retired three years ago. Now, there is time to pursue various interests.

Nature friendships. Make a new friend now and again. Read more. Travel to challenging, different places. Mention a version — tennis court, golf links, hiking trail or exotic city — and I’ll show up.

Just ask Ellen Abrams, my frequent travel
MARY ELLIS VAN KESTEREN
Easton, Connecticut 06801, USA
Easton Complete 10, 1980, Overijse, Belgium, (862) 851-1386, cell: +3247583048

Email: maryvankesteren@comcast.net
Dorm: Franklin, Towne Court East
Undergraduate: U. of Louisiana at, B.A., Art History, 1967
Other Address: PO Box 457, Groesbeck, TX 76647
Hobbies and Interests: Travel, sewing, bridge, knitting
Children: Andrew, Stephanie, Paul, Richard, Jennifer
Grandchildren: Joshua, John, Philip, 2009; Levi Daniel, 2015
An animal lover and a writer, Mary enjoys using her passion for animals to inspire her writing.

ANNE FERGUSON ENGEC
35 Kellogg Hill Road, Weston, CT 06883

Email: annees@fergusonengel.com
Dorm: Clary, Carondelet
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biology, 1967
Volunteer Services: Household Goods Recycling of Massachusetts, Boston Metro Network
Business: Retired Retired Teacher
Hobbies and Interests: Walking, hiking, canoeing, sailing, gardening, knitting, singing, photography, reading
Wellesley Relatives: Margaret Morgan Evans Shearer (1939); Nancy Evans Post (April 1945; Katherine Evans Cop (January 1949), Centre from Vermont, Vermont 01508.

My life has seen some significant changes in the last five years, beginning with Concord Academy, where I had taught science for 35 years, and offering a chance to take early retirement. I debated hard and long, as I did not feel ready to retire from teaching, but in the end I accepted. As it turned out, it was a good move in many ways, since my mother’s health was deteriorating due to dementia. For three years when friends I hadn’t seen in a while would ask how I was enjoying retirement, I would smile and say, “I don’t know yet, I’m doing full time Mom care.” By the time we see each other at reunion, it will be exactly two years since Mom died. Thankful for the end for her pain quickly and before she completely lost her mobility or her sense of humor, as she was able to live at home with me to the end.

Since then I have allowed myself time to adjust to being free of any outside obligations to work or family and am enjoying exploring new activities and returning to old pleasures. I now spend at least a hour every day in some kind of structured exercise program, I volunteer two days a week at an agency that accepts donated household goods and makes them available to those in need for free. I am sing, gardening, hiking, birding, and slowly sorting through a house overflowing with accumulated things.

I even volunteered to help plan reunions!

MARGARET EVANS • Madge •
8 Phanos Street, Aroostook, MA 01720, (978) 265-8493

Email: madgeevans@gmail.com
Dorm: Skiles; Carondelet
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biology, 1967
Volunteer Services: Household Goods Recycling of Massachusetts, Boston Metro Network
Business: Retired Retired Teacher
Hobbies and Interests: Walking, hiking, canoeing, sailing, gardening, knitting, singing, photography, reading
Wellesley Relatives: Margaret Morgan Evans Shearer (1946); Nancy Evans Post (April 1945); Katherine Evans Cop (January 1949), Centre from Vermont, Vermont 01508.

My life has seen some significant changes in the last five years, beginning with Concord Academy, where I had taught science for 35 years, offering a chance to take early retirement. I debated hard and long, as I did not feel ready to retire from teaching, but in the end I accepted. As it turned out, it was a good move in many ways, since my mother’s health was deteriorating due to dementia. For three years when friends I hadn’t seen in a while would ask how I was enjoying retirement, I would smile and say, “I don’t know yet, I’m doing full time Mom care.” By the time we see each other at reunion, it will be exactly two years since Mom died. Thankful for the end for her pain quickly and before she completely lost her mobility or her sense of humor, as she was able to live at home with me to the end.

Since then I have allowed myself time to adjust to being free of any outside obligations to work or family and am enjoying exploring new activities and returning to old pleasures. I now spend at least a hour every day in some kind of structured exercise program, I volunteer two days a week at an agency that accepts donated household goods and makes them available to those in need for free. I am sing, gardening, hiking, birding, and slowly sorting through a house overflowing with accumulated things.

I even volunteered to help plan reunions!
MARY FELLOWS
1727 S.W. Hawthorne Terrace, Portland, OR 97201, (503) 224-9866, e-mail: (503) 201-8868

Celebrating our 25th wedding anniversary, March 2012
On the one hand, the joy, and on the other we still make each other laugh, we agree to renew the contract.
Email: marylflowers@gmail.com

Dorms: Freeman, Panorama
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, U. of Texas (Austin), B.A., Philosophy, 1967
Graduate: Lewis & Clark Law School, 1975
Volunteer Service: AiC Li of Oregon, Bicycle Transportation Alliance, Sightline Institute, Oregon Center for Public Policy
Business: Book Publisher
Activities: skiing, hiking, biking, reading, being a grandkid, cross-country skiing not necessarily in that order!
Spouse/Partner: John Wright Russell, March 2, 1980

Alumni tour of Portland’s Japanese Gardens, Sept 2008

Wellesley College-McMurry Beach, Maine. Home to family reunion since 1952

S/P College: Writing Institute of Naval Architecture, B.S., Engineering, 1967
Children: Shannon Elizabeth Wright, 1969, Deputy Director, Partnership for Safety & Justice; Michael Avary Wright, 1972, Portland Fire Bureau, psuastic, attorney, union officer; Mary Kate Fellows Russell, 1982, English teacher and head of admissions, Thomas Edison High School

To write in haste or not to write at all, that seems to be the question.
The last five years. Let’s start with the annual mini reunion of a dozen Wellesley friends. And in 2009 we met at my house, spilling healing from my surgery for endometrial cancer. Actually, I’d rather talk about the shoulder I broke body surfing

in Mexico.

Then there is the birth of another beautiful grandchild (will we ever age and they all fly in Portland), the weddings of our younger daughter Katy and our son Michael, our older daughter Shannon’s move back to Portland. Best of all, our chilhoods are all employed in helping professions and we get to see all of them!

But then there’s politics, climate change, the threat to independent bookstores (my 23rd year working at Annie Blooms Books), economic injustice, and (how can this still be happening?) flagrant sexism and racism.

I’m still learning to play the recorder or getting my email under control or exercising enough or reading the classics or . . . Una Partida where are you?
Favorite quote: “The joyful though you have considered all the facts.”—Wendell Berry
“Even after all this time the sun never says to the earth: ‘You are my child.’ Look what happens with a love like that, it lights the whole sky.”—Eliot
The mantra that helps me more, however, is “I am not in a hurry.” Sometimes it’s true.

LEE FERGUSON GRIEVE
21 South End Avenue, Apt. 408, New York, NY 10280, (212) 780-1912
Email: lferguson@northlink.net, lgre@gaum.com
Dwone: Tower Court East, Manager
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Book Street College of Education, M.S., Early Childhood Education, 1969
Business: Freelance Writer
Other Address: 252 Everse Road, Amagansett, NY 11910 (631) 207-2140
Spouse/Partner: Alyson L. Grieve, June 26, 1976
S/P College: MIT, B.Arch, Architecture, 1987
S/P Occupation: Architect
Children: Rachel, 1977, Environmental consultant; Yale College & Yale School of Forestry, Georgia, 1981, Documentary filmmaker; Cornell & School of Urban Art, Aix - l'provence, 1982, Technology executive, MIT & Harvard Business School

“I’m still writing about boats—living boats, dead boats, boats for work and play on New York, Harbor and the East Coast. My book—part memoir, part maritime history—has been joyful to research and amusing to write, but the subject runs deep in me.

My husband and I continue to live in Battery Park City on the edge of the water near the World Trade Center. Post 9-11, our community has become a close and creative one. It’s been gratifying to help grow the new Fortchenheimer Chamber Orchestra and other institutions led by friends.

The maritime groups, however, truly change my energy. Nowadays there’s a proliferation of them as New Yorkers return to their beautiful blue ‘seas’ bosom.’ I am the unpaid, acemotic New York Ship Love & Model Club that has been meeting monthly for over eighty years to talk ships. As you can tell from the photographs, ‘the Grieves’ are contemplative stills.

My dance vision for the nearby South Street Seaport Museum led to an intense stretch of mastering support for it during its vulnerable years. Again with friends, I created Seaportpins, which ran a pivotal soundtrack among the Museum and its Elaine District. Now that among new leaders

The New York Ship Love & Model Club with Lee Ferguson Grieve (center, front) opening the industrial shores of Queens, New York.
MARIAN FERGUSON
130 Saks Point Road, Barnstable, MA 02630, (508) 362-8220, cell: (617) 480-0135
Email: mariannelf@aol.com
Bio: Maryland: Swan Grant Ward
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1974
Graduate: Whetlock, M.Ed, 1984
Other Address: 16 Harcourt Street, Boston, MA 02116
Spouse/Partner: Richard Harkins, June 1977
S.P. College: Yale, B.A., Political Science, 1968
S.P. Graduate School: Harvard Business School, MBA, 1974
S.P. Occupation: Proprietor of used maritime bookstore, Columbia Trading Company
Children: Russ, 1979, Joyce; Martin, 1981, teacher; Lyuba, 1983, artist/teacher; Sam, 1986, Engineer
The survey reminded me that I have had a full life—a fulfilling marriage with four enchanting children, those careers (publishing, teaching, volunteering). And now I have the time and resources to go do all those paths I bypassed while working and raising children. My explorations have taken me to small museums and historic houses throughout New England, to Falmouth in PA, the Hudson River Valley. I find myself at art and architecture lectures, studying Frank Lloyd Wright’s buildings and the life of Frick Law Olmstead. With most adventures I scoup up an old friend or someone I’d like to know better, thus enriching the experience by sharing it. Still to come: Chautauqua, the Blue Ridge Parkway, Asheville NC, Crystal Bridges anyone want to join me on a trip to Munroville Arkansas?, the Athenaeum in St. Johnsbury Vermont, the new home of the Barnes Collection in Philadelphia...
Also important to me are (1) annual and now personalized family vacations with my sisters and our families, (2) my regular morning walk to great each day, and (3) reading time not only for contemporary fiction, but biography and opportunities to learn about now things (space migration, mushrooms, the Amazon River…) It’s great to be able to be a lifelong learner.

SANDRA FERGUSON GARCIA
182 Bluenfield Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105

PATRICIA FORBato OAKES
• Pat • 21 Magic Tree Avenue, Unit C, Stanford, CA 94306, (650) 884-0672; cell: (650) 538- 7349
Email: patalarus@yahoo.com; phalowes@gmail.com
Dorn: Cayenne
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Chemistry, 1967
Graduate: Johns Hopkins, M.A., 1973
Grandchildren: waiting patiently…
My previously posted essay has been totally revised as it suddenly seems I am not retiring! Three years ago I stepped down to Associate Director of Admission at New Canaan Country School after being the director for 16 years, thereby getting me foot one the door. The next year I ramped right back up to serve as Acting Director of Secondary School Placement for a maturation leave, happily working with students (all of whom I had accepted over the years) to guide them to their next school. This year I want to part-time assisting in Placement, again poking my foot out the door. Well, the director is again pregnant, so I am ramping back up to replace her for another year. Deep down, I find that I am actually not quite ready to retire, and I am delighted with this turn of events.

JANE FISCHER SALZBERG
Apartment A, 3280 Terra Granada Drive, Walnut Creek, CA 94595

SARAH FISHER
1000 Roberts Road, Berkeley, MD 20171

MICHELE FICKER
462 Football Road, Bridgewater, NJ 08807

ALICE FLYNT ROE
218 East Elm Street, Tucson, AZ 85719, (520) 795- 7710
Email: elfite@mcom.net
Marital Status: Single
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, Biological Sciences, 1977
Spouse/Partner: W. Frank Roe

200 words?
Relaxed. So many jobs I find myself doing...
Grandmother, mother, wife, neighbor and on end I think of the Alzheimer's who showed their whom of me age to reach the city, with the privileges of me. I feel like I have canceled out that status of Wom. Woman. People ask me for advice and seek out my spices... Grandmother. I have three grandchildren from my two children. They and their parents have taken me on another life adventure. What has been missing from my creative life? My 6 year old granddaughter showed me coloring with an iPod! My 5 year old grandson plays ice hockey. Such a snap of the mind. Last year it was mushrooms and real life, this year it is all about drawing masteries. My youngest grandson will be 16 months at Reunion Time. He has been teaching his parents about paragraphism.
Life does come full circle. Who could have known that my husband’s service in the Air Force over 40 years ago would be such a resource. I chair a committee that discusses the interface of our local Air Force Base and the city that has grown up around it. I feel like I am in the world of my brothers, a place I always wanted to be.

Finally, political spouses. My husband Bill was recently elected Chair of the Arizona Democratic Party, which puts him in the center of the machinations of Arizona politics. I do not have time to be here.

SUSAN FOLLETT
Address not available

JANE FORBES
Apartment 3B, 8142 E. Jefferson, Avana, Detroit, MI 48214

MARIE FOX YOUNG

Me and Mrs. Fox Young
1340 Dundie Lane, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272,
(310) 454-0409, cell: (714) 318-4277
Email: marie@mariefox.com; http://mariefox.
photography

Birthdays: December 17
Hobbies: Traveling
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History; School, 1967
Graduate: Ohio University, MA, Art Conservation, 1973
Business: Artist
Honors and Awards: 5-year Ford Foundation and National Endowment for the Arts Grant, Study in Art Conservation: 1975-1976
Hobbies and Interests: Singing choral music, reading, hiking.
Sponsor/Partner: Robert Charles Young (Bob), Married August 19, 1971
S/P/G: College: Parsons State, B.A., Anthropology, 1973
S/P/G: Occupation: Citrus Artist
Welfare Relation: Marie Raka Haftmanner (Grandmother); Marie Haftmanner Fox (Mother) 1944; Marion Gibby (Haftmanner) (Aunt); Ivan Roland Haftmanner (Aunt); Helen Selle (Cousin)

My first architectural/semi project with husband Bob concluded happily. After two years of indoor camping, we sold our Penelita, CA bungalow the first day. The next day we flew to Boston to see my 90-year old mother, Marie, who was hospitalised but in the good care of the divine Dr. Elaine Wex. Our two-week visit turned into a three-year stay in my childhood home. It was a sweet, time for the first year, we accompanied my mother to Boston Symphonic where she became her youthful self, ecstatically greasing friends and seeking out her history until the orchestra. After an exchange of nods with her crush, a handsome bass player, she would free-fall into musical rapture. My mother died in 2011.

While at my mother’s house, I began painting. Amazingly, at 66 I’m exactly where I want to be as an artist. I’m pursuing my passion for the human form. What fascinates me about the body is its architecture, the regular structure of bones beneath flesh. To start, I find a pose with exciting planes and spaces, and a suggestion of emotion or story. That a viewer enters my imagined world is rewarding but more important is my own response. Have I gone beyond comfortable or made beautiful marks by chance? Is it the creative process I love. Each painting propels me to the next. I take that thrill ride again, hoping to arrive somewhere beyond myself.

Bob and I now live in Los Angeles.

Artworks: Marie Fox/Painting Alley

Midnight in Paris by Marie Fox; I wanted to honor my father’s geography actually get water. Yes, on my umbrella.

Mlle de Duras by Marie Fox. A girl home in the darkest hour through a bell. At Bob’s side is Girl on a Shell Phone.

One more of my babies...
LINDA FRAL FERGUSON
20 Depot Road, Harvard, MA 01451

MARGARET FREEMAN
• Peggy •
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Died: October 31, 1989

Bonnie Ladd Hamilton remembers: Peggy and I were roommates freshman year. I was so sorry to hear of her death so soon after graduation. She enjoyed life so much, she should have had many more years. When I remember Peggy, her vivacity and enthusiasm come first to mind, symbolized by her gorgeous red hair, always in motion.

Lora Benjamin Mason remembers: Peggy was a free spirit, a beautiful redhead. I remember sitting around the dorm with her while she played the guitar and we sang together. She and her husband Rick had a son, Eric, who was very young and talented when Peg died in a tragic car accident in Italy shortly after we graduated. Losing someone so vibrant and promising in that way came as a shock and helped us appreciate the unprejudiced twins and turns that life takes. Some bright lights seem to serve that purpose.

Meredith Fuller
Address not available

DOROTHY FURBER BYERS
854 B-4 Rue De La Paix, Cincinnati, OH 45220,
(513) 555-0724, cell: (513) 234-6677

Email: dbfurber9991@outlook.com, dbfurber@gmail.com
Durham: Dever, Tomato Cook East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Music, 1967
Graduate: U of Wisconsin, MAT, German, 1968;
Syracuse U., MLIS, Information Studies, 1975;
Syracuse U., Ph.D., Information Studies, 1976
Volunteer Service: President, PFLAG Cincinnati
Chapter for several years
Business: Director of Libraries, Khalifa U.
Hobbies and Interests: Violin, biking, swimming, reading, Arabica
Spouse/Partner: Harold R. Byers, December 26, 1979
S-P College- Gheith College, B.S., Music, 1966
S-P Graduate School: The Juillard School, Violin, 1969
S-P Occupation: Violinist
Children: Eric, Fabru Byers, 1983, Cecil in Caber Quarter, serious rock climber; Mark Parkkam Byers, 1962, Singer, songwriter, solo-songwriter, self-employed

Total screenplay to be working as an ex-pat in Abu Dhabi. This is in lieu of a retirement plan to build a green home in Michigan and retire there. Harold remains in Cincinnati, not yet retired as violinist from the CSO. But it’s an adventure for both of us: a chance to experience a different culture and visit freeway places. So far that includes Egypt (for me), India, Turkey and Oman. It’s been totally rejuvenating!

MARTY GALBRATH McLEAN
1512 Lemon Spring Court, Raleigh, NC 27612

KATHERINE GALLAGHER MCWILLIAMS
Address not available

JANE GALLOWAY JOHNSON
Address not available

Giza Pyramids, during research trip
MARY GAMBILL SLAVET
* Puffy *

From: 2003, Sherrill Ready in
50 Pleasant Road, Winona, MA 02465, (781) 394-1189
Email: polly@verizon.net

Date: Mica

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., French, 1977
Graduate: Northeastern U., BSN, Nursing, 1980
Volunteer Service: Parkside School, Boys and Girls Clubs of Boston, Wellesley College, Golden Ballタメ
Museum, Women's Public Library, Women's Garden Club
Business: Retired
Other: Address: 1371, Oak Park, MA 02071
(207) 840-0511

Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, walking, swimming, reading

Sponsor/Pet: Arnold Swift (dog), Aug., 2001
M/S College: Harvard, B.A., German Studies, 1974
M/S Graduate School: Boston U. Law School, LL.D., Law, 1977
M/S Occupation: Lawyer

Wellesley Relatives: Rosalind Elie Gromwod (other) 1980, George Gammell 1922; Mary Bette (mother) 1920; Jennifer Aykroyd (Daughter) 1989; Emily Aykroyd (Daughter) 1992

Dear Belen Geumra (who like me - writes her page because she reads everybody else's)

What's the same since last time?

Still married to Anne, still in the same houses in MA and MA

Still traveling a lot to visit Jenny, Christopher, Harper (10) and Carson (almost 8) in London and Emily, Michael and grandkids Maki in Portland, Oregon.

Still enjoying their lovely, long summer visits in Miami.

Still swimming and walking a lot most every day.

Still avidly gardening spring, summer and fall.

Still doing Torah study, book groups.

Still reading books at Parkside School.

Still running with Mica classes in Florida in Jan.

Still enjoying being Jewish.

What's new?

Bridge group

Mah jong group

Boys and Girls Clubs of Boston - Board of Overseers

2nd book group - non-fiction

5 visits to London this year

Trip to Israel in 2009

Trips with whole family to Maryland 2009 and Majorca 2010

Trip to South Africa in April 2012

Planned family trip to the Adirondacks in August 2012

New car last week - I keep wondering if it will be my last one.

Anne's vision is stable - left eye vision is poor, but can do day time driving. (Thank goodness, because he is a spiritual backseat driver.)

Trying to do watercolors and a journal.

Demanding solitude.

As I write this, I realize how lucky I am to feel strong, healthy and pretty energetic. This is no doubt a good time to make the plan for when you change things.

Wellesley College Class of 1967 – 45th Reunion Record Book

ANN GANTERT BEEKBREIDE
148 Nason Hill Road, Sherborn, MA 01770

MARTA GARMIS TRIMMER
1188 Litchfield Street, Birmingham, MI 48009

WILMA GAUDE PARKS
Address not available

DIANE GEETER ZUCKER
54 Cliffsavenue Drive, Manhasset, CT 90002

SARAH GELATT CEPHAIR

Apartment 87, 24 Dockside Lane; Key Largo, FL 33037
Email: geeter130@gmail.com

Diane: Margaret
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Psychology, 1967
Business: Nurse, Dyslipidemia, Self-Employed
Spouse: Brent Cephair

Celebrating Dad's 80th birthday in Jan. with both of my brothers in Fort Lauderdale

Beatrice's family came to visit for Easter

Beach party.
ELISABETH GEMIIR GITTER  
• Betty •  
Apartment 14B, 90 Riverside Drive, New York, NY 10024 (212) 875-0247  
Email: egemier@juno.com  
Dorm: Birch, Freeman, Tower Court West, Tower  
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Philosophy, 1967  
Graduate: Yale, Ph.D., English, 1972  
Business: Retired Emerita Professor of English  
Spouse/Partner: Alan Gitter, 1969  
S/P College: Harvard, B.A., Economics, 1965  
S/P Graduation School: Yale Law School, J.D., 1981  
S/P Occupation: Lawyer  
Children: Emily Gitter, 1975, Yale ’97, Editor, Wall St Journal; Michael Gitter, 1979, Yale ’01, Marketing  
Sixty-six is such a boring age. I was planning to skip the Reflect Book this time, unable to face those inescapable life cycle-appropriate topics: you know, to dye or not to dye, overpriced, Medicare Part B, my last trip, my next trip, where to buy comfortable shoes. But then I got called and I said O.K., I’ll come up with something, so here I am.  
As in past years, I imagine Helen Carrie as my audience. I see her smiling face in my mind’s eye, though I never do see her actual face because she lives in Texas, a state avoided by me because there are no subways. Just for you, dear Helen, I log onto this strange internet website, first bunging up against the question of whether I am male or female. Hmm. Does anyone else find this astonishing? Raising the temptation to click on ‘male’ just to see what will happen. I now notice that I am allowed only 250 words. Once again I must pace to yell out the window. I mean, my life may be uneventful, puny, and insignificant, but O Those Topics, why rub it all? Well, no one likes a grumpy and perhaps brevity is the soul of wit (though more likely wit is the soul of wit). Anyway, I’m really now to write candidly about my finances and sex life, but, well, I’m in the word limits. Next time, Helen, I promise to tell you everything.

JOANNE GILBERT VOLTA  
via San Liborio, 12, Forlì, Riviera 61041, Italy, (79)07251 772225, call: (39)457311702  
Email: joanneb@juno.com  
Dorms: Birch, Sevanaca  
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Italian, 1967  
Graduate: UCLA, MA., HSLL, 1975  
Business: Retired ESL Teacher  
Spouse/Partner: Gabrielle Volta, January 27, 1977  
S/P Occupation: Retired  

MOLLY GILBERT BAYLEY  
149 6th Ave., 1500 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, IL 60091  

ELIZABETH GILES MACLEAN  
Address not available

TRUDY GILKERSON MORRISON  
26 Gold Harbor Drive, Northborough, MA 01532

LINDSAY GILMORE FISCH  
149 Backeninn Road, Brookline, MA 02445

NANCY GILMORE ANGNEY  
51 Green Street, Jamaica Plain, MA 02138, (617) 322-1621; e-mail: (617) 329-0110  
Email: nangney@comcast.net  
Degree: BA, History; OSU  
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History  
Graduate: MIT, M.A., Art History, 1980  
Business: Chief Development Officer, Department of Development Services, (part of Commonwealth of Massachusetts)  
Business: Architect—retired  
Hobbies and Interests: Designing and living at all scales (from college campus to house planning, to one of the spectrum, to 3-D fantasy storytelling in and around a partially-sculpted, Valentine’s heart)  
Spouse/Partner: Mark Angney, 1967  
S/P Graduation School: Northeastern University, MA, Education, 1980  
S/P Occupation: High School English teacher (retired)  
Children: Heather, 1973, perfect goal student, mother, lives in Wash, D.C.  
Grandchildren: Menia, 2001; Zoe, 2003  
I’ll start with thirty years ago, because that’s when I last wrote in the Reflect. Back then, as soon architecture grad, I joined an architectural firm as lowly intern who feared drafting “stout” forever. Life was crazy-busy; husband Mark held us together: teaching high-school English, shepherding our daughter Heather to school, preparing meals. Next, Heather was taking SAT’s as I was finishing tests to become a licensed architect. Later, as a firm associate, I threw myself into designing schools, business buildings, interiors, courthouses. Especially did I love creating places for performing arts as I orchestrated clients, engineers, specialists, contractors. Meanwhile, on the home-front, Mark and Iycyulck away at improving our little(ish) soul of a landscapers-at-home. Then, a decade ago, life changed: Heather married and moved cross-country; family members needed more visits and help, and, with no time to spare, we sold the gateway place.  
Now retired, in the wreath-thru-finally-became—home, Mark and I. Give help to other “agers” while, simultaneously, we recognize that we, too, need some help and seek it. I plan never to give up my architectural license.  
Continue to: Live in the now; volunteer my design skills to benefit those with developmental disabilities; take love of gardening to a friend’s place with my kid’s tools and plants, know when to be alone and work in 3rd floor paradise and, hang out in our neighbourhood where we appreciate good neighbors, arts events, and perks to stroll through.
SUSAN GINS
196 Longview Road,
Beacon, NY 12508
Email: angiegins@gmail.com
Hometown: Beacon, NY
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1987
Graduate: Stanford University, M.B.A., School of Business, 1997
Business: Retired Banker
I have spent the last five years watching things grow.

DOROTHY GLANCY
314 Laurel Street, San Francisco, CA 94118

CHRISTINE GODFREY PERKELL
Apartment 604, 235 W. Ponce de Leon Avenue,
Decatur, GA 30030; (404) 375-2530, cell; (404) 216-0921
Email: cap1024@bellsouth.net
Hometown: Decatur, GA
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., French, 1987
Graduate: Harvard, Ph.D., Classical Philology, 1997
Business: Professor of Classics
Sponsoring Partner: Leo Kelly Expeditions
Out for the second time:
Out for the second time:
Sponsoring Partner: Leo Kelly Expeditions
Sponsoring Partner: Leo Kelly Expeditions
Greece, Greece:Downloader: Leo Kelly Expeditions
Greece, Greece: Downloader: Leo Kelly Expeditions
Greece, Greece: Downloader: Leo Kelly Expeditions

How fast they do grow???
9/26/2011. He is now 6 months old and delightful! I have an apartment in Manhasset NY (close to Manhattan) and divide my time between San Antonio, TX and NY, where I grew up and my family lives. Steve will come in a few years, when he’s ready.

When I retired I started to paint seriously, something I hadn’t done since elementary school. For me, this beautiful quotation from James Joyce’s *Pliney the Younger* speaks to art as well as music and suggests the intensity I feel in art (and in music): “I believe in holiness. I experience it whenever I really compose, whenever I play. I think music is holy. It comes through me as if it is.” She felt as she spoke the resonant memory of that connective force.

It was, before her, through her, after her. She was in it. Sometimes of it. It was a vast order, an aligment, a relationship of all beings.

She lost her self in it. Her self came back to her afterward like clothes rumpled on the chair put out after love-making.

An historical note - Perhaps you remember I changed from academic music to statistics in 1980. I’m certainly glad I did as academic music positions virtually disappeared in the 80’s!

I’d love to see other Wellesley classmates in NY!"
LOUISE GORRELL FRANK
• Dodie

5057 Pulaski Row, Bethesda, MD 20816, (301) 228-5505
Email: dg0196@iol.com
Borns: Cairo, Egypt
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1946
Graduate: U. of Maryland, M.S. library science, 1955
Business/Literary pursuits: teaching, nursing, traveling
Spouse/Partner: Theodore David Frank (Ted), 1969
S/P College: Brandeis University, B.A., 1963
S/P Occupation: attorney
Children: Carolyn Judy, 1974, sailing, skiing, Cornell, Phi Beta Kappa; son of Novac Academy; Rachel Mignon, 1975, rowing, sailing, swimming, Dickinson, NY, with honors in Portuguese, Art Management
Grants/hobbies: Pad Judge, 2002, Pilot Judge, 2005
Peter Judge, 2007; Gabriel Mignon, 2009
Wellesley Relatives: Nancy Johnson-Gorell (Mother) 1946
Since procrastination is my middle name, I’m finally writing this the day before it’s due – shades of my Wellesley years. I’ve never been to a Wellesley reunion, so after 45 years I’m finally getting around to it – sooner procrastination. I must be setting some kind of record here!
I guess the operative word in my life is gratitude. I’m grateful for the following: for a warm and loving husband of 42 years; for two lovely, grown daughters and two wonderful sons-in-law, one daughter with a successful career teaching naval architecture and marine engineering at the Naval Academy (what this is, I, the history major, can only imagine – no engineering genes from me) and the other daughter happy as a temporary stay-at-home mom chasing a boisterous toddler, for four, perfect, of course, grandchildren who live nearby; for a long and satisfying career as a librarian that I’ve managed to pay into 3 days of part-time work leaving the other two days for babysitting the above mentioned perfect grandchildren; for many long and comfortable friendships – quite a few lasting 60 years or more; for opportunities to travel with my husband – mostly lake trips with Backroads to Italy, France, Ireland, and beyond; and for a home on Long Island where the family gathers for the summers.
I’ll close with a recent deliciously humorous Hallmark card. “Happy birthday! You’re at that perfect age. Inside the card it reads, “Not dead…”

BRENDA GRAD LEVY
• Bonnie

55 Moneynash Street, Brookline 02446, (617) 711-0942
Email: MacyO13@juno.com
Borns: Savannah, Georgia
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: BU Law School, LLM, LAM, 1983
Volunteer Service: Brookline Music School, Truant 16 years; Brookline Retirement Fund/Chairs, 2 years, and Member, 6 years; Philbrick Trio (flute, violin and piano) too 20 years, sponsored by BHS to play at Philbrick School, Public Legislation Committee, Boston Bar Associates, Chairman, 3 years.
Business: Attorney
Other Address: Lexan, MA 01240
Hobbies and Awards: see so far
Hobbies and Interests: Principal Flute, Lawyress Orchestra, 27 years; professional flute (Philadelphia) with string trio and piano trio; see above, proceeds to your charity.
S/P College: Boston University, August 27, 1967
S/P College: Baldwin Carter, BM, viola, 1953
S/P Occupation: professional flautist, Boston Symphony (retired 2009).
Children: Sarah, 1977, Anderson, Boston, professional clarinetist/performer: Pieces of April (Kate Holmes); Wendy and Lucy (Michelle Williams). The Romantics/Cardina Bong, Kate Holmes
Grants/hobbies: own
Announced from the BSO after Tanglewood 2009. Suddenly a date on Sunday night after 45 years of down time! We went to Barcarola for my big first last year, and we’re planning to be in Budapest this year for his BSO! Announ is getting younger and more hip, joined in club that gives lectures and serves dinner and I’m in for the program. He’s also having fun living in our house of 42 years although we keep threatening to renovate (or worse) and will pretty definitely need a mariot.

I was hit by a headhunter in the spring of 2008 and am the Estate. Planning partner in a Boston law firm, Lowen & Weinstein, LLP. “We’re on the cusp of the era of death near the Institute of Contemporary Art and the new Federal Courthouse.” (think Whitey Bulger), and today, the day before Spring, the weather was bumpy and rainy and it’s pretty nice to be there.
Both my girls dead in 2008, within two weeks of each other, and then my younger sister followed them in 2009, quite unexpectedly after back surgery. My Boston Wellesley family – you know who you are – pulled me along (I chewed in 3 years as a kid) and a maiden Wellesley friend – you know who you are! I am grateful to be around more than ever now, glad to have someone to eat and drink with every night in the moment and curious and hopeful about what’s in store.

COURTNEY GRAHAM DONNELL
Appointed 2213, M.W. Lake Mine Drive, Chicago, IL 60611

MARGARET GREGORIA CLEMMONS
P.O. Box 635, Rixey, VA 23140

CYNTHIA GREEN

5512 Westword Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20816, (101) 604-8051, cell (248) 465-1184
Email: cgreen@version.net
Borns: Baus
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1947
Graduate: Cornell U., M.P S (CA), Communication

Still working!

NANCY GREENBERG
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Psychology, 1967
Borns: Baus
Died: May 30, 2001
Laura G. Watson remembers: Nancy was part of our Boston inner sanctum. For her final sociolology project, she analyzed the roles each of us played within our social group. I recall we were all not exactly pleased with her conclusion, but I have a hunch that if I could read it today, she would not have been far off the mark. I will be interested to share this memory with other members of the group at reunion.
Nancy Kellner remememrs: Nancy was my sophomore freshman year, and we stayed together in Franks for all four years. We had a lot in common inside our first year. We were from public high schools, both Jewish (as were - not coincidentally) I'm not - at least four other freshmen on the second floor and another four on the first. We both smoked at least a pack a day. I was into theater. Nancy played piano. I remember the first or second day of orientation, when the forward Marching Band arrived in the Quad and invaded Franks to the tune of "Rituals Man Non Carbonaro." The handsome bass drummer, I think his name was Hal, picked Nancy to help him lead the band out of the dorm and back into the Quad.
In that first week we went into "The VFD" to pick out certain and Hundred rooms for our sleep. It wasn't until more than halfway through the year that we admitted to each other how ugly we thought they were. Nancy's father was a psychologist, and she was used to talking about her own feelings. I was not. Nancy taught me how to be more self-aware and self-reflective. It was through her initiative that I came to appreciate how much comes back in the way of relationship when you are willing to be vulnerable with others. While I certainly value my Wellesley academic education, I try to make even more use of what I learned from my roommate, Nancy Greenberg.

1P74; American U., Ph.D., Sociology, 1980
LAURA GROSCH
P.O. Box 10, Davidson, NC 28019, (704) 892-1722
Email: lgrosch@gmail.com; leagrosch@gmail.com
Dorina: Dan
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History
Graduate: U of Penn, MS, Globalization (MA)
Painting, 1968
Volunteer Service: Rockport, Beeston, MA, painting teacher, 1984
Business: Printer-Printmaker
Interests and Hobbies: Gardening & landscape design, growing hydroponics, cannelaries, azaleas, daylilies and native plants on our 2 acres, and symbolism embedded in the greenhouse. Swimming, jogging, bike riding, yoga, dance, Davidson College basketball. Art history, the history of Science, movies especially of our parent’s era, “Tell Me That You Can Dance” and “American Idol” TV shows, food and wine
Sponsoring Partner: Hoff Jackson, June 5, 1987
S.P. College: Davidson College, B.A., Summer, 1967
S.P. Graduate School: UNC, Chapel Hill, MFA, 1970
S.P. Occupations: atty. Prof. Art, Davidson College
Childhood: U of Grinnell Jackson, 1977; American Society, Seattle; U of Grinnell Jackson, 1981; Painter, Golden Artist Acrylics research
Grandchildren: McKendry Jackson, 2007; Bailey Jonas Jackson, 2011
Wellesley Relatives: Edith Dudley Cady (Aunt)
2005 - 2012 has witnessed both the buildup of the financial resources and failures of our society and the world. Developers, Town Planners, and the
Town Boards of Davidson, NC, comprised to create the Village of South Main of 39 street homes on under 3 acres of land that borders out 2 acres. In 1999, we and other citizens fought this plan but in the real lost completely. The issues are well documented in real estate—http:// davidsonnews.net/development, May 11, 2011. At this time the investors owed $4.077 million dollars and were in default.
During this painstaking process, I developed catspans but have had successful replacement surgery. I also have a low functioning thyroid which is being treated.
Now for the great news. Our son Leif and his wife Nadya Jones Jackson have survived many markdowns in the insurance world to have great jobs and 2 children. McKendry, a girl almost 5 and a boy, Bailey, born Dec 2011. Our second son Ulysses and his wife Cristina Toms are award-winning artists. Ulysses works in print chemistry for Golden Artist Acrylics and is also a consultant on the artist’s help line. Website: ulyssesjackson.com
Hark Jackson (harkjackson.com) artist-husband has retired from 42 years of teaching at Davidson College with many honors and exhibitions. We both plan to keep painting until we drop.
Since 1966 we have been traveling to Europe and late to Hawaii. This June, we will be traveling in England and Scotland.

JEANNETTE GRENNAUCK GELMAN
Ekat: La Trattoria Aips 4-0, Calle Carabobo-Norte, Los Chorros Caracas, Venezuela

KATHARINE GUSTAFSON BYERS
• Kathy •
6440 E. Trailways Road, Bloomington, IN 47408, (812) 335-3569
Email: kathy@kathybyers.com
Dorina: Urban, Fontana
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Bible
Graduate: Brandeis U., J.D.
Graduate: La Salle University, Psychology
Psychology
Psych Service: Behavioral Health Care, 1989
Business: Associate Professor, Director BEW Program
Sponsoring Partner: James Byers (Dor), June 6, 1979
S.P. College: Indiana U., B.A., History
S.P. Graduate School: Indiana U., M.S.W., School of Social Work
S.P. Occupation: retired

“Im late, I’m late for a very important date…”
Some things have not changed since Wellesley, so here I am late in writing my story… no time to be reflective, profound or creative… only time for a few snapshots of my life… excitement in my policy practice class when the discussion takes off in new directions as students put concepts on paper… dinner at home of customs’ ambassador, fresh separations from the garden, and mimosas Jim found that afternoon… impotence with stillness of a conference table of PAMs gaping over one word for 20 minutes or more… smiles of pride when I saw one of our graduates interviewed on Bill Moyers’ show recently – I cannot claim to be his major influence or mentor, but I am still excited for his success and leadership in an important cause… pride and joy for our son who has some disabilities as he enjoys success in a job with local phone company… excitement and hoarse voice from cheering at the NCAA basketball tournament game in Portland when IU won… therapeutic wheeling in flower gardens relieving tension of a long week at work… break that with a good friend since 1979… we have survived all life’s challenges with each other’s support – babies, scary illnesses, teenagers, job changes, deaths of parents, grown children, and recently death of her husband… marches with the Occupy Bloomington group that included some of our students and faculty… speaking out against corporate greed, income inequality, and other civil rights issues. Yes, some things never change.
MARY HARDING DE GAMMEN
20 Claremont Park, No. 2, Boston, MA 02118, (617) 268-0116, cell: (978) 609-0106

Email: mharding@melm.com
Dues: Senior, Bride
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., French, 1967
Volunteer Service: Past president local Wellesley Club; Past president Cardinal League of Women Voters; Past president of Savoyard Light Opera Company; Past treasurer of Tan-Tze Eyesight Society, Wellesley College; Past Board Member, Victorian Fellowship, Wellesley College; Past Chair of Parish Committee, First Religious Society in Carolina, MA; Volunteer sailing coach Boston Public Schools
Business: Retired – Executive Assistant for Marketing and Publishing
Other Address: PO Box 826, Tupper Lake 12986

Hobbies and Interests: Concert Chorus, Duellant Choral Society, Gilbert and Sullivan productions through Savoyard Light Opera Company; Open studies and historic travel; boating, kayaking, fishing, hiking
Children: Jerry Adam DeGarmen, 1960, fishing, boating, woodworking, building sets, cooking – IRS, Economics, Cornell, MBA, Columbia; Managing Director, Wolfe Fargo Bank, NY; Heather DeGarmen, Share, 1970, jewelry, management, marketing, young chess
Children: IRS, Mathematics and Business, Dartmouth, MBA College of Economics, London U.; COO BlackRock, London, UK; Noah Charles DeGarmen, 1979, Concert pianist, Columbia College, MD; Columbia, residency in Emergency Medicine, Northwestern U.; Amazing Physician, North Shore Hospitals, Evanston, IL, Director of Programs for Residents and Assistant Professor, U. of Chicago, IL

Varying on 67 I feel I actually am in the prime of my life!
At 60 I sold the lovely antique farmhouse where my late husband and I had raised our three children in a peaceful rural suburb northwest of Boston and moved to the heart of the city into a Victorian tenement walk-up in the South End. I had never been a city dweller, so this was a very bold move.
The change literally became a new lease on life. I have found fascinating and dear friends.
I walk the city daily. The arts and any anonymity are at my doorstep.
I travel by turning the key and leaving cares behind. It takes a lot of faith to take the first step, but the dance is lovely!
Since our last reunion, I have watched my three children and now four grandchildren flourish.
I travel regularly to New York, Chicago and London to spend time with them as often as possible.
And I cherish the solitude and the simplicity of our water access only family "camp" at Tupper Lake in New York’s Adirondack Mountains. This will be our 42nd year at camp and my dear father’s 90th birthday. We will gather the entire extended family together from the four corners of the globe to celebrate.

Each day is a gift. Each opportunity a new adventure.
I don’t take myself or anyone else too terribly seriously and try to laugh well at least once each day.
I call THAT living well!

Grasshopper Mary and the sweater, Lily Rose

ANDREAIAN HAVF
Address not available

MARGARET BALE
Address not available

ANNE HULL
2015 Park Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103

LEIGH LALBREGG
Apartment 5R, 140 W. End Avenue, New York, NY 10017; (212) 786-4863; cell: (917) 406-7514

 PA 2012, matching campaign for New Zealand famine

Dues: Finance, Male
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1962
Volunteer Service: Shelter One-Towers (domestic violence services agency in Bergen County, NJ); Board member (including Secretary, Vice President and President), 1993-2002.
Business: Libraries

Hobbies and Interests: Reading, arts and culture, traveling.

At age 66 I have just become a full-time resident of New York City. I bought a cozy apartment here on West 66th Street, a 5-minute walk from Lincoln Center and a 15-minute walk from my office at the Strauss Foundations where I have been in charge of literary services for 17 years.
I am thrilled to be out from under the responsibilities of owning a suburban house, to be greatly downsized, automobile-less, and in a senior-friendly environment of one-floor living.

Mary and Hugo, with chairman Betty Polaski and Rosa Van Horn

Leigh L. Robichaud

Hugo Share

Leigh L. Robichaud

Grasshopper Mary and the sweater, Lily Rose

Mary and Hugo, with chairman Betty Polaski and Rosa Van Horn
Holly Handford Trahan

135 Camelot Hill
Bead Neck, Princeton, MA (01541), (978) 964-6042, cell, (978) 962-6065
Email: hannah@grand.com, hannah@grand.com
Dorms: Cliffs
Major: English
Undergraduate: Assumption College, B.A., English, 1969
Graduate: Boston College, M.A., English, 1971
Volunteer: University Volunteers
Business: Retired Teacher
Hobbies and Interests: reading, writing, grandchildren, films, gardening, traveling
Spouse/Partner: Emile R. Trahan, July 21, 2001
S/P College: Assumption College, B.A., English, 1969
S/P Graduate School: Boston College, M.A., English, 1971
S/P Occupation: retired teacher
Children: Caitlin Morison plane, 1979, Middletown College BA, U. of Minnesota, MIB, pharmaceutical sales rep; Vanessa P. O'Donnell, 1974, Sweetwater BA, Columbia MIB, English teacher

This is a daunting task. Perhaps that is why I’ve waited for the last minute, hoping for some creative (or perhaps deceptive) inspirations. Since none have come, I’ll opt for simple truth.
I retired in 2004 after 33 years of teaching high school English in Westborough, Massachusetts. I never thought I’d work in one place for so long! My father was a professor of English, my mother an editor, and words were our family trade. In many ways, I was lucky and happy in my career. I was married for nearly the same amount of years but lost my marriage in 1999. My ex-husband and I have two wonderful daughters—Caitlin and Vanessa. I remarried in 2001 to Emile Trahan, a long-time friend and colleague, and can say that I am happily married and happily retired.
We share many interests: gardening, traveling, reading, movies, theater, art. We are privileged to have good relationships with all of our children.
My older daughter lives in California and is the mom of my first grandchild, Greta. I babysit three days a week for my younger daughter, Vanessa’s, children. My parents reside in Providence, perhaps my best work of all. I guess I have reached 67 with my health and sense of humor intact.
I loved Wellesley and only wish I’d taken better advantage of its many opportunities and reached out to more of its amazing classmates. I suspect we all do. Perhaps we can do so at our 40th!

2004 photo with the Coral Foundation, Library in the background. The smiling library was a casualty of digital age in 2004. We were happy to position this photo in our yearbook circa 2004.
Meaningful for me after having planned over the last year my exit from a nonprofit company which I helped found in 2000. My entrepreneurial role at Public Radio Collaborative (PRC) was part of a long public radio career (since 1976) in the executive ranks of a remarkably good-valued media industry. As one of two Managing Directors at PRC, I helped develop a resource that protects and expands NPR stations in communities nationwide. PRC allows public radio interests to compete for station ownership that could otherwise go to commercial or religious broadcasters. PRC is a unique resource for public radio and I've loved the complexity of the work these last eleven years. And, while I'll stay on the board of PRC as a volunteer, I felt it was time to begin creating my next chapter – a chapter which does not include as much business travel that takes me away from spending time with my beloved husband.

So, now I'm embarking along a path that feels connected with lifetime interests in playing the cello and singing. I'm taking lessons, finding musicians to play with, and trying to determine how central music will be for my future. Also, I'm finally taking Italian because my husband and I travel to Italy twice a year for film festivals connected with his scholarly interests and my education. I don't know if I'll take on another big organizational challenge. Stay tuned!

Lorraine Harrison Keating
1526 Seagull Drive, Chawton, VT 05744

Anne Haas Walker
Apartment 1D, 12 Meadow Avenue, Brattleboro, NY 10708

Nancy Happé
13926 Villa Santa Place, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87112

Diana Harder Terrell
188 Brooks Lane, Wilmington, DE 19807

Susan Harmon
Houseboat 9, 1211 W. Shelby Street, Scottie, WA 98882, (206) 238-8097, e: (705) 215-1018

Email: sharvon@wellmark.ata; succris@juno.com
Home: Tacoma; Tower City East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Volunteer Service: Public Radio Collaborative; Board of Directors; Public Radio Company, Board of Directors; Essential Public Media, Pittsburgh, Board of Directors; ASI Center for Film, Media and Popular Culture, Advisory Board
Business: Retired – Managing Director, Public Radio Company
Hobbies and Interests: Travel, scuba diving, chamber music, singing
Spouse/Partner: Richard Mayer (Richie), April 9, 1983
S/P Graduate School: NYU, P.H.L., Communications, 1958
Spouse/Partner: Susan, September 15, 1960
S/P Graduate School: Northwestern University, M.F.A., 1950
S/P Graduate School: Northwestern University, M.F.A., 1950
S/P Undergraduate: Pennsylvania State University
S/P Graduate School: Bates College, MA, 1967

Barbara Hauser
Apartment 202, 1117 Marquette Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55403, (612) 222-8277, e: (612) 222-8277

Email: bhhauser@gmail.com; bhhauser.com
Home: Orchard, Stone, Stone
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Philosophy, 1967
Business: Independent Global Family Advisor
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, travel, and writing
Spouse/Partner: J. Douglas Conner (Doug), May 8, 1965
S/P College: St. Olaf, B.A., 1965
S/P Graduate School: Northeastern U. Medical School, MD, 1969
S/P Occupation: Pathologist
Grandchildren: Jocie, 1990; Asher, 2001; Lucy, 2002; Haydn, 2003; Eric, 2005

Am still working (a lot) but it feels like a creative fun mess (when all goes well). Since the last update I worked for a while in Zurich, and New York, but now have been completely on my own for the last 2+ years. See www.bhhauser.com.

A Small Business article I wrote that have been going a 6 times a year (always fascinating). I’d love to share some of those experiences. Also have US clients, and

Barbara Hauser
Back in Santa Fe, (where I worked for a while)
grandchildren, and being back in Minnesota, where we have a downtown apartment and a country retreat. I am in NYC about every 6 weeks, which is also great.
I like staying connected on LinkedIn (where I joined a group "international family governance") and recently am writing memoir!
Just back from Saudi and Dubai—next stop Hong Kong—hoping to do some work there!
Wishing I could be at the reunion, but I have a commitment in Montreux, Switzerland, that is charted.
I'm looking forward to reading everyone's pages!

SUSAN HAVILAND
1110 Waverly Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301
Email: susan@susanhaviland.com
Duration: Monday, Suffolk, OH campus
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History, 1982
Graduate: Stanford U., Ph.D., Psychology, 1974; UC Berkeley, M.A., Anthropology, 1982
Business: Architect/Photography Owner
Other Address: 501 Kai Hale Ka Street, Lahaina, HI 96761
Hobbies and Interests: Color photography—but it's really much more than a hobby.
Website: www.susanhaviland.com
Sponsor/Partner: John Sally Brown
S.P. College: Brown, B.S., Anthropology, 1962
S.P. Graduate School: University of Michigan, Ph.D., Electrical Engineering, 1978
S.P. Occupation: Author/Speaker/Consultant
Aloha!
My husband, John Sally Brown, and I have been spending more and more time on Maui each year. We have a little 1,000 SF cottage in West Maui with views of the ocean and the West Maui Mountains. We have recently purchased a larger parcel and are planning a real house and a native plant landscape, something between a restoration and a garden. The plants of this historic side of the island are not all at what most people think of as Hawaii. They are more Mediterranean than tropical, and I have fallen hopelessly in love with them. Among them are Ohia, Koea, Aalii, Noni, Lai, Plumeria, Etna...Most of you have never heard of them but the names are poetry to me.
No pictures. So sorry. I’m doing this at the very last minute on a new iPad and they just aren’t here—yet. Maybe next time. When it’s all in place
Every new and then I think, could! I’m 66 years old!!? I’ve changed!!? What am I doing????
I should be looking for a nice retirement community. But then I just forgot all about it. I knew the face in the mirror looks different. But, honestly, until some medical issue pops up—stuff that I never knew existed, such as the posterior vitreous detachment I am currently experiencing in my right eye— it just doesn’t register that I am old. I guess I never really grew up.

ANN HAYDEN HAMILTON
32 Plain Road, Wayland, MA 01778, (508) 358-4839
Email: annh@wellesley.edu
Home: Framingham, MA, Aeronautics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Wellesley Students’ Aid Society; Inc. Sudbury United Methodist Church
Business: Retired, Registrar; Wellesley College
Sponsor/Partner: George Hull Hamilton III, 1967
S.P. College: Wesleyan U., B.A., Physics, 1966
S.P. Occupation: Retired
Children: Nathan, 1975; Mazer Halleck, George IV, 1972; Colby, Katherina, 1975; Mount Helikon; Bronx, 1984; Talli
Grandchildren: Zachary, 2003; Claudia, 2005; George V, 2008; Haviland, 2010
George and I look at each other and marvel that more than 50 years have passed since we first met. We are still the same house that we bought in 1971, and we treasure the times that our house is bursting with our family, friends from San Francisco, Madrid, Washington, D.C., and Newton, MA. We have wonderful times with our adult offspring, their spouses and girlfriend and our 4 grandchildren, ranging in age from 2 to almost 9.
My Dad died 2 years ago at the age of 94, and Mom was 95 when she died this past December. We visited them often in Conn., and I was blessed to spend precious time with each of them during their final days. The house has been beautified by a celebration of long lives well lived and their legacy of charm.
It has taken me time to come to terms with my retirement as Registrar at Wellesley and the loss of a community that was torn apart in 2009. I made the
right decision to retire earlier than expected from a job that I had valued, but struggled as I witnessed the pain felt by many, both those who left and those who stayed.
A saving grace for me and my ongoing relationship with Wellesley is in my role as the president of the Students’ Aid Society. I am able to continue to meet with students directly, to work with an outstanding board and to support the mission of the College.

FRANCES HEADING HUNDT
7005 Goldson Road, Newport Square, PA 19073

M. HEATH
• Gage •
35 Cross Road, Framingham, MA 01702

ALICE HECTOR
8435 S.W. 9th Street, Miami, FL 33156
NANCY HELLER
Apartment 721, 15 Charles Street, New York, NY 10014, (212) 242-4139

Email: bellarnancy@hotmail.com
Dorm: Ochs
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1965
Graduate: Columbia U. School of the Arts, MFA, Theater Administration, 1969, Cardozo Law School, 1984
Volunteer Service: Board Member – Vineyard Theater
Business: Attorney, Speed & Heller
Other Address: 161 Beach Street, Dennis, MA 02638 (508) 487-2575
Sponsor/Partner: Holly Goward, May 27, 2012
SIP College: NYU School of the Arts, BFA, Film & TV, 1988
SIP Occupation: Composer/Lyricist

The part of my life I am proudest of, where I feel most fully realized, is in my relationship of more than 33 years with my soon-to-be-bride, Holly Goward. We’re getting married Memorial Day weekend on Cape Cod, where we have a summer home, so I won’t be able to make it to reteam the following weekend. Our biggest accomplishment has been raising our daughter, Haley, a rising junior at Bowdoin College, who is a visual arts major. Having a child at age 46 was a great way to keep young. Twenty years later, we’re empty nesters and my body just doesn’t move the way it used to. I’m still practicing law in New York City. I stay connected to my first career in theater as a board member of the Vineyard Theater, and I’ve also been a consultant to a foundation which makes grants to non-profit theaters. I don’t have any specific plans to retire. But I do want to work less, try to stay fit and keep drinking young.

BEVERLY HELM BARRIO
6479 Randall Court, Placentia, CA 92870

MARY HENDRICK
Address not available

VICTORIA HENNING SCOTT
2403 Nancy Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201

SARAH HERBERT
480 Ralston Rd. NE, Atlanta, GA 30307, (404) 377-3903, cel: (404) 402-4434
Email: sarahherbst@comcast.net
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Psychology, 1967
Graduate: Wayne State School of Social Work, MSW, Group work, 1974, Emory U. School of Medicine, MD, 1985; Emory U., Psychiatry residency & child and adolescent psychotherapy fellowship, 1981
Other Address: Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Morehouse School of Medicine, 725 Westview Dr. S.W., Atlanta, GA 30310, (404) 718-5440

Hobbies and Interests: Music and visual documentary photography as my passion in addition to my professional work

Children: Jennifer Smith, 1970, Middlebury College, teacher, senior high school and middle school in Atlanta
Grandchildren: maple, Rachel, 2010; Carlos Brand, 2005
Wellesley Reunion: Audrey Clark (Mother) 1944

JUDITH HERSTIN
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967
Dorm: Fraternity

Born: February 13, 1967

M.D. Mithril Herstine remembers: Judy was my housemate last year. This girl from Texas had never opened windows and I’m sure, of course, had them open for sleeping your round. Judy was a “morning” person and I studied late and wanted to sleep late. I really learned how to compromise. In our last two years we lived down the hall from one another and discovered that it was much easier to be good friends than good roommates – and she was a good friend. I will always remember her.

Sarah Sibert Herstine remembers: Judy makes me think of books and learning. She was an English major and became a teacher. We were roommates and I spent our first evening with her family. She was a studious and generous friend. She wanted to find her second child until after I had my first so that we would have children the same age. Even though we lived on different coasts, we got our families together when we could. Her parents and mine became good friends. After her death in 1990 I continued to feel a part of her family. Her daughter Karo came to our 25th reunion with my daughter and me. I celebrated her two children’s weddings with them, received in the births of their children, and remained close to her parents until their deaths in 2008. My thinking of what Judy was missing, what a great mother, wife, and daughter she was, and grandmother she would have been.

KATHRYN HETLAND LEE
15301 Willowood Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55345, (952) 404-2816
Email: leekath2813@gmail.com
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967
Business: Homemaker
Sponsor/Partner: Theodore Lee

Slowed down with my husband’s medical issues last winter, we’re managing. Ted is regaining his stamina and feels better than he has in a while. As he improves, we swear I just feel more tired. Our days seem to revolve around getting the required cardiac exercise. “We,” means Ted, but that seems to include me, too, and that is probably good for the leg and joints that now bother me when I don’t walk. And what I do, for that matter.

Our boys are now wonderful adults — Mike does software for Ameriprise and helps organize science fiction conventions attended by 3,000 for fun. He and Alisa was married a year in May. She’s a Special Ed. teacher at a suburban Minnesota charter school, and I hope this position lasts because she like it. Her previous positions were eliminated because of declining enrollment, and without much experience, her choice came down to jobs no one else wanted.

Peter is still in the Seattle area and works for Wizards of the Coast on Dungeons and Dragons – the 5th board game is coming out now [March]. We can turn it is over and see his name on the box, and that is fun. Ameriprise’s career in IT for a cardiac software company advances, so that’s good. Since the condo in Madison finally sold, they are now able to rent a house, so the cats have had to get used to looking out ground floor windows and not from a height.
LEKSA HEYDNERNEICH CAMPBELL

48 Woodberry Station, Woodberry Forest, VA 22969; (540) 872-2048; e-mail: (540) 872-4320

Email: lekscampbell5@woodberry.org

Dorset: Clifford, McKee Undergraduate: Weeley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: Yale, M.A., Divinity School, 1969
Volunteer Service: Wela assitement through the years: Sr. League, Duke 1, Campus Club, PTA Board, Church Board, garden club.

Business: Director, P.A.A.W. Program, Woodberry Forest School

Hobbies and Interests: Reading, walking, hiking, travel, music (I collect them, whatever we go), one-of-a-kind jewelry, cooking.

Spouse/Partner: Dennis M. Campbell, June 13, 1970

S.P. College: Yale, B.A., English, 1967
S.P. Graduate School: Yale, B.D., Divinity, 1970;
Duke, Ph.D. Philosophy-Religious, 1972
S.P. Occupation: Historian

Children: Margaret Campbell Kruse, 1974, Dartmouth College, Class of 1998;
Morgan Campbell, 1978, Woodberry Forest School, Duke U., commercial real estate

Grandchildren: Campbell J. Kruse, 2002; M. Banks Kruse, 2005

Current thoughts fall into categories. Here are a few:

Family: I am grateful for a wonderful, 42-year marriage to an incredibly bright, thoughtful, delightful husband. We share many interests—education, travel, reading, walking, hiking.... We are blessed with our daughter and son and their respective spouses. Two grandchildren and one on the way make the think ahead to the state of the world and what these little ones will face. Perhaps world leaders would do better if they kept the future of their grandchildren in mind.

Friends: Wellesley trends are especially dear. I value the Wellesley "bond." Woodberry Forest School: Dances is headmaster. I am chief mom and work in admissions and development. We love this school of 400 boys, all boarding, located on 120: gloriously beautiful acres. After 15 years of 24/7 commitment, we really know the broader Wellesley family and have travelled much to see it! The boys keep us young. The alumni are impressive—34% giving, tops for boarding schools! We have put much effort into the restoration of The Residence, the Thomas Jefferson-designed home in which we live.

Miscellaneous: health ("the best wealth"), the future of our children and grandchildren, the economy, retirement, the values of our country, the cost of education, the globalization of the world.... A trip to Asia last March was fabulous and thought-provoking. What impact will the rising number of those older students have? Wellesley: important single-sex option, pride in its status, concern about issues that their applicants.

ANN HILL

75 Harper Canyon Road, Salinas, CA 93908; (831) 655-6297

Email: annh@adelphia.com

Dorset: Teresa Court

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967

Volunteer Service: Monterey County Rape Crisis Center — Board member, president twice
Door to Hope (mental health) — Board member American Association of University Women — President, Salinas Chapter and Key for Life — participant Volunteer work on local political campaigns, American Civil Liberties Union, Steinhart Center Reading Mentor Program, Rotary Club of Salinas

Business: Entitled Attorney

Honors and Awards: Fulbright Fellowship, "Outstanding Woman" award, San Francisco Club of Central Valley; Award from California Conference of Arson Investigators, "Outstanding Board member award from Monterey County Rape Crisis Center; Award for outstanding service to Monterey County District Attorney's Office, Award from Mexican-American Legal Defense & Education Fund for outstanding service

Hobbies and Interests: Hiking with dogs, reading and participating in Book Club, gardening, political-volunteer work, travelling — by land, air, train, sea

Getting old is not for sissies, but sure can be a lot of fun — and full of surprises. Two years ago I was a dedicated county prosecutor getting ready to try another "cold" murder case. I worked 80 hours per week and shared my life with my rescue dog, Zero, and a small group of friends, mostly women. I had no plans for retirement, and I enjoyed helping crime victims and survivors by bringing child molesters, rapists, and murderers to justice. I had been a prosecutor in CA since 1981, and I still had the same enthusiasm for the work and compassion for the crime victims.
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Getting old is not for sissies, but sure can be a lot of fun — and full of surprises. Two years ago I was a dedicated county prosecutor getting ready to try another "cold" murder case. I worked 80 hours per week and shared my life with my rescue dog, Zero, and a small group of friends, mostly women. I had no plans for retirement, and I enjoyed helping crime victims and survivors by bringing child molesters, rapists, and murderers to justice. I had been a prosecutor in CA since 1981, and I still had the same enthusiasm for the work and compassion for the crime victims.
Now for the latest chapter – I am 71, and my husband and I are moving to Florida to begin our second act. We bought a beach house to raise four poodles with our daughters in the Atlantic Ocean and eventually do the Great Loop.

SUSAN HILL COLE
87 Main Street, Norwalk, CT 06851

Toni Hill McGauley
314 Waterford Drive, Chattanooga, TN 37409
423-621-5954
Email: tmg2032@gmail.com
Drs: All: Psychiatrist, Psychologist, B.A., Economics, 1967
Graduate: U.C., Chattanooga, Accounting: E. of the South (Engineering), 1969
Business: Retired
Spouse/Partner: John B. McGauley, Jr. (Jack), October 13, 1997
S.P. College: U. of Virginia, B.A., Biology, 1965
S.P. Graduate School: U. T. College of Medicine, MD, 1969
S.P. Occupation: Emergency Physician
Children: Christopher Robinson, 1964, Nancy; Melissa Brown, 1971, Rachel
Grandchildren: Willie Robinson, 1999, Alex
Robinson, 2001; Miller Robinson, 2004

I have a new found passion for writing and hope to continue to publish anything about myself other than occasionally a notice — no blog, no linked-in... It’s not that I mind sharing, but I prefer one-on-one interaction.

As I have aged, I’ve also gotten lazier, I think. Or perhaps I just find more entertaining to do what I want instead of what everyone else expects me to do. I’m over the ‘should’ and ‘ought’ and all the deadlines. But then, Jack and I still have mothers living (ages 91 and 89), so I can’t really avoid them altogether. I also have 2 daughters and 3 grandchildren who all live nearby, so there are definite demands there, too. But then I like to go to baseball games and basketball games. And I love having lunch with my mom and my girls. And the older I get, the more I treasure my girl friends. Our definitive advantage of reaching this age is that we now are able to escape often. We have a condo in Hilton Head — only a 6 hour drive from Chattanooga — where those demands just can’t

DOROTHY HENDRICKS BROWN
+ Dotty +
256 Forest Road, Martin, PA 19066
(610) 649-2200
Email: dotty.brown@me.com; meeting
St. Joseph’s care
Drs: Eastern Undergraduate: Wellesley; B.A., Latin American Studies, 1967
Graduate: Columbia, M.S., Journalism, 1969
Business: Enterprise Editor Fleece Press, Philadelphia Inquirer, Retired
Honors and Awards: Fulbright Scholar to Chile; Edith 1997 Pulitzer Prize, Exploratory Journalism
Spouse/Partner: Lawrence Brown (Larry)
S.P. College: Brandeis, B.A.,
S.P. Graduate School: NYU School of Medicine, MD
S.P. Occupation: pediatric pathologist
Children: Joshua Williams, Rebecca Duhl; Naomi Brown;
Grandchildren: Joseph Williams; Tatija Williams, Asher Duhl

So many adventures since Wellesley! A great 30 years at the Philadelphia Inquirer, which ended October, 2011. Since I retired in 1982

I love that I can write, edit, take photos, videos, and speak out on political and social issues that, as a newspaper editor, I had to refrain from along. I also want to try freelance book editing since I sold much of my career editing long-term journalism. I’m opening doors, not sure which ones I’ll walk through.

Another new discovery: I have more women friends than ever, in various circles of support that have emerged. As we age (in body, anyway), I think this will be ever more critical.

The photos are daughter’s photo of me — Rebecca, Jordan and Michael

Our daughters grow up, families grow up, I remint my self. I’ve rediscovered writing after so many years as an editor. Step one has been my blog: www.suddenlight.blogspot.com

Here’s how I describe it: “What’s it like to surrender yourself from a lifelong career and launch into the unknown? What choices do you make? What inner voice do you follow? Dotty Brown talks with people on their journey to the next great thing.”

The author’s daughter’s photo — Rebecca, Jordan and Michael

And the author’s own, Asher

Dotty and Larry Brown

Our daughters: Brown, Jack and Naomi
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KATHLEEN HOAG AND CLEGGETT
9 Liberty Street, Braintree, MA 02184

THEODORA HOE REYNOLDS
• Teddy •
580 Springdale Way, Baltoons, MD 21212, (410) 256-1736
Email: reynoldd5@jcom.com
Dwens: Pharmacy, Pharamaceuticals
Teaching College, Columbus, M.Sc., Private School Administration, M.A., 1999
Business: Math Teacher, New Faculty Coordinator, Roland Park Country School
Hone and Awards: Joseph Klinghime Fellow, 1995
Sponsor/Partner: William J. Reynolds (Bill), September 3, 1996
S. College: Dartmouth, B.A. Government, 1987
S. Graduate School: Harvard Law School, J.D., 1970
S. Occupation: Law Professor
Grandchildren: Sam Jeffress, 2002; Maggie Reynolds, 2002; Max Jeffress, 2005; Neil Reynolds, 2006
Wellesley Reflections: Theodoras Hayden Buback (Grandmother, 1919), Theodora Buback Buback (Mother) 1948; Helen Buback Hall (Aunt), Mary like Postan (Sister) 1968
My life for the past forty-five years has been dedicated to family and education. My husband and I enjoyed raising our children; now we love knowing them as adults and playing with their children. With both of us working in education, Bill as a law school professor and me as a high school math teacher, we have been blessed with long vacations to be with our family and to travel. Our children have followed our passions with two lawyers and a teacher/speech pathologist. Our grandchildren are, of course, wonderful. Fun to be around as they are exploring their own interests from reading to swimming to soccer to piano to ballet.
Professionally, I have been dedicated to the education of young women. Working in an all-girls independent school, I strive to instill in my students the confidence and competence necessary to succeed in the STEM fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics. I want my students to be able to follow their passions with confidence as I did as a result of my own background in an all-girls high school followed by Wellesley. Over the years, I pursued my interest in pedagogy as I worked with teachers new to the profession both with the Klinghime Summer Institute and in my own school. As Bill and I took to retirement in the next few years, we plan to travel to the many places that tend to be hot or crowded during the summer. I also expect to volunteer in educational settings, probably forever.

JANET HOFFMAN

Janet with intense look.
Apartment 11C, 176
Broadway, New York, NY 10013, (212) 83-9911; cell: (646) 220-4300
Email: jeffmontsford@gmail.com
Dwens: Studer
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Russian and History, 1987
Graduate: NYU, M.A., Russian Linguistics, 1979; NYU, Ph.D., Russian Linguistics, 1979; Boston College Law School, J.D., 1979
Business: Partner, Brans, Zuckk, Lehrman & Zion
Hone and Awards: Often appear in surveys of top lawyers in my field (trademarks) in various national and international publications. Also received an award for contributions to the work of First Step, a job training program run by the New York Coalition for the Homeless. There are some other things, but I don’t recall this on this much.

Hobbies and Interests: I look up to baking after W. I sold my work locally and also donate pieces to various charity auctions. I am also interested in painting the artwork of my late husband. Leonard Rosenfeld, in various museums and other public collections, as well as selling it. My music interest has been dormant, but with a piano sitting in the face (which I just received for my 60th birthday), along with a number of guitars, I am hoping to reawaken that interest. Since my husband’s illness and death in December of 2009, I have been focusing on work mostly, and certain other parts of my life have either been on hold or lost to the shuffle.

My husband, Leonard Rosenfeld, died on December 2, 2009. The operation (heart valve replacement) was successful, but was followed quickly by post-op infections that ultimately led to his suffering, and death four months later. Nothing prepares someone for this, and I am still healing. Of course, I miss him. I am not lonely and have found strength among friends, work and, more recently, would you believe, a little dog I rescued while on vacation last year in Mexico. He was a “happy dog” (title of a couple of Leonard’s works) and through the help of a local vet, and then one in New York, he is doing very well. He makes me laugh and eats something. I enjoy it read at Len’s funeral, largely summing his life, including a number of “war stories” from WWII and the art world, selected works and articles about him, may be viewed at www.LaurentRosenfeld.com.
I have been selling Len’s work to certain collections, as well as placing in museums and other public venues, including the New Britain Museum of American Art in Connecticut and the National 9/11 Museum in New York at Ground Zero. We lived through that event from one block away, and I likely talked about it in the last recorded book.
No plan to “retire” soon. I take pleasure in bringing up the next generation at our firm. Looking forward to June.

SUSAN HOBERT
24 Harris Street, Waltham, MA 02402

CLAUDE HOPPER BROUWOTA
205 Sassyroose Drive, Nationwide, OH 43219

SENA HOUSEENALLY BLACK
Unit 01, 4010, Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32805

JANET HUGGINS
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Dwens: Divorce
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Italian, 1967
Business: Retired
Children: Kenneth Sutherland Clark, 1973, BA, Franklin & Marshall, law degree George Washington University, attorney, Baltimore, MD, son’s attorney office; Victoria Lee Clark, 1979, BA Harvard, architecture degree SOMAC, Los Angeles, CA
Wellesley Reflection: Nancy Melanque Hughes (Mother) 1952

Lost & Found
In the five years since our last reunion, I have lost a husband, two dogs and three cats. I have gained a daughter-in-law for one son and a life partner for the other, four houses, five apaches, six dogs (separate house and barn divisions), seven cats (slim, one gost, three chickens, a flock of geese (few left) and, arrived just yesterday, two miniature horses.
On May 14, 2008, my husband of 32 years died of multiple myeloma. He was 78. Our sons, Ken and Alan, were with us at the end. Neil and I had been living on our little farm in North Carolina for a year and a half.
At the end of August, 2008, Ken and Rosanne - both lawyers - were married in Philadelphia, and Neil’s absence was deeply felt. Alex, an architect, and his partner Dan, an assistant principal at the
Los Angeles public schools, moved in together last June.

In the fall I published a novel, The Shakespeare Deception, using the Amazon service, and I’m now working on a screenplay, though livelock chimes keep me pretty busy.

At the beginning of April, I am embarking on an adventure I’ve anticipated for years. A dear friend (from high school, no less) and I are traveling to Peru to see Machu Picchu. Forty-five years ago, a Wellesley friend and I made a pilgrimage to Mexico’s Mayan ruins, and I returned to the Yucatan with Alex a few years back; time now to visit the Incas.

JOAN HUNT ROBINSON

3806 Holley Avenue, S.E., Salem, OR 97302, (503) 581-4662, cell (503) 559-8144
Email: joan@loomisnet.com

Business: Formerly
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Philosophy
Graduate: Columbia, M.A., Philosophy, 1971
Recognition: Senior Class of 1970 and 1974, Wellesley College, B.A.
Graduate, Business/Philosophy

Business: Formerly
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Business: Formerly
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Philosophy
Graduate: Columbia, M.A., Philosophy, 1971
Recognition: Senior Class of 1970 and 1974, Wellesley College, B.A.
Graduate, Business/Philosophy

March 2012, hip replacement surgery. I am recovering but will not be able to come to reunion. Airplanes pose too much risk of blood clots so soon after surgery. Throughout the last five years I have had many times of deep happiness, including times spent visiting with Wellesley friends. I hope to march in the parade at our 50th!

The joys, the woes, the experiences are ineffable. So here are the facts:
July, 2009, retired.

October 2011, request from Liz’s son and his girlfriend that I be grandmother to their expected child.

December 7, 2011, birth of Liz’s son and my grandson, Hunter.

Hunter was 2 months premature and weighed 2.5 lbs. In NICU for 7 weeks, while parents stayed at the Ronald McDonald House on hospital campus in Portland (they live on the coast, 2 hours away). They all went home late January and are doing well.

December 2011, fall of my twin sister Nancy and discovery that she is having heart surgery from her brain had broken. Surgery for Nancy (whose hospital was, of course, all the way across town from Hunter’s) She is now in adult foster care home.
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Hunter was 2 months premature and weighed 2.5 lbs. In NICU for 7 weeks, while parents stayed at the Ronald McDonald House on hospital campus in Portland (they live on the coast, 2 hours away). They all went home late January and are doing well.

December 2011, fall of my twin sister Nancy and discovery that she is having heart surgery from her brain had broken. Surgery for Nancy (whose hospital was, of course, all the way across town from Hunter’s) She is now in adult foster care home.

March 2012, hip replacement surgery. I am recovering but will not be able to come to reunion. Airplanes pose too much risk of blood clots so soon after surgery. Throughout the last five years I have had many times of deep happiness, including times spent visiting with Wellesley friends. I hope to march in the parade at our 50th!
Cindy wrote: I am still working part time in the mutual fund business in Boston and I wonder how I’d deal with the eventuality of full retirement. It scares me a little. I adore being a grandmother to two small children and worry those friends who have bigger families and more grandkids. As you can see from my picture, I have enjoyed very close to four of my classmates and we try to take a trip together once a year. Friends are THE BEST!

MARGARET HUTAFF
137 Oxfield Court, Cambridge, MA 02140

CAROL HUTNER WINograd
764, Espinosa Way, Stanford, CA 94305, (650) 496-1710
Email: carol@winograd (stanford.edu; http://stanford.edu/~winog)
Druns: Nassau Court West
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., French, 1966
Graduate: Brown U., M.D., Medicine, 1972
Business: Retired
Space/Partner: Terry Winograd, August 24, 1996
SPP College: Colorado College, B.A., Mathematics, 1966
SPP Graduate School: M.D., Applied Mathematics, 1978
SPP Occupation: Professor
I am Professor of Medicine Emerita at Stanford University. I was Clinical Director of the Gynacologic Research and Education Center for 12 years and currently advise students and teach courses on women and aging.
After retiring in 1995 due to illness, I began using art for healing, and exhibited paintings in several shows, including “Visions Toward Wellness,” a national juried exhibit, in Providence, New Haven, and New York.
I now spend much of my time promoting social justice causes. I am active in the Women Donors Network (WDS), a stimulating sisterhood of progressive, wonderful women who multiply their talents and resources collectively to promote a more fair and just world. I co-chair the WDS Middle East and Democracy Circle and recently retired from a women’s congressional delegation to Israel and the West Bank in collaboration with WDS, the Israel Education Fund, and six Congresswomen. Through WDS friends, I new fundraise for the Democratic Party and enjoy discussing challenging issues with members of Congress who are truly public servants.
I co-founded and served as Chair of the Advisory Board of the Stanford Jewish Chaplaincy for 10 years, am on both the National Board of Abraham’s Vision, and the Policy Board of J Street.
Married to Terry Winograd for almost 44 years, we have two daughters, Avra, graduating from Stanford Business School as a clean tech expert (engaged to Justin Brock), and Shoshana, a Conservative Rabbir, married to Philip Ohme, also a Conservative rabbi, and two grandchildren, Ari and Eli.

PAMELA HIDE SMITH
2900 Fessenden Rd, N.W., Washington, DC 20016, (202) 664-6556, cell: (202) 360-
7779
Email: ssmith@smithm. md
Drunas: Catoazar
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Art History, 1967
Service Board Members: The Nature Conservancy, Colorado Chapter Board member, The Denver Art Society, Denver Art Society Board member and Vice Chair, the Public Library Foundation Council
Business: Anthropologist, retired
Office Address: P.O. Box 194, 302 No. Spruce Street, Telluride, CO 81435
(435) 724-7007
Honor and Awards: Superior Honor Awards, U.S. Department of State, Museum Hilot Awards, U.S. Information Agency

Hobbies and Interests: Conservation, early medical architecture, skiing, travel
Wellesley Relative: Chris Hyde Lee (Class of 1979)
I’ve settled into being semi-retired, constructing a complex web of activity, an antidote to living basically alone. (After 14 years, I’m still a widow but to date the alternatives have been unappealing.)
I keep my hand in my former professional world part-time, lending medical insights to our board for the State Department. The intellectual and interpersonal challenges of these trips suit me so well that I gave up teaching at Georgetown, my previous post-retirement perch.
I am also increasingly involved with The Nature Conservancy—the threat of climate change keeps me awake at night.
Many of us are experiencing the joys, sorrows and burdens of caring for elderly parents; mine remain in their home and care with inacccent medical crises. I visit frequently but have elected not to move back. Goldi independence.
The other end of the age spectrum remains elusive. Both of my daughters are married, childbirth and all—also thriving. One runs an interior design business in Manhattan, and the other is a journalist at MSNBC.com in London. I’m immensely proud and love visiting them in their great cities. Maybe grandchildren will come someday?
For fun, I still can’t seem to get enough travel and skiing. I’m in Telluride all winter. Recent journeys have concentrated on the remote and adventurous: Bhutan, Namibia, the Galapagos, the Salk Road, and too much more to list without sounding waggish. I’m saving the safer places for when I’m old and fragile.
Unfortunately, I’ll miss resort and but warm wishes to old Wellesley friends!
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ALICE ELIZABETH BORING
3001 Atlas Drive, Mattanaw, NY 13514, (315) 622-2200

Carl and I just returned from our great trip to China. Since last summer we’ve also visited Alaska, Rocky Mountain, Bush, the Lewis and Clark Trail, and Germany plus 4 countries in Europe.

Email: alice@juliold.com
Drsues: Classic
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, Psychology, 1967
Business: Retired
Space/Partner: Carl Boring
SP College: Cornell, B.A., Psychology, 1966
SP Graduate School: Cornell Business School, M.B.A., 1968
SPP Occupation: Owner of Computer Software Company
Children: Lisa Boring Wate, 1961, Mt Holyoke; Visa Boring Block Griffith, 1970, Wellesley
Grandchildren: Caleb Wate, 1998; Sydney Barta, 1999; Ethan Wate, 2001; Bradley Barta, 2001; Myles Wate, 2003; Abigail Wate, 2005
Wellesley Relative: Twins Gibble (Daughter) 1992

I just retired from classroom teaching last June. Although time is not as abundant as I had hoped, I do enjoy the freedom to choose the ways I can use my time.
Time to spend with my husband, Carl. Time to be with my 6 grandchildren.
Time to write my second book, Time to travel more widely.
Time to take young minds. Time to volunteer in my community.
Carl has also moved into the house with his computer business, giving us the future of slow mornings and meals together. We love our home and community, but travel here as away. Since visiting China, Alaska, Germany, and the Great
Wellesley College Class of 1967 – 45th Reunion Record Book

Wast, we years for more. Travel expands our minds and each trip turns us ‘the BEST’.

Last summer I completed writing my second book, “The Baker’s Daughter Remembers the Holidays.” The first book, “Ruminations of a Baker’s Daughter” sold out and has now been reprinted. Both books contain memories of life in Endicott, NY, a perfect small town in the 50’s and 60’s, as well as recipes from our German-American bakery, the very popular Elk’s Bake Shop. Consult either of my web pages for details. www.bakeddaughternow.com or www.ruminationsofabakeddaughter.com. I hope to write more now that I have the time.

Carl and I have been married 46 years. We feel good and hope to continue relishing all the blessings that we now have more time to enjoy.

Our daughter Tricia and family joined us at Niagara Falls in April.

CAROL JACE WILLE
204 Minuteman Road, Greenville, NC 27836

SARAH HICKERWOOD BENESY

Sassy •
Apartment 220, 1528 York Avenue, New York, NY 10021, (212) 794-4222; cell: (917) 768-3626
Email: swenp68@earthlink.net

Doris: Michael: Parnsey
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Economics, 1967
Sponsor/Parent: Palmer Q. Bassett (Dead), August 21, 1971

S/P College: Williams, B.A., Chemistry, 1996
S/P Graduation
School: U. of Oregon, M.A., Chemistry, 1979; U. of Vermont, M.D., Medicine, 1979; Columbia U., M.S., Epidemiology, 2006

S/P Occupation: Surgeon

Children: Adamson, 1979, Employed as a lawyer.

Nataline, 1979, Employed as a lawyer.

Grandchildren: Emilia, 2007; Eva, 2009; Samuel, 2010

Wellesley Relatives: Sarah K. Hickerson (Mother) 1917; Martha A. Bassett (Mother-in-law) 1914

I feel very fortunate to report that not much has changed from five years ago. I am still happily married to my husband of 40 years. Our two children are doing well and both have new jobs. They are happily married and have young children. I still have my very small part-time job working in a doctor’s office doing financial things. I volunteer in Central Park doing gardening, a great substitute for my own back yard. I am involved in various things at church. My husband is still enjoying his work as Associate Director of the Barn Center at Cornell Medical Center and is not thinking about retiring for a couple more years. We live on the Upper East Side of Manhattan with all that has to offer. We haven’t figured out where we will live when he retires. One of the things I like best about New York is walking. One can walk all day, as is around the perimeter of Manhattan. A friend and I have explored many of the nooks and crannies of the city.

The most wonderful thing about the last five years is the arrival of grandchildren. Our daughter in Los Angeles has two little girls who will be five and three in June. Our son, who is currently in Washington DC and will be moving to Maine this summer, has a little boy who is 18 months old. I had forgotten how wonderful it is to watch children learn each new thing.

Sassy, 25 March 2012

Saralyn Benesy

Lee and family joined Alice and Carl for Christmas in Martha's Vineyard.

JO IVET BOUFFARD

Apartment 38, 425 W. End Avenue, New York, NY 10024

82

Jan, Nat, and Sara Benesy

Sara Benesy with daughter Hannah and grandchildren Emilia and Eva.

Sam Benesy.
Gabrielle Jeffers

Gay
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Died: January 1, 1979

Davis White Lohman remembered: Gay had a lively voice and played the piano beautifully.

Miriam Jensen Hendrix

418 East Sixth Street, Fishers, IL 60521

Sandra Johnson Mislow

• Sandy •
484 W. Liberty Street, Hernando, FL 34442,
(352) 527-6822, cell: (462) 202-1234
Email: jmslow@comcast.com

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1964
Graduate: University of Miami, 1967

Business: Financial Vice President, Carlson Management
Other Address: 2974 King Road, F.O Box 50, South Lyme, CT 06376

Hobbies and Interests: Travel, music, handicraft, home decorating, children and grandchildren.

Sponsor/Partner: George M. Mislow, September 9, 1967

S.P College: Hamilton College, A.B., English Literature, 1965

S.P Graduate School: Lehman College of Theology Chicago, M.Div., Pastoral Ministry, 1967; Yale, STM, Philosophical Theology, 1969

S.P Occupation: Clergy

Children: Andrew M., 1965; Princeton, COO of Roth & Body Works; Elise M. Ryan, 1973; Princeton, Teacher at St. Ann’s School, Brooklyn Heights, NY


Today I am a gay retired nurse with healthy knees and a great family. I came to Wellesley from immigrant parents who could not have imagined the education I would receive and the world that would open to me. I left Wellesley as prepared as possible for much of what the changing world had in store. I take satisfaction in a sound marriage to a wonderful man, in two beautiful children and four super grandchildren.

Over the years, I have lived in Germany, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Nebraska and Florida. Each stop along the journey has broadened my perspective and added new dimensions.

My husband is a gentleman, which has added some unique challenges for me. I may have been toughened by a bout with cancer eighteen years ago.

My bilingual background has allowed me to keep close contact with Swedish relatives and friends—a very rewarding part of my life. Fruitly, I have also helped in professional and travel situations. I love to travel, and I love to spend summers at the family place on the Connecticut shore. I thank Wellesley for its major role in shaping me as a thoughtful open-minded and liberal person.

Erica Johnson

Erica •

3 Brookdale Road, Wellesley, MA 02481,
(781) 237-4884, cell: (413) 571-2599
Email: ejohnson@umas.org; johnsonery@gmail.com

Dorris: Doris
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Athens, 1967
Graduate: U. of Mass Medical School, MD, 1979

Business: Medical Director
Flowers and Awards: Primary Primary Care
Lifetime Achievement Award 2009

Hobbies and Interests: Exploring the outdoors, music, reading, travel, photography

Sponsor/Partner: Hugh Johnson, April 13, 1965

S.P College: Queens U., B.S., Economics, 1975

S.P Graduate School: Boston College, M.B.A., 1989

S.P Occupation: Ophthalmology Practice Manager

I can’t wait to see my 87th birthday!

I still love immersion in medicine, other people’s lives. Vinegar got it right in Curing for Dummies. Patients have been my best teachers for 30 years. I recently became Medical Director of a longer internal medicine practice in Wellesley and am still involved in leadership at Newton-Wellesley Hospital. It will be a challenge to move our practice into the new landscape of payment reform.

“Balanced” – simplicity – celebrating small pleasures: waking up with the gay I still love, sunbathed sheets, fresh coffee, reading in bed before work and before sleep. Savoring moments – now, in memory, and in anticipation. 2011’s most exhilarating experience: hiking from camp to camp in Yosemite’s High Sierra.

I am keenly curious about your collective wisdom on what retirement is. My imaginations remain insatiable, apart from a longing to finally satisfy “book group envy.” It’s hard to ignore the lessons of medicine – “Carpe Diem? Keys to stepping outside of time: books, music, wonderment in nature, listening, true conversation.

Marcia Johnson

Address not available

Edith Jones Rosen

95 Blueberry Lane, Stoneville, NY 12502

Carol Jordan Penson

Address not available

Gail Josephson Lipitz

12 Farmhouse Court, Baltimore, MD 21208

Addictions: TV – “Downton Abbey”, “True Blood”, “Mad Men”; “Borgas”, “Luther”, “Secrets Arrows”, “Intelligence” (Canadian TV); radio PRI “The Moth”; books Homosexual (LOPY); touch Girl, Love and Murder; Operation Minnow; The Unmentionable, Reproduction, Cutting for Stones; In the Time of Our Singing; Out Stealing Horse; The Last; A Search for 6 of 6

Million (Mendelich) and for pure fun, Cryptonomicon, J Seconds (Swedish)

Thanks for 45+ years of friendship!
LONNA KANE YEGEN
270 Devon Road, Tewksbury, NJ 07679

EVE KELLOGG KLEGER
Apartment 14-4, 1164 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10028

LISE KENNYWORTHY
2547 Perkins Lane W, Santa, WA 98059, (206) 245-1730

Email: Liconowewty@jicomnet.net
Home: Baton, Louisiana
Volunteer Service: Volunteer advocate for Seattle's working waterfront and for the family wage jobs the fishing and other maritime industries create; volunteering at my church to initiate and then maintain a weekly supper for welcome and help find some of our City's homeless, lonely and working poor; co-founding Disaster Preparedness organization for our family and earthquake I'm neighborhood; Neighborhood District Council; incarceration responsibilities for my church.
Business: Retired Attorney
Hobbies and Interests: Talking and getting together with friends, parking my church, creating in our 1958 classic wooden boat, exploring the Pacific Northwest with friends aboard, going to the theater, travel, sailing Symas at church, reading; seeing barns up to British Columbia and watching other mammals, wild ducks and birds anywhere; taking time with our grand- son, Brian. Is there space limitation for this question?
Lives in: Baton, Louisiana

SOPHIE L. KENDRICK
126 Kendricks Lane, Cudahy, WI 53110

Volunteer Service: Volunteer at local nursing home, blood drive, wherever needed.
Business: Retired Medical Assistant
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, gardening, dogs, cooking.
Volunteer Service: American Red Cross Blood Drive.
Business: Formerly a nurse.
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, cooking, gardening, dog walking.

LORENA KENDRICK
2076 Sarge Road, Cudahy, WI 53110

Volunteer Service: Volunteer at local nursing home.
Business: Retired Medical Assistant
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, gardening, dogs, cooking.
Volunteer Service: American Red Cross Blood Drive.
Business: Formerly a nurse.
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, cooking, gardening, dog walking.
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With wonderful support from my beloved husband, Tom, family and friends, and a superb medical team, I’m making progress. I’m very grateful for being able to spend time with my family and friends who I love so much. Despite medical restrictions (no going to theater or other public places, no outings, no gatherings), I am fully enjoying my life. And appreciating friendships even more. Tom and I are focused on the prize. The next stage will be tougher (radiation, dangers of infection, risk of GVHD), but the push ahead – at least now – looks more like hills than mountains.

7 Children: Becky, McCandlish, (husband), Elaine, Boulton (husband), Betty, Dobson (husband), Ron, Dale, Lesa,

Judy, McCandlish (husband), Eric, McCandlish (husband), and

Margaret and McCandlish (nursing student); wonderful visits, wonderful support beyond words.

These months have brought inspiring lessons about the power of love to transcend pain and geography.

There is so much more I want to do to help create more inclusive communities, to maintain Seattle's working waterfront family wage jobs, and much more. I plan to see you at Wellesley for our 50th. Finasteride!

BONNIE KIME SCOTT
10758 Padilla Drive, La Mesa, CA 91942, (819) 344-8884, e-mail: bscott@cox.net

Education: B.A., Psychology, Willamette College, 1967
Graduate School: University of Washington, 1970
Volunteer Service: President, Volunteer Services, Mile High Hospice, 2002

Occupation: Volunteer Servicer

Children: Matthew, Robert, Christopher, and Maria Scott, all three children graduating from college.

Grandechildren: Matthew and Robert have one child each, and Christopher has two children.

Bob is retired and enjoys spending time with his family and friends. He is also an avid reader and enjoys attending local theater productions.

JULIE KING STAMM
9129 Granada Lane, San Diego, CA 92131, (619) 452-8288

Email: jking@cox.net

Occupation: Retired

After raising her family in the San Diego area, Julie turned her focus to serving her community. She served as a volunteer at several local organizations, including the San Diego Zoo and the local animal shelter. She also volunteered as a docent at the nearby museum, sharing her love of history and culture with visitors of all ages.

Family: John and Lisa Stamm, with whom she shares a love for the outdoors and exploring new places.

Together, they enjoy hiking, biking, and spending time with their two grown children and their families. They also enjoy hosting dinner parties with friends and family, sharing stories and good food in a lively atmosphere.

Dedication: Julie has committed her life to serving others and making the world a better place. Her kindness and generosity are contagious, and she always has a warm smile and a kind word for everyone she meets. She is a true treasure and an inspiration to all who know her.
KAREN KINGSLY KERR
602 Tula Street, Norman, OK 73069

ANN KIRKLEY KULGER
4801 Lakewood Point Cove, Austin, TX 78730, (512) 720-3243
Email: annkirkleyk@gmail.com
Dues: Low
Years: 1959-1973

Undergraduate: Trinity College, B.A., Art History, 1962
Business: Managing Partner, Art Consulting Online
Other Address: 2604 6th St., Boston, MA 02221, (617) 323-9816
Spouse/Partner: Michael J. Kulger
S/P Graduate School: Trinity College, B.A., History, 1967
S/P Occupation: retired

Grandchildren: Peter Philpot, 2004
Michael Philpot, 2006
Fine Philpot, 2008
Lake Kelland, 2010
Libby Kelland, 2011
Julia Kelland, 2012
Women's Relative: Jane Rachel Kritun (Mother) 1936; Bertha Schnell Fawcett (Other)
Quote: That's what I do - Life is full. Prioritizing helps.

The first priority is family. Our four children will have all married by mid-May of this year. So far we have six adorable grandchildren with one on the way. We are spread out from Florida to the south, Oklahoma City in the west, Chicago in the north, and DC in the east. We try to visit everyone at least twice each year, and we encourage them to come to us. My husband and I have plenty of time together, which is nice: reading quietly or playing golf, sailing, and taking long walks.

The second priority is whatever was supposed to be done first, usually work. I didn't make this easier by starting a new internet business when I was 63. Perhaps by the time anyone reads this, Art Consulting Online will be up and running. We're getting there...
RIS KOEY DNOAN

600 Laurel Hill Lane, Baltimore, MD 21228,
(c) (410) 488-6735

Donald Family Fun
(c) 2011 (grand A R.) daughter in
law, Anna; (in-law) Hugh, granddaughter Ashley; (in-law) son-in-law daughter in-law Mary-Lou, and
granddaughter Allisa.

Email: hugoandmaria@yahoo.com

Dnner: McKee, Marlie, Bebe

Undergraduate: Wooster, B.A., Sociology, 1987

Graduate: U. of Tennessee Center for Social Work, M.S.W., Clinical Social Work, 1979

Volunteer Services: Intermountain Volunteer Work with Church Mission Committee and Methodist Food Bank

Business Clinical Social Worker/Psychologist Other Address: Ocean Pines, East Boothby Post Office, East Boothby, MD 21844

(410) 623-4068, cell (410) 491-4728

Hobbies and Interests: Water Activities, swimming, boating, beachcombing, volleyball/jogging/biking, gardening, knitting, occasional art projects, crossword puzzles

Spouse/Partner: Hugh Colgan Donald, Sept 4, 1968

N.P. College: Randolph-Macon, B.A., History, 1964


N.P. Occupation: Social Work, Administrator

Children: Mathew Donald Donnell, 1973; James Colgan Donald, 1974


What a joy to be almost 67 and part of the Class of 67, especially since I’m still trying to
Despite what I want to do when I grow up! Hard to believe that that delirium-making process occurred
45 years ago, and I’m grateful still to be here in our world and enjoying it. Hugh, fellow Social Worker and a sailor, and I have been blessed with two
wonderful sons and now two daughters-in-law and two granddaughters with a third on the way this March.

Being in nature, near, on, or in the ocean; connecting with family and friends, walking, jogging, swimming, gardening, knitting, and crossword-puzzling are favorite day-to-day
activities. Our old cottage in Maine by the sea is our beloved haven.

I continue to work as a psychotherapist and Social Work Department coordinator at a
multidisciplinary rehabilitation and post

management practice in Baltimore which serves
presents with chronic pain, trauma, loss, anxiety, depression, problems with addiction and a range of emotional disorders. The work has been both
challenging and meaningful at this time of
epidemic concern with the use and misuse of
prescribed medications and drugs. I appreciate and
value the opportunity to work with and learn from
our patients and share in their struggles and growth.

Presently as lovely Spring approaches, I eagerly anticipate our Return and chance to be

with you dearest friends and wonderful classmates.

Here’s to many more years of Sunshine together!

KAREN KOSZ BINGHAM

Apartment 9D, 20 East 74th Street, New York, NY 10021, (212) 877-7374

Email: karenKoszBingham@jcom.com

Dnner: Stone, Sawances, Chaff.

Undergraduate: Wellsley College, B.A., English, 1967

Graduate: Columbia U., Teachers’ College, M.A., English, 1968, Boston U. Sch. of Law, J.D., Law, 1973

Business: Attorney

Spouse/Partner: Ed Bingham, 1996

N.P. College: Vassar/HC, B.A., History, 1967

N.P. Graduate School: Vassar/HC, J.D., Law, 1970

N.P. Occupation: Attorney

I am very fortunate to have a life filled with
wonderful family and friends. Reid, my husband, and I are ensconced at 20 East 74th Street, NYC,
where we are happily ever after. We met in 1972 when we both worked as attorneys at a
Manhattan law firm Sage, Grey, Todd and Sims. We enjoy the many benefits of living in such a culturally rich city. I have two wonderful step-siblings who are married to lovely women, and thanks to them, I have two adorable grandchildren.

My younger sister Kristie and I were having lunch recently.

I said, “My 45th Wassail Reunion is coming. What can I write for the reunion book?” Kristie said, “What is your current state of mind?”

“Sunny.”

“What is your most marked characteristic?”

“Curiosity.”

“What are your most treasured possessions?”

“Lovely memories and long friendships.”

“What do you value most in your friends?”

“Good conversation, cheerfulness, and kindness.”

Kristie asked, “Which talent would you most like to have?”

“The ability to write well.”

“What are your plans for the future?”

“I hope to age with grace and grace.”

“And not become too croaky,” Kristie added.

“What’s your advice about life?”

“My motto is ‘Cerebus tutus,’ which means ‘Safely through caution.’”

“In your case, I’d translate that as ‘Never throw anything away,’” Kristie said.

**Aviva Koenigsborg Bobb**

2237 N. Culveria Street, Los Angeles, CA 90027, (323) 563-6262, email: avibobb@hotmail.com

Drris: Tower Court

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967

Graduate: UC Berkeley, J.D., Law School, 1971

Volunteer Service: Board of Directors of Legal Services organization and Music organizations

Business: Retired Judge

Hobbies and Awards: Profiling Judge of the Los Angeles Municipal Court, Supervising Judge of the Los Angeles Family Law and Probate Courts, awards related to work

Hobbies and Interests: Playing violin, gardening, hiking.


I am sorry I won’t be able to join you all at the reunion – the date conflicts with a long scheduled trip to western China. I’ll be at our 50th! Since this is my first entry in the reunion book, I’ll fill you in on the post-Wassail highlights. I went to law school (in California as a kid), married a classmate, and we moved to Los Angeles. Initially, I thought of living in LA as exile from the North-East, but I quickly came to love the

California lifestyle and weather. I was Executive Director of LA Legal Aid Foundation, then a Judge for 29 years and now a full-time mediator. I have two wonderful sons, Jonathan (36) and Matthew (31), and an equally wonderful daughter-in-law, Pamela. Joyfully, they are all living in LA.

My name, Jonathan, and Matthew, are lawyers. It’s fun being in the same professional circles as my children.

My marriage ended after 25 years. Later an illness left my former husband a quadriplegic, so I oversaw his care and safety. I’ve kept up with my violin playing and am in two orchestras. I’m also on the board of directors of several legal aid organizations. I travel often, including two trips with our classmate Karen Rosenthal.

If any of you find yourself in LA, please contact me. I’d love to see you.

**Jessica K. Lewis**

6159 Wassail Street, Houston, TX 77005

**Judy Koen Cohen**

123 Shamrock Lane, Bridgewater, VA 22812, (814) 926-0823, email: jkcohen@jmu.edu

Drris: Fordham, Parvany

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., French, 1967

Volunteer Service: Shenandoah Valley Bach Festival Executive Board

Business: Director, Communications and External Relations, James Madison U.

Hobbies and Interests: Passionate reader and traveler

Spouse/Partner: Ralph Alan Cohen, June 19, 1967

JVP College: Denison, B.A., English, 1975

JVP Occupation: Professor of English, Director of Film, Video and Multimedia Studies

Children: Amy Rebecca Cohen, 1965, Professor of Dance, Randolph College; Anne Elizabeth Cohen, 1970, writer, actress, singer, author. Judy Anne Cohen, 1975, Senior Producer, Digital, Independent Film Channel


Volunteer Service: Literacy Volunteer, Literacy Boston, Literacy Chicago

Only 250 words this time? A blessing and a curse, (too clever)?

No dramatic life changes in the last five years, though they’ve been full and rich. Children and those ex-grandchildren continue to thrive, and they all still grace us in Bridgewater at Thanksgiving, our favorite holiday.

Amy, still attracting students to Graik at Randolph, edits the online journal Daedalculus and established a conference on Ancient Drama in Performance. Chris now works in IT and teaches music at Randolph.

Kate and Adam’s Albatross home continues to profit from Adam’s building skills, and Kate’s writing and editing work allows her to set her own hours and workplace. Idyllic.

Sady’s years of freelancing landed her a job as senior producer, digital, at the Independent Film Channel. Benefits?

Ralph’s Strickland Plays button celebrated its tenth anniversary. Look at americasfrontierpens.com to see what all the fuss is about. And come on to Stonehenge.

I’m still working full time, embedded with my thoroughly appreciative boss on a campus-wide two-year accreditation journey. Before that, this summer, she gave me the luxury of six weeks away - our first journey to Japan, Thailand, and New Zealand. Magical.
Sally surprised me with yoga classes two years ago, and I’ve been keeping it up ever since. I lost my favorite pose is Warrior II, which always makes me think of my wife’s dear friend Morgan, and the strength and joy she brings. And we’ve kept going, too. See our Morgan group in pictures. It’s been so much fun. Great times! mug

ELIZABETH KONOSSOFF DEANE

120 Pilgrim Street, Boston, MA 02109.
(317) 227-6733
(317) 823-6123
Email: elizabeth.deane@holoh.com
Elizabeth: Deane
(0)holoh
Sisters: Primrose
Undergraduate: Indiana University, Art History, 1967
Valentine Avenue: Council, Historic New England
Business: Writer and
Producer: WGBH
Hunters and Surfers: My film on Richard Nixon lost out at the Emmy’s to a film about chimpanzees. Still, I’ve won four George Foster Peabody Awards, a Bust Point Columbia Award, an Emmy (2 nominations), a Writers’ Guild Award (2 nominations), 1 Gold Medal from the Houston Film Festival, the Japan Prize, the Irish Broadcasting Press Gold Award, and the ASCAP Award for Excellence in Music Programming. Also was nominated for the British BATTY award. I guess these are limited, but nothing to rust on. Too ambitious, not satisfying. Much better to do something new.
Hobbies and Interests: History, art and architecture, cities and urban design, film, yoga, travel, books (currently reading a lot of contemporary fiction).
Sponsor/Partner: Nicholas B. Deane (Vic), July 1989

I’m 1/2 my sister’s name, Vic, and not mother. Hadn’t even remember who that is looking to Me on the left. My sister found that one old photo recently and I love her. We were a trip for a while after our parents divorced and this picture gives a sense of that, at least for me.USHI had much fun in our old times.

Sister Sally is my best friend. I hope to see you soon.


I’ve been a writer and producer of films for PBS in decades, working mainly on historical documentaries, many for the PBS series AMERICAN EXPERIENCE. (Films include “Vietnam: A Television History”, “Nixon”, “The Kennedy’s”, Roll & Roll”, “The Rockefellers”, “Reconstruction”, “Upward S Grant”, and “Latin Music USA,” among others.)
I’ve loved the work, found it deeply satisfying. It’s also really stressful, and funding has nearly vanished. I’ve transitioned into half-time work on the audio side at WGBH, to be part of the development of a new “news and culture” signature sound, and liking the lower profile and the flexible hours. Maybe I’ll go back to film at some point, but more likely this is a transition into the next phase of life, both challenging and uncertain.

This is my mother, . . . . . 1908, at a party where she lived in Boston, MA on New Year’s. In Shannon! The photo is from an old film strip, but I wanted to include it because she’s the one who encouraged me to apply to Wellesley. Blessings upon her.


Sister Sally and a friend. Both New Englanders now living in Los Angeles, at a Halloween party (not for me); she wins for a film director.

Daughter-decent and a friend. Both New Englanders now living in Los Angeles, at a Halloween party (not for me); she wins for a film director.

Sister Sally and a friend. Both New Englanders now living in Los Angeles, at a Halloween party (not for me); she wins for a film director.

Her son Nicholas (Vic). He won in a tech startup in Washington, DC. Not here in the Bachelor. Bill in Coldridge, Shrew – one of the Old’s shocking projects.

So right now I’m looking forward, and I’m also looking back. It’s always been about the work for me, not the awards. (Woody Allen says that, too.) But something about this uncertain moment in my
life makes me want to fill in the section on awards, not be like Woody Allen and leave it blank. Besides, I’ve been a bridesmaid (nominees) much more than a bride. So, go back and look at the section here on Honors and Awards!

VICTORIA KOPP HITCHINS
14511 Barlow Drive, Bethesda, MD 20815

ELIZABETH KOPP LEVY
* Liz *
Apartment 5A, 542 Barker Hill Street, Charleston, MA 02129, (617) 874-8341
Email: Liz@levy.com

Names: Natoa
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1987
Sponsor/Partner: Charles Levy

In my second and unpaid career, I am serving on the Board of our MTA and MASSDOT. We’re in the midst of this increase in service costs – UGM. However, I am glad I am there. My husband of 44 years, Chuck, is still standing and wonderfully optimistic. It is a Fact given the 4 lip operations he has had. Our two sons, Ben and Dan are in good work places—cardiology and finance. Ben married a Malaysian woman and Dan, a Texan. Their horizons, religion and politics are expanding. Our first granddaughter (a boy) is expected in May.

—

We moved a few years ago to a condo in Boston. Less space, but we relax every day the view and care. We also bought and renovated an 1835 beach house in Gloucester and have our first real yard. The yard is a lot of work. I am learning word versus plant and to like dirt. However, we love the house and the fact it is just 45 minutes from our home. I still don’t do formal exercise, but I continue to walk regularly and it helps me active. Overall, this period is a time of seizing every opportunity for family and friends, of cherishing our health and of giving back. Most of how I live now I wouldn’t have envisioned when I was at Wellesley, but that is what life is about. We eagerly await our next exciting stage with grandchildren.

LUCY KOPPelman SAUNDERS
445 Gill Road, Weston, MA 02493, (781) 235-4185
Email: lucy.saunders@comcast.net

Names: Roberta, Penney
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Economics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Publicist for small local church; Sing in nursing homes and senior centers as part of a cappella singing group
Business: Retired Administrative Aide
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, skiing, golfing, the environment
Sponsor/Partner: Philip Saunders, Jr., 1972
S/F College: Yale, B.A., Political Science, 1957
S/F Graduate School: London School of Economics, Phil.D., Economics
Children: Elizabeth D. Saunders, 1977; Yale 2000, Environmental Lobbyist and spokesperson

Since our 40th reunion, my life has changed quite a bit. In September 2007, I retired from my 20-year part-time job as an Administrative Aide in the Town Manager’s office in the Town of Weston, Massachusetts, where I did a little bit of everything—from editing the Town’s Annual Report, to adjudicating parking tickets, dealing with Workers’ Compensation issues, and helping town residents and visitors with information in various problems and questions. It was an interesting job, as I never knew in the morning whether I would be doing what I had planned for the day or something else entirely. Frequently, it was something else!

Since retirement, I have become more active in my church, helping with the organization of its 50th anniversary celebration, serving as Stewardship Chair, and becoming its volunteer publicist—writing an article for the local newspaper each week.

I have also joined an a cappella singing group of about 16 women, including two other Wellesley Alumnae, which performs on about 10 short concerts annually in nursing homes and senior centers. It’s rewarding to bring some cheer to those whose lives have become so circumscribed.

I have been married to Phil for nearly 40 years, and we have lived in the same house for all of that time. We have one daughter who is an Environmental Lobbyist, Speaker and Organizer for Clean Water Action of Massachusetts. Her mission is to get legislation enacted that will reduce (eventually eliminate) toxins in everyday products.

KATHLEEN KORITZ ABELES
3730 Volunteer Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87505

DEBORAH KOROL WHITE
21 Burgundy Road, Tewksbury, MA 01876

SUSAN KORTE
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KATHLEEN KORITZ ABELES
3730 Volunteer Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87505

DEBORAH KOROL WHITE
21 Burgundy Road, Tewksbury, MA 01876

SUSAN KORTE
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Since retirement, I have become more active in my church, helping with the organization of its 50th anniversary celebration, serving as Stewardship Chair, and becoming its volunteer publicist—writing an article for the local newspaper each week.

I have also joined an a cappella singing group of about 16 women, including two other Wellesley Alumnae, which performs on about 10 short concerts annually in nursing homes and senior centers. It’s rewarding to bring some cheer to those whose lives have become so circumscribed.

I have been married to Phil for nearly 40 years, and we have lived in the same house for all of that time. We have one daughter who is an Environmental Lobbyist, Speaker and Organizer for Clean Water Action of Massachusetts. Her mission is to get legislation enacted that will reduce (eventually eliminate) toxins in everyday products.

KATHLEEN KORITZ ABELES
3730 Volunteer Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87505

DEBORAH KOROL WHITE
21 Burgundy Road, Tewksbury, MA 01876

SUSAN KORTE

#PressingProjects
Acquired of appliance abuse, but appliances still WORK! Why RETIRE them?
STUFF: Aaaa, are we, mmm - it's gotta go!
GARDENS: Divide perennials!
WON'T LET GO:
MY LOVES: Family, Friends, Travel, Music, Theater, & Ch.
BUSINESS: Want to develop new collaborative, COMMON-GOOD business model to sustain:
Presidential Gardens (RI as garden trend)
www.presidentialgardens.com
What Grows On in Rhode Island (comprehensive environmental info-resource)
www.whatsgrowson.com
Where the Gardens Used to Be (RI's agricultural heritage) www.whatsgrowson.com

LINDA KLEOFF SILVERMAN

At Didi's 50th college reunion

66 Laurel Avenue, Providence, RI 02906,
(401) 735-7237
Email: Beth@aud.com
Born: Rhode
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: Columbia U. Teachers College, M.A., History, 1968
Volunteer Service: Literary Volunteers of America
Harleys Children's Hospital
Business: Retired Retired Teacher
Hobbies and Interests: Spending time with children and grandchildren, reading, bridge, travel, all kinds of handwork
Spouse/Partner: Richard Silverman (Deed), November 15, 1977
SP College: U. of PA, Wharton School, B.S., 1961
SP Occupation: Retired
Children: Elizabeth Silverman, 1972, Assistant District Attorney for Middlesex County, MA, mother of 2, graduate of Penn; Edward Silverman, 1974, Website Designer, graduate of Penn
Grandchildren: Henry Goodman, 2002; Charlotte Goodman, 2004

During the spring of our senior year, I was stopped in campus by an alien who was looking for the meeting of her 40th reunion committee. Imagine how old I thought she was and how far away 2007 (our 40th) must have seemed to me! Now as we approach our 45th reunion, I wonder what I was thinking? The years have flown by and I don't feel as old as I thought that alien was!
I feel so grateful to have reached this stage of life. Dick and I are both enjoying our retirement together - we love spending time with our grandchildren and seeing our daughter become a mother. Both our children live relatively close to us (Lee and her family are in Boston and Ned is in New York) which is such a bonus! We now can take the time to read, etc. without the limits of our work lives.
Looking forward to the reunion and seeing old friends.

Our grandchildren, Henry and Charlotte

Liz, Jonathan, Henry and Charlotte

Liz, Lee and Ned
DAWN KRAMER
145 Canton Street, Boston, MA 02123

Email: dkwkramer@outlook.com; dkwkramer@comcast.net; http://dawnkramer.net

Dance: Body, Timers/Composers
Graduate Student: Wellesley College, English, 1967
Graduate: Sarah Lawrence, theatre, undergrad, B.A., Dance/performing arts, 1969

Business: Professor, Studio for Interrelated Media, Mass. College of Art and Design
Honors and Awards: National Endowment for the Arts photography fellowships, Massachusetts state arts fellowships in choreography, residencies at LeRenaud Art Foundation (France) and Bogliasco Foundation (Italy) 2010, MassArt Foundation Faculty grant to travel to Kyoto (2010) to make video/movement poses in these temple gardens.

Hobbies and Interests: meditation, yoga, reading group, s/s skiing, travel of all kinds, grandchildren, fitness activities

Sponsor/Partner: Stephen Buck, April 5, 2008
S/P College: Cornell, B.A., 1969
S/P Occupation: lighting designer, video designer/artist
Children: Adam, 1970; Amber, 1974
Grandchildren: Tessa, 2001; Sydney, 2003; Chloe, 2008; Lily, 2008; Cole, 2010

My recent work best expresses where I “am” right now. “Body of Water” looks at humans’ complex relationships with water, our romanticism of seas and lakes, as well as our use and abuse of water. All my recent work uses video projections embedded in live performance to envision humans in a more interconnected relationship with the natural environment. The premise of this work was largely a fundraiser for the Japanese Disaster Relief Foundation in response to the devastating tsunami last year.

All my recent works explore change and the porous borders of “self” - expressions of my interest in the mysteries of Buddhism philosophy. (see http://dawnkramer.net)

When we had children, whatever thought of the unexpected pleasure of having grandchildren? Sadly, I never knew my grandparents, but I love being the “Grandmama” who does cartwheels with her great-grand kids!

After thirty years as co-founder & co-director of Dance Collective, I “retired” from the company in 2003. Now I’m looking at retirement from MassArt in fall, 2013. What next? Will I still make art of any kind? or just mundane ones? volunteering more? be with grandchildren more? travel? How have others dealt with this change? There continues to be so much need in the world, how can I best respond?

DAWN KRAMER performing “Cracking,” 2009, a movement/projection act.

Betty Khow Thanasitayaudom
Address not available

Betty Khow Thanasitayaudom
Address not available
BONNIE LADY HAMILTON
625 White Tail Drive, Louisville, PA 17059,
(717) 952-4777, cell: (717) 312-4406
Email: libby@alaum.wellesley.edu
libby@comcast.net
Degree: B.A., Bio-behavioral
Undergraduate: Wellesley
Graduate School: Biological Sciences, 1967
Volunteer Service: school librarians, local historical societies, garden club, women’s club The Seeing Eye
Hobbies: Reading, hiking and nature walking, gardening, quilting, knitting
Space/Partner: Frederick Marvin Hamilton (Moby), June 18, 1967
S.P. College: USCG Academy, B.S., Engineering, 1965
S.P. Graduate School: MIT, M.S., engineering, business, 1984
S.P. Occupations: USCG career officer
Wellesley Relatives: Elizabeth Wachler (Daughter) 1969, Kathleen Hamilton (Daughter) 1989, Marion Crook Ladd (Mother) 1938, Louise Ladd (Sister) 1938, Jacqueline Crook (Other) 1940, Marion Crook (Other) 1940, Nancy Tomkinson ( Cousin) 1960, Barbara Tomkinson (Cousin) 1989
Not quite 67 in ’12, but definitely not ready to be as old as I feel.
45 years married to my best friend, mother of 4, grandmother of 4, voracious reader, retired teacher, (avocation: librarian), quilter,
gardener, dog and cat caretaker/servant, genealogy researcher, faddishness housekeeper, volunteer.
So many good books, never enough time just to read. If only the dust and squirrels didn’t love my garden as much as I do.
She who buys fabric just because it is gorgeous and feels wonderful, and has an idea of the quilt to come, was
Watching my daughter grow up and become a
mother herself, having my words come out of her mouth, seeing my grandchildren grow and flourish in this exciting new world.
Learning my family history is more fun than soap operas, I have found some great role models in my many-times great-grandmothers.

Cut and Fold Quilt

Flannel Cat Quilt with Jake

Starred Cross Flowers Quilt

Learning to use email and the web info from google instead of the encyclopedia, finding the nearest Starbucks with my GPS, and now I can just ask questions on my iPhone and it answers my out loud! Talking computers! Star Trek has arrived.
But, I am still waiting to be “beamed” to my
desired location, instead of Xeraying at the nearest airport.
Wish I had started yoga and pilates when I was 30, not 90. However, in spite of various aches and
groans, I have general good health, wonderful

Family, good friends, and happy times. I am one of the

holy ones.

Flower Garden Sampler Quilt

Flannel Cat Quilt with Jake

Quilts

Flannel Cat Quilt with Jake

Starred Cross Flowers Quilt

Cut and Fold Quilt

Flower Garden Sampler Quilt

2007 at my daughter Beth’s wedding. Amazing age!
**LESLEY LORD LUBBERS**

530 S. Goodlett Street, Memphis, TN 38117, (901) 322-1711, x: (901) 388-1177

**Leslie and a future puppy-one of many. It's wonderful fun, and it fills that void in the life of the retired person.**

Email: Lubbers@memphisea.org

**Dodie:**

**Undergraduate:** Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1966


**Volunteer Services:** Animal Rescue

**Hobbies and Interests:** Food, architecture & design, several music groups/Sponsor/Parent:

**Frances Koegel, January 2001

**S.P. College:** U. of Memphis, B.A., English, 1966

**S.P. Graduate School:** U. of Iowa, M.A., English, 1968

**S.P. Occupation:** Australian

**Children:** Land Boxing Lubbers, 1973, Carnegie Mellon, Sum International

**Grandchildren:** Julian Andrew Lubbers, 2001; Lucia Silva Lubbers, 2004

5.5 words per year. How to deal with dual?

In June 1969, I graduated from Johns Hopkins with an M.A. in history. In August 1969, Jim Lubbers (Harvard ’67) and I married. In July 1971, we moved from Baltimore to Chicago, where in 1973 Lord Boxing Lubbers (LB) was born. In June 1973, we moved to California, where Jim started medical practice and I was an artist and then a curator-director in San Francisco. Life looked good—doctor husband, nice friends, nice house, nice job, great kid—but it felt miserable. One day I was talking to my art dealer, and she said, “Leslie, you’re running out of gas. You need to go to New York. You need to go to New York right now.” That was it. I did it. I moved to New York in 1980. In 1990, I moved to NYU and NYU and the UN. In 1990, with an MA and ABID, I moved to my present job as director of the Art Museum at the University of Memphis. I couldn’t have imagined myself here 22 years later, but here I am and I am having a wonderful time. That’s it. It’s over. I’m finished (fate willing).

As a last bonus, I married to be the job after our 50th. Fradie Koegel, wine writer, art writer, poet and jazz pianist, and I married 03/03/03. The 21st century has been good so far. We have three children and four splendid grandchildren we don’t see as much as we would like. Our rescue foster dogs and the growing needs of permanent ones delight and cooperate and keep us close to home.

**Hobbies and Interests:** Food, architecture & design, several music groups/Sponsor/Parent:

**Frances Koegel, January 2001

**S.P. College:** U. of Memphis, B.A., English, 1966

**S.P. Graduate School:** U. of Iowa, M.A., English, 1968

**S.P. Occupation:** Australian

**Children:** Land Boxing Lubbers, 1973, Carnegie Mellon, Sum International

**Grandchildren:** Julian Andrew Lubbers, 2001; Lucia Silva Lubbers, 2004

5.5 words per year. How to deal with dual?

In June 1969, I graduated from Johns Hopkins with an M.A. in history. In August 1969, Jim Lubbers (Harvard ’67) and I married. In July 1971, we moved from Baltimore to Chicago, where in 1973 Lord Boxing Lubbers (LB) was born. In June 1973, we moved to California, where Jim started medical practice and I was an artist and then a curator-director in San Francisco. Life looked good—doctor husband, nice friends, nice house, nice job, great kid—but it felt miserable. One day I was talking to my art dealer, and she said, “Leslie, you’re running out of gas. You need to go to New York. You need to go to New York right now.” That was it. I did it. I moved to New York in 1980. In 1990, I moved to NYU and NYU and the UN. In 1990, with an MA and ABID, I moved to my present job as director of the Art Museum at the University of Memphis. I couldn’t have imagined myself here 22 years later, but here I am and I am having a wonderful time. That’s it. It’s over. I’m finished (fate willing).

As a last bonus, I married to be the job after our 50th. Fradie Koegel, wine writer, art writer, poet and jazz pianist, and I married 03/03/03. The 21st century has been good so far. We have three children and four splendid grandchildren we don’t see as much as we would like. Our rescue foster dogs and the growing needs of permanent ones delight and cooperate and keep us close to home.

**ELAINE LANCERSON SONDERRUGER**

Address not available.

**CAROLYN LANDEA WHITTLE**

66 Landing Drive, Doffs Ferry, NY 10522

**MEGAN LAWRENCE**

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History/Studio, 1987

**Dodie:**

**April 14, 1986**

**Judith Lemert Green**

• Juli •

14 Haverhill Court, Ann Arbor, MI 48105, (734) 688-7643; cell. (734) 688-7643

**Email:** judithlemertgreen@gmail.com

**Dodie:**

**Skull:**

**Undergraduate:** Wellesley, B.A., Psychology, 1967

**Graduate:** U. of Michigan, M.A., Psychology, 1972, U. of Michigan, Ph.D., Clinical Psychology, 1976

**Volunteer Services:** Dince Revolution Center, Ann Arbor, MI; Volunteer mediator

**Business Interests:**

**Hobbies and Interests:** Full music, playing Mills

**Children:** Susie, 1978, Carnage Allright, School of Drama, U., 1992, Edinburgh Univ., U., Creative Studies & Spanish

I am living more in the present than at any previous time in my life, which makes questions about things like “bucket lists” very strange to me. I attribute this partly to 10 years of doing and studying mindfulness meditation; as well as being very contented with my current life. I live with my cat and dog, am very comfortable in my home in Ann Arbor, have good friends here and elsewhere, and am in very good health. My kids live on each coast and are happy, well-partnered, and productive.

Jesse, with MS, is fortunate to have good health insurance and good medical care, and while hampered by MS fatigue, is still able to work and enjoy “holding staff”. I send e-mail thanks each day to his employer, who, though a small business owner, maintains what must be very expensive health insurance.

Lake granted him June from Evergreen, having finally found a school that supported his creative spirit and independence... he has developed into a really phenomenal writer of essays, poetry, and short fiction, and will be going to a grad school next fall for an MFA. He’s still working, hoping to make it till 70... doing more diverse-related work with families—parenting time mediation, diverse coaching and consulting on children’s issues in divorce, as well as psychotherapy. He’s cut back to make more time for exercise, music, and meditation, and won’t mind when all of my time is my own. No grandchildren, but I have a great-nephew nearby to love and hug.”
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CAROLE LEONARD PARKS
326 Lumbard Lane, Yermo
Beach FL 32863, (772) 234-1170
Email: salgparks@yahoo.com
Dorns: Jane
Undergraduate: Wellesley B.A., Franklin
Graduate: M.B.A., 1990
Education: Franklin, 1980
Volunteer Service: my children’s school local
organizers at auctions
Business: Retired
Hobbies and Interests: Golf, reading, bridge
College, gardening, tennis, swimming, sailing, grandchildren
Spouse/Partner: Nicholas Parks (Deceased), May 1, 1971
S/P College: UVa, B.S., Economics, 1962
S/P Occupation: retired
Children: Gregory, 1972, Pepperdine, surfing, Wall St.
investment Whitney, 1974, Middlebury, lacrosse,
soccer, advertising exec, Nicholas Jr., 1977, B.U.,
Columbia, Barclays Bank, VP
Grandchildren: Brooke Parks, 2000, Claire Parks,
Wellesley Reunion: Melissa Conrad Jones (Nica)
1987

DIE LESSER CLAYMAN
305 Madison Avenue, Framingham, NY 10185
ALICE LEFAN DRAKE
3445 Freedom View, Salt Lake City, UT 84121
JANE LEVIN GARTNER
552 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215, (718) 489-3211

Jane is raising our family, 2008
woman I met—students and faculty. Several
remain close friends, many I admire from afar.
I regret not having courage to explore
unfamiliar subjects, especially political
and economics, which undoubtedly would have helped
me understand the current economic
in our country.
I encouraged my children to take risks, pursue
passions, appreciate their good fortune, and reach
out to others who don’t have the luxury to do those
things, I had that luxury but didn’t know it or have
support to pursue it.
Marvyn and Richard were another fortunate event.
He has questions I lack and has made a difference
in the world through work and writing on behalf
of men who were sexually abused as children.
Additionally, my children have pursued their passions—Eranas, through playwriting and Josh,
through international PR. We’re blessed with good
health, strong friendships and, looking forward,
much time to explore the world.
If you don’t know where you’re going or where
you want to go, which I certainly didn’t at 18, you
can, with education and luck, get closer as you get
older. I think I have done that.

SUSAN LEVIN SCHLECHTER
Appenzell 48, 17th St, New York, NY 10021,
(212) 555-554
Email: susan.schlecter@ms.com
Dorns: Suzanne
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English
Business: Adjunct Professor, NYU
Spouse/Partner: Bruce Schlecter

Dear Sunshine Class,
Bette Grosner Gillet has been advising me
since my first week at Wellesley. She was down
the hall from me on the first floor of Brooks. My
high school education had left some gaps. I had a
sense she would not make fun of some of my
academic questions. All these years later, she is
still advising me and told me to send this report in.
I send you all good wishes for a wonderful reunion.
I hope to see you at our 50th.
Warm regards,
Susan

Carole at Christmas in Florida with family
My husband and I with our children and their spouses at our youngest son’s wedding 5/11
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SUSAN LEVIN SCHLECHTER
Appenzell 48, 17th St, New York, NY 10021,
(212) 555-554
Email: susan.schlecter@ms.com
Dorns: Suzanne
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English
Business: Adjunct Professor, NYU
Spouse/Partner: Bruce Schlecter

Dear Sunshine Class,
Bette Grosner Gillet has been advising me
since my first week at Wellesley. She was down
the hall from me on the first floor of Brooks. My
high school education had left some gaps. I had a
sense she would not make fun of some of my
academic questions. All these years later, she is
still advising me and told me to send this report in.
I send you all good wishes for a wonderful reunion.
I hope to see you at our 50th.
Warm regards,
Susan
HELEN LOCKE LAID
• Sunny •

Share Laid and Ted Fiske, at St. Peterborough with the
[Image] in the background, October 2012.
1721 Tisdale Street, Durham, NC 27705,
(919) 493-9491, cell: (919) 940-8248
Email: hlocke@duke.edu
Dorm: Studebaker
Undergraduate: Wakefield, B.A., Economics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Board Member, Communities in Schools of Durham
Business: Edgar Thompson Professor of Public Policy and Professor of Economics, Duke University
Hobbies and Interests: Tennis and golf, watercolor painting
Sponsor/Partner: Edward Fiske, (Ted), June 29, 1997
S.P. College: Wakefern College, B.A., English, 1959
S.P. Graduate School: Princeton Divinity School, Columbia, Political Science
S.P. Occupation: education writer and consultant
Children: Elise Laid, 1972; Brad Laid, 1974; Jada Fiske Hugos, step-daughter; Savannah Fiske, step-daughter
Grandchildren: 10 grandchildren, at 18th on the
Weddley Relative: Mother, son and one cousin
I am happy to report that life is great. I am still working full time as a professor of public policy and economics at Duke University, doing lots of research and writing on education policy, traveling to fun places with my husband of 15 years, Ted Fiske, and trying to spend as much time as possible

with our 10 (soon to be 11) grandchildren who live in London, Amsterdam, Boston and New Hampshire. We are living in Durham, North Carolina (which we love), but spend 6 weeks every summer in New England and make periodic visits to London and Amsterdam.

The past year was a particularly good year for me professionally. In the spring of 2011 I was elected to the National Academy of Education and throughout the year, I had the honor of serving as President of the Association for Public Policy and Management. That culminated in my presidential address in November entitled “Education and Poverty: Confronting the Evidence,” which attracted a lot of interest. Ted and I then turned it into an op-ed for the New York Times (December 12, 2011).

The big change in my life is that I am now playing much less tennis and am now spending much of my free time painting (which is far easier on my knees). For the past five years I have been taking watercolor painting classes and am loving it — and have even sold a few of my pictures!

Looking forward to seeing you all in June.

ELEANOR LOCKWOOD KELLY
• Ellie •

Ellie Kelly
William Francis Kelly (Bill), June 6, 2008
S.P. College: Boston College, B.A., Finance and Economics, 1950
S.P. Occupation: Retired Army Colonel
Consecutive, aspiring; Tara Kelly, 1970, Hiking, mountain biking, snowboarding
Grandchildren: Aiden Kelly, Riley Kelly

When I returned to LA after our 35th Reunion, I asked my husband Ted for a divorce. A year later, I reconnected with an old friend, Bill Kelly. I was still emotionally fragile after years of psychological abuse, and Bill was patient, loving and supportive through it all. We moved from California to Raritan, VA, in 2001 and looked for a retirement location.

In 2004, we married and moved to Kilmarnock, on a tidal creek just off the Chesapeake Bay.

My daughter, Kathy, was in NYC at the Parsons School of Design. After her graduation, she was successful in sales, but was becoming physically ill from stress and anxiety. In 2008, I moved her to Richmond, VA for therapy and a new start.

But I was at a new low — incredibly worried about Kathy and also exhausted by her inexcusable madness. Then, in April 2010, a friend in DC was diagnosed with a brain tumor. The most immediate side effect was her loss of speech. Before she died in October that year, I was able to sit at her bedside a few days after she woke, to be there for her in her final months. It became an intimate and cherished time for me.

In January, 2011, Bill had his bladder removed. In July, his knee became hooked again, and this time he was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. His patient suffering through surgery and chemotherapy has brought all three of us ever closer together. We are blessed.
RUTHYEN SMITH FABER
Scotsie •

132 Hart Avenue, Lowell, MA 01851
(978) 863-0683; cell (508) 431-6767
Email: ruthyensmith@gmail.com

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967
Business: Technical Writer
Spouse/Partner: Douglas Faber
S/P College: Wake Forest, B.A., Sociology, 1968

Here I am, face to face with the every-five-year realization that I am the oldest person on the planet. The with wrinkles will make it easier. I would think that my children have done beautifully and discover that the woman on the facing (printa) page has won a Pulitzer or been appointed ambassador to Germany. “Adolescence this fast,” to paraphrase an esteemed classmate.

At this stage of life, still looks pretty good. I am still writing a dog – 12 hours daily, and wondering when to retire and what Rathsatz Scotsie will do. I am still happily married to Doug Faber. My 2 children (Dana, Wellesley class of ’91 and Nate) continue to face life challenges and stay afloat.

Professional accomplishment? Seeing the ten people from the Democratic Republic of Congo whom I nurtured through the asylum process grow into new lives. One became a US citizen on March 1. Seven are either enrolled in, or have graduated from, five colleges.

A disruption? Leaving an active, engaged 20-year church membership when the minister was removed for being a sexual predator, for vilifying and propositioning women members. Politics, gossip, and chauvinism.

Am a wriggling with a significant court of trust and spirituality.

Another disruption? Selling out home of 15 years and buying a downtown house with about one-fifth the space. We were smart enough to do it while we are still healthy and fairly mobile (but oh, the leases!). What an emotional upheaval. Still unpacking. Eager to see you!

JILL SMITH
212 Bellevue Road, Watertown, MA 02472

SARAH SMITH MALINO

5015 Mosebrook Drive, Greensboro, NC 27408, (336) 299-7499, cell (336) 299-7495
Email: sarahsmith@gallaudet.edu
Undergraduate: Gallaudet University, B.A., 1997
Graduate: Columbia, Ph.D., History, 2005
Volunteer Service: Beth David Synagogue, Women’s Seder, Vineyard Gospel Church, Jewish Federations, various political campaigns, Greensboro Commission on the Status of Women

Business: Professor of History, Gallaudet College
Hobbies and Interests: Yoga, other forms of exercise, my family, my 6 grandchildren, politics, occasional gardening, travel.

Spouse/Partner: Jonathan Malino, June 18, 1967
S/P College: Brandeis, B.A., Philosophy, 1966
S/P College of Education: Gallaudet College, M.A., 1969
S/P Occupation: College Professor
Children: Isaiah, 1976, Rabbi, Director of Jewish Family Services, Spokane, WA, and 4 children; Dana, 1977, lawyer, now working in real estate development, enjoys sports of all kinds, jazz pianist, Deaf, 2012, currently in NY, looking for work in nonprofit or start-up, business, graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill, played football through high school and college, then overseas for 3 seasons, 1 year English teacher in Korea, learned Korean, Spanish and Italian while abroad, a work in progress.

Grandchildren: Ariel Malino-Goldstein, 2006; Cody Malino-Goldstein, 2008; Maya Malino, 2007; Shayla Malino-Goldstein, 2009; Yaa Malino-Goldstein, 2009; Eva Malino, 2010
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GRANDKIDS: Cody Malino-Goldstein, Eva Malino, Shay Malino-Goldstein, Maya Malino, Yaa Malino-Goldstein, February 2012

GRANDKIDS: Cody Malino-Goldstein, Eva Malino, Shay Malino-Goldstein, Maya Malino, Yaa Malino-Goldstein, February 2012
VICTORIA SMITH SCHELLING
242 Main Street, Southport, CT 06890

GAIL SOMERBY BARRINGTON
627 Halsey Road, Kitty Hawk, NC 27949, (252) 945-6144

Email: gailbarrington@cybercom.com
Home: Terco, Curtin E-mail
Undergraduate: Wellesley, Bachelor of Science, 1967
Graduate: Columbia, M.S., Urban Planning, 1970
Business: Related Programming Analyst
Spouse/Partner: Thomas Barrington

Hi all! It is April 6, the hard deadline for this entry, and this is Alice’s in the middle of a 2 month stint as a nurse for her daughter and family who just welcomed our granddaughter number 2. The baby sleep/dead cycle does not make for much ability to think clearly or write anything much beyond the basics. I retired 3 yrs ago (fortunately) laid off (not before deciding to retire) - thought I would be lost without work - but, to my surprise, I am in bliss. The best time of my life? The total lack of ‘required’ hours is so refreshing after a life of work, who knew!

We moved across the Pacific to the NIH side to Kitty Hawk, NC, a delightful community where we love our neighbors, including 40-60 species of birds, and enjoy random travels without limits! Did I say travel? See the pictures. While I am not in touch with many classmates, I look forward to seeing many of you in June.

Gail and company in the sun

Gail and some other things

Gail and company in the sun

with Tony in Puerto Vallarta

with Tony in Puerto Vallarta

Gone galore, Singapore.

Gone galore, Singapore.

Lee Sonnast Sproull
152 Chestnut Hill Road, Leeds, MA 01053

Email: lees@alumn.ney.edu
Honor: Cumulative, President
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967, Phi Beta Kappa
Major: Sociology, 1977
Business: Retired, Senior
Sch. of Business, NYU; Prof of Business events
Honors and Awards: Lifetime Associate of the National Academy; Beta Kappa Sigma, Sigma Xi, various best scholarly contributions awards

Bubbles and Innomed: Art gifts
Spouse/Partner: Robert Sproull, Aug 21, 1971
N/P College: Harvard, A.B., Psychology, 1968
N/P Graduate School: Stanford, Ph.D., Computer Science, 1976
N/P Occupation: Retired
Children: Katherine, 1983

Lee has recently retired from NYU after a productive and rewarding academic career specializing in social implications of computing technologies. I never took a sociology course or touched a computer at Wellesley, and I certainly never dreamed that of the trajectory my career would take.
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College of course of my ags

In retirement I’m learning from the tools of my academic career - words and statistics - to a new set of tools - color and line - as I strive to become a quilt artist. If learning something new keeps you young, I may be a toddler for the rest of my life. You can see some of my quilts at...
The Hero with the Amber Eye (non-fiction) is a fascinating, moving investigation into two centuries of a family history, traced through the only remaining treasure after WWII of a once-immensely wealthy family of Russian Jews living in Berlin: a collection of memos from Japan. It uncovers the saga of the rise of a family, its business and fortunes, from its beginnings in Odessa through its triumphs in Paris and Hamburg and on to its losses and tragedies—and eventually to its last, so-invented survivors. The book draws on the culture, art, literature and social context of Europe in the 19th and early 20th centuries, focusing on Paris and Berlin, and is an exciting, heartwarming and heartbreaking human drama, with courage and resilience.

Ronnie Stangler
187 E. Brown Street, Seattle, WA 98102
Email: stangler@uwashington.edu
Dwelling: Seattle
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Political Science, 1987
Spouse/Partner: Prasenjeet Nini

Elaine Steere
2138 Brookside Drive, S.E., Decatur, AL 35601

Kathleen Stevens Hudson
Address not available

Laura Stevenson Maslon
P.O. Box 1468, Weymouth, CA 92594

Joan Stieffle Greenbaum
6004 Hillwood Road, Bethesda, MD 20817,
(301) 326-2655
Email: jstieffle@verizon.net
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Business: Development Director
Spouse/Partner: Robert Greenbaum, deceased

Note to Gitchen, morning after “deadline” (belatedly submitted):
This being the first anniversary of Bob’s death, all my thoughts find their way back to that. And because that’s definitely not all I am — not by a long shot — I don’t want to present that picture to classmates. Wellesley was constructing in many ways, but it gave me a solid basis for confidence to change, ignore, fight pastetishit), etc, and other impediments to growth. I believe I passed that confidence and those lessons on to my daughter and stepchildren.

My daughter went to Wellesley, too — a joy for both of us. We’re on the same reunion circuit; but poor thing, she’s not in a Sundance class. She and my other children are doing very well, even while grappling with their father’s death and other sadnesses that come into all lives. I have much to laugh about (notwithstanding the horror of last spring), and I’m beyond grateful for every day — always been busy, mostly with things I’ve enjoyed and learned from. But writing about that is not where my head is now, so I can’t share the fun of jobs and experiences or give a full picture of this quick time since graduation.

Clearly, in this note, I wrote more than simply “thanks” for your offer to assist in the essay. Maybe that’s all I said to say to all, so if you think it’s something that would fit in, fine. What I really wanted was to explain about not getting back to you last night.
PATRICIA STILLWELL
29 Woodmont Drive, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648, (609) 895-1467

Email: patricia@variations.net
Dorm: Stone, Severance
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Business: Retired

In looking over past record books, I see that often my classmates share my feeling of being intimidated by this page. Well, here goes. At this time in my life, I feel incredibly fortunate. Being single all these years and having just my brother and sister-in-law as close family, I reach out to my friends for the caring and support I need. I feel lucky to have several friends whom I can count on.

At this time, I have two volunteer activities which I love. Once a week I volunteer at my church’s nursery school. Sharing the joy and curiosity of a class of three-year-olds is the highlight of my week. The other volunteer job which I enjoy is tending at the Tristen Soup Kitchen, where I assist a young Liberian immigrant to prepare for the GED. I have learned so much from him and from the other students there. It makes me realize every week how fortunate I was to have had the family and upbringing I had... so different from those clients whose lives have lacked so much.

I have had two successful knee replacements in the last five years. This has enabled me to travel a great deal... to Greece, Ireland, England, France and California since 2007. If all goes as planned, I will be spending three weeks in France this spring. In conclusion, my best wishes to all of my Wellesley friends. I treasure our friendships.

CAROLYN STONE JOHNSON
1875 Dear Valley Road, Boulder, CO 80305.
(303) 499-5837
Email: carolyn@carolyns인지s.com
Dorm: Stone, Severance
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Philosophy, 1967
Volunteer Service: Boulder Community Hospital Foundation, Board of Trustees; Boulder Valley Impact on Education, Board of Directors; U. of Colorado Law Alumni Board of Directors; Boulder Country Hospital, Event Planning and Fundraising; Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra, Event Planning; City of Boulder Neighborhood Representative, Boulder Valley School District; Junior Leader & Volunteer
Hobbies and Awards: Order of the Covf, U. of Colorado Law School, 1979
Bobbins and Intricate: Grackitches, Book Club, Volunteer Work, Gardening, Tennis, Swimming
Spouse/Partner: Samuel K. Johnson (Neo), August 31, 1946
S/P College: West Virginia U., B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1962
S/P Graduate School: M.T., M.S., Chemical Engineering, 1962; Harvard Business Sch, MBA, 1967
S/P Occupation: Retired

Sam and I have been in Boulder for nearly 44 years, where our life revolves around friends, community activism, our foothills home, and four generations of family! Our mothers are still living. Sam’s in almost 105! Mine, 95, lives here and was recently featured in an NBS piece about old folks learning to use iPads! We are fortunate that our three children, now 36, 36, 30, also live here with their families. Each family has two children, giving us six grandchildren, ages 10, 7, 5, 4, 2, and 1. Having everyone nearby and seeing the cousins growing up together is delightful! We have them over here frequently and attend their sports events, school activities, performances, and birthday parties. Sam sometimes thinks we’re a bit too fortunate! After practicing law for seven years, our son, Denk, followed his true passion to become a law professor at the University of Colorado. Mason, our oldest, and Valerie, our youngest, left careers to raise their children and now parent leaders in their schools and activities.

Being good people for 13 local family members keeps us busy, but I still serve on the Boulder Community Hospital Foundation Board and am active in neighborhood and social organizations. Book club continues to be my favorite! Ten years ago, defying conventional wisdom, we spruced up a larger home on a unique hillside location with 360 degree views of mountains and city. It’s been great for hosting large family gatherings and a fabulous place for grandchildren to play.

Since 2017 I’ve been three kids, their spouses, and our six grandchildren!

KATHERINE STONE KAUFMANN
• Kathy •
12773 South Valley Park, Wellesley Hills, MA 02481, (781) 235-3175, e-mail: (781) 739-5225

One 40th wedding anniversary, in 2007
Email: kathrynk@juno.com
Dorm: McAlister Cottage
Undergraduate: Wellesley B.A., Psychology, 1967
Volunteer Service: Wellesley College, Board of Trustees, 2002-present; Wellesley Centers for Women, Board of Overseers, 1981-present; Wellesley College, Chair, Boston Leadership Gift Committee, 2000-08; Wellesley College, Chair, Development and Outreach Council, 2006-11; Wellesley College, Utman University Chairperson Advisory Board, 1996-2002; Newton Wellesley Hospital, Board of Trustees/Charitable Foundation, 1998-2002; Harvard Graduate School of Education, Visiting Committee, 2005-07; Simmons College, Corporation, 2004-04; APS-USA, Board of Directors, 2006-09; Utman University Association, President’s Council, 1996-2004; Utman University Society of Wellesley Hills, various and president, 1979-present
Business: Psychodynamics
Other Address: 1 Redman Road, 02373, 781-730-5225
Boards and Awards: Alumna Special Recognition Award, Simmons College, 1989
Bobbins and Intricate: Travel, gym rights
Spouse/Partner: John W. Kaufmann, August 24, 1968
S/P College: Bienen, B.A., History, 1963
S/P Graduate School: Boston College, J.D., 1966
S/P Occupation: attorney
Children: natives, 1973, sons for the music industry; Amy, 1975, doctor in inpatient therapy
Grandchildren: Oliver, 2009, Lucy, 2011
Wellesley Relative: Elizabeth Stone Robinson (Aunt) 1929
Despite a few aches and pains, I know I have lived a blessed life. My 1967 classmates are part of what I hold dear. I look forward to seeing you all soon!

TRUDI STRÖPF KUCZYNSKI

Address not available


Email: marlot55@msn.com

Burma: Toscana Country Wine: Sequences

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967

Volunteer Service: Primarily for Girl Scouts of the USA as troop leader, trainer, recorder, regional chairman, and finally as President of the Council and Chairman of the Board of Directors (11 years on the board). Oregon Landscape Conservation Board (appointed by the Governor/Marie Guérin); Local Group, President of Homemaker associations; Board of cooperating youth groups; Various positions at churches and schools as kids were growing up.

Business: Retired

Honors and Awards: Many top awards from the Girl Scouts, but unless you went in the organization, they wouldn’t mean anything to you specifically. They did make a 1-4 million dollar lodge and conference center “Marilyn’s Place.” A nice legacy. See picture.

Hobbies and Interests: Travel, horticulture, classical music (symphony, opera), walking and hiking in the mountains or at the beach. Playing with my grandchildren & “tazing out” with my daughter. Dining out where the food is better than what I can cook at home.

Becoming a grandmother has been the most joyful aspect, by far, of my last five years. Although my son and daughter-in-law decided not to have children, my son’s daughter and her Korean wife chose (thank goodness!) to bring two adorable, biracial children into the world—Oliver, age 2 1/2, and Lucy, born last November. My daughter was the biological mother both times. I feel incredibly fulfilled having these two sweet grandchildren, who live in NYC, in my life.

I’ve continued my career as a psychotherapist, enjoying the flexibility of a private practice in my home. Although I think a lot about retirement, I’m not inclined to move in that direction just yet, although my memory lapses and the aggregation of dealing with insurance companies will drive me out of my work life sooner or later!

Wellesley continues to hold a very special place in my heart. I’m in the 10th of my 12 years of service on the Board of Trustees, a fascinating, challenging and fulfilling experience. And, of course, I am still serving on the Board of Trustees of the Wellesley Centers for Women, which today produces research and develops programs that play a role in improving the lives of women and their families not just in this country but internationally.
MYRA LYNE SWAZET TROUGOT
P.O. Box 1887, Greet Valley, CA 95665, (550) 254-0944, cell: (550) 566-8686
Email: mylynest@juno.com
Durham: Buda
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1967
Hobbies and Interests: Participated in their annual events: KXYR, Colfax Festival (www.kxyr.org); The Altar Show: Reued and Remembrance (www.altarshow.org); F requent reader at this monthly event: Nevada County Poetry Series (initiated by SCTV/Vince to Facebook, Yeotski)
Sponsor/Partner: Michael Trough (7/3/73); divorced 2001 (bad date)
I have lived an extraordinary life, through extraordinary times. Born to veterans of WW II in the first wave of baby boomers, nine months after VJ Day. I have witnessed or participated in or protested against much of what has made the world what it is now: AIDS! And Hasbill! Writing about myself and Wellesley’s role in my life made it fascinatingly clear that to do justice to the subject would require an entire autobiography.
My second alma mater is The Farm in Summertown, Tennessee, a spiritual community at which I arrived via California in a brightly painted school bus, with my soon-to-be-husband Michael Trough and a multi-faith assortment of flower children, ex-bikers, and post-graducnt dropouts assemled for the purpose of starting civilization anew in the woods. In building the community, despite painful learning experiences we did a lot of good things, many of which are still and ongoing, such as pioneering natural childbirth, community based schooling and medical care, vegetarian nutrition, and international relief outreach.
Highlights of my existence are the births of my children, three girls and two boys, grown to be exemplary, healthy adults. Michael and I separated; he just completed his PhD in Sociology at UC Davis. Daughter Esther received her MA from Mills College, BFA from UC Berkeley. The sons and I have a medium home in the Sierras. We garden, raising chickens and honeybees. I work at paralegal and bookkeeping, cultivating my local fame as guitarist, singer and poet.
SHELLEY SWEET
659 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306, (650) 434-0510, cell: (650) 734-4759
Email: shelby.sweet@att.net
Durham: Palo Alto, California
Undergraduate: Stanford University, Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Graduate: Cornell University, Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Volunteer: Volunteer at the local food bank and other community activities
I have lived in Palo Alto for over 30 years. I am very involved in my community and enjoy giving back to the community that has given me so much.

S.P. College: Carnegie Mellon, B.S., Physics, 1965
S.P. Occupation: Research
Children: Porter Cooke, 1972; English as a second language; lives in Costa Rica; Stuart Cooke, 1974; Professional gambler; lives in Sacramento. Wellesley Relatafors: Virginia Stuart Stout (Methel 1931); Elia Armstrong Sweet (Grandmother 1883); Sarah Harper (Niece) 2009
My marriage to Larry Lynn (as of Aug 2007) is wonderful and challenging. I love having someone around who really cares for me and I find it difficult to be collaborative all the time. Who is more of an old maid? (finding it easy to choose everything myself?)
(From the above) My son Porter (age 30) teaches English as a second language in Costa Rica; where he has a wonderful girlfriend, Raquel. Stuart, my older brother, is retired from his company and lives outside Sacramento, and is a professional gambler playing in casinos where online has been shut down. He has a great new girlfriend, Kiki. Stuart says his girl friend does not want children, and Porter is having a hard time deciding to get married. Will I have grandchildren from them someday?
I love my work and have just started doing some on-line classes in process improvement. The curriculum part is fun and easy, but the new on-line modules of Adobe Connect, blogging once a week, researching and using Mail Chimp for marketing are a big challenge! I suspect this is keeping my brain active.
I began volunteering this year with Let’s Look at Art as San Jose, a program to take art prints into the classroom in K-12 grades. During training I learned about the elements of art and visual thinking strategy — very different from our Art History. I am a beginner with the art portion but really good at engaging the children. I am having great fun!
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Myra – Carries Portrait works for the book

Shelby Sweet
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Cynthia Sweetnam Kretschmar-Chambless
+ Cindy +
3 Collins Road, Brookline, MA 02445, (617) 277-3903; cell: (617) 584-3903
Email: drchambless@gmail.com
Dorm: Tower Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Physics, 1967
Graduate: Tufts, M.S., Physics, 1969; Yale Medical School, MD, Pediatrics, 1978
Other Address: Pulmonary-Hypertension.net
Island, West Falmouth, MA (508) 540-0130; cell: (617) 584-3903
Honors and Awards: Soo MI CV
Hobbies and Interests: Scatula Mom; pharmaceutical companies: drug advisor; tennis, skiing, windsurfing; hiking, grandmothers
Spouse/Partner: John Chambless (JR); October 10, 2017
S/P College: Princeton, B.A., 1964
S/P Graduate School: Harvard Law, J.D., 1966
S/P Occupation: corporate lawyer
Children: Holly Kachterman, 1971; Harvard, Kellogg Business School; DDD international solutions; Laura McCabe, 1976; Brown, Yale MD, Harvard Pediatrics; Amy Chambless, 1989; Georgetown, international health, pet MD, video game programmer
Wellesley Behaviors: Dr. Sandy Swaiman (Sandy) 1971
?? Co-Ed ??
Rather than testing a page of personal history, I thought it more worthwhile to raise the question that continues to affect Wellesley’s outlook, education & reputation, as the school goes forward into the century.

I certainly feel that we all would have benefited from males in the classroom, particularly in the ‘hard’ sciences, such as math and physics (I was the only physics major in our class). How much is the MIT connection adding? The long commute must be a barrier in a setting where we are ‘sitting.’ Are there evening discussions with male students, both formal and informal, about coursework? AND life’s evolving challenges and values? How easy is it to know a male friend’s intellectual attributes and diverse talents? Is feminism Wellesley getting the best applicants? (My 3 daughters refused to visit the campus — ending up at Harvard, Brown/Yale, & George-town.) If simple sex schools are acceptable, why not colleges which admit only Jews, or Blacks, Japanese, or Lesbians? And the ‘epiphany in the room’ does seem to be Wellesley’s reputation as a lesbian populated school. . . Is that best for Wellesley and its students?

Enough. Could we, as a reunion class, have any impact on Wellesley’s policies, particularly if we see the opinions of other reunion classes? E-mail me your thoughts. Do you applaud/disapprove? Could we start a blog, and/or have a casual meeting over the reunion weekend? Looking forward to hearing from you.

KATHY STILES WHITTEMORE
16245 N. Laguna Del Oso Parkway, Thousand Oaks, CA 91399

JUDY SIMON HANSSON

A great time leading a student group in China 2007: my favorite

Wyoming Valley Farms, 6754 State Road 25, Spring Grove, IL 61086, (690) 380-2493
Email: jimonhansson@iobs.com
Volunteer Service: Community Theater Towshe Planning Commission Local Elementary Schools Business: Real estate Co-Director, U of Wisconsin School of Business International Programs Spouse/Partner: Jerry Hanson, 1990
S/P Occupation: retired Daily Farmer
Children: Hamilton Armstong, 1974, U.S. Attorney’s Office
Grandchildren: JH, 2010; S, 2012
Wellesley Reunion: Mary Louise Reinhart Simon (Mother) ’94; Elizabeth Reinhart (近期) Nancy 1945 or 6; Eliza Hutton (Cousin)

After junior year I left Wellesley for adventure in Africa. Then I met my first husband, a Dutchman, and we lived overseas for many years. When my son and I returned to Madison to live with my family, I finished my degrees and started to work at the University. Life has been very rewarding here, but there are few regrets for the adventures.

The international experiences were key to getting the best job in the whole world — directing the Wisconsin School of Business International Programs office, with study abroad and exchange students. I loved students — still do, even though I retired last year. Having studied at Wellesley was another positive factor. I think that while there I

MARGARET TAYLOR COOPER
+ Marge +
452 S. Ridpath Road, Bartville, IL 60520

WINONA TANAKA
3911 S. Delawor Place, Tulsa, OK 74104

LEONOR TANNHAUSER BLUM
2507 West Strathmore Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21209

LYNN TAYLOR
Address not available

did not appreciate the opportunity my family had given me. Perhaps it was just a wild streak. In any case, the older I get, the more I realize the young women there are very lucky and getting a super education.

My husband and I live pretty quietly on this beautiful farm with a stream running through our landscape. My Dad is nearby and doing reasonably well. I have taken to hear the advice for keeping one’s brain healthy by learning new things, so I get a role in a local play, and I am trying to revive my Dutch language with the old classics my son set me to sort out for him. The future is still beckoning.
SARAH TAYLOR CARTER
• Sally •
12675 S. W. 5th Road, Beaverton, OR 97008, (503) 485-8355

Email: sctaylor77@gmail.com
Duties: Statistician, Prudential

Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., English, 1967

Volunteer Service: Currently an Oregon Certified Long Term Care Ombudsman (one year, various with League of Women Voters, at all children’s schools, and with environmental organizations)

Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, writing, photography, nature, biking, reading, travel

Sponsor/Partner: Charles H. Carter (Charles), 1975
S/P College: Willamette U.; Portland State, B.S.; Bluffton University, 1984
S/P Graduate School: San Jose State, M.S., Geology, 1975; Johns Hopkins, Ph.D., Geology, 1972
S/P Occupation: Geologist (retired)

Children: Katherine (Kay) Jean, 1974; Brown – has a
Dad

Margaret Tcheng Ware
2766 Guinn Street, San Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 922-7705

Email: tchengware@cox.net
Duties: Statistician
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Sponsor/Partner: John Ware

Malicious and related forms after my 55th were a mind-melting down that defied the inevitability of “elder age” road meaning of “senior citizen” into me. Happily, really nothing much has changed yet. I am very grateful to live in beautiful San Francisco. In 2010, we downsized from a

Virginia Taylor Neel
Address not available

Jane Thorbeck
117 W. Canoe Street, Boston, MA 02118

at the Japanese Tea Garden and love to cook
Spanish style meals at home. (I cook Chinese, Japanese, Italian... whatever takes my fancy, when my appetite that day.) So sorry I cannot make our 50th, but look forward to celebrating together our 60th in 2017.

JANE THORBECK
117 W. Canoe Street, Boston, MA 02118

Margaret Tcheng Ware
2766 Guinn Street, San Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 922-7705

Email: tchengware@cox.net
Duties: Statistician
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Sponsor/Partner: John Ware

Malicious and related forms after my 55th were a mind-melting down that defied the inevitability of “elder age” road meaning of “senior citizen” into me. Happily, really nothing much has changed yet. I am very grateful to live in beautiful San Francisco. In 2010, we downsized from a

Virginia Taylor Neel
Address not available

Jane Thorbeck
117 W. Canoe Street, Boston, MA 02118
BETSEY THRESHER SCHARLACK

121 Cambridge Crescent, Brookline, MA 02446
Email: bthresher citedmail.com
Domain: Freeemail;PW
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., English
Business: History Teacher, Newton North HS
Spouse/Partner: Ronald Schachter (Ron); Children: Jenny, 1975, Art Director, Parnellworth, NYC; David, 1976, Saratoga Springs, San Francisco

ANN TONER FREY

Address not available

CAROLYN TREMELAUN FRANKLIN

2614 Donnion Place, Birmingham, AL 35242

YSAEL TAUJULIO

72 Lewin View Terrace, Richmond, VA 23233

MARGO TURNER DOUCHER

127 Hickory Hill Road, Norwich, VT 05055

KATHERINE TYLER JONES

Los Indias Ranch, 189 Lower Smokey Grass Road, Big Timber, MT 59011

ALICE FAY AILEN BOLETER

78 Lake Shore Drive, Wayland, MA 01778

KATHARINE VAN OERDEN STARK

Katie*

187 Beaufort Avenue, Warwick, RI 02889, (401) 756-6171
Email: katvork@aol.com
Domain: Turner Craft West, Miami
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Business: Retail
Hobbies and Interests: gardening, reading, painting, exploring neighborhoods in the city I have lived in for nearly 30 years, but never knew existed!
Spouse/Partner: Art Stark, May 26, 1963
S/P College: Michigan State, B. A., Advertising, 1966
S/P Occupation: retail
Children: Tommy Carroll Smith, 1972, living on the side of mountain in Vermont, raising most of the food for himself, his wife, and their three children, Julia Carroll Vanagan, 1974, PhD Spanish Literature Emory U. 4 years in Germany with 3 children and husband, now finally back to the US and living only 3 hours away in Edmond, Md., Jonathan Stark, 1969, spent first five years after school (Berkley College of Music) in a band and recording all over the place. Got seriously into computers, now works as a consultant in developing apps and travels to seminars all over the world. Has one son, our youngest grandson of 10, Matthew Stark, 1971, lives 30 minutes away with wife and three little ones. Works mostly for city and state, currently developing policies and procedures for changes in health care.
The 45 years since I graduated have included a wide range of occupations, locations, challenges and delights. After college, working for several years as a consultant in Washington DC, I found myself pregnant and did NOT want to become a suburban homemaker. So moved with first husband to Vermont where we homesteaded for five years, raising our food, killing our chickens, butting with neighbors for bad and pork.
Marriage ended in 1978, and I returned with two little girls to Providence, RI. Found enough work to support us, again as a consultant, mostly in real estate. In 1981 I met a phenomenal man who, like me, had custody of three boys - basically in the same age group as my girls. Want an adventure? Put two families together, share equally with all, and experience five turn-arounds in the house at once. There were days when everyone cried. . . Those days are long gone with the kids on their own, doing well, and with wonderful families. We have 10 grandchildren. Four a "cottage camp" every summer when the house is full of the aunts and the cousins getting together. I have been extremely fortunate with a wonderful husband and family. And I’m both retired, and look forward to further opportunities to travel the country and the world.
LEA VAUGHAN FEINSTEIN

1099 Callanan Way, Stanford, CA 94305, (650) 210-6647, cell (510) 331-5128
Email: lea@danrex.com

Hobbies: gardening, cooking, travel, reading, writing, photography

2008 Club President: 1950 Alumnae Class

Died: May 2, 2008

Included in: The New Alumnae Directory, 1993

Caroline Von Schrader Winslow

5601 30th Place N.W., Washington, DC 20016

HOPE WALKER BAGGENTON

721 Dogwood Drive, Monticello, TN 38473

LESLEY WARREN FLYNN

170 Harbor Road, South Paws, NY 11590

JANE WATERS

P.O. Box 52, Pine Plains, NY 12567

SUSAN WATT

Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., German, 1967

Died: July 31, 1999

Sue Weeks

1107 West Chester Street, Chicago, IL 60642, (312) 161-8891, cell (312) 130-3328

Email: sueweeks@bellsouth.net

Died: March 1, 2001

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967

Graduate: U. of Chicago, M.B.A.; Marketing/Finance, 1971

Business: Real Estate

Jacalyn Weinsten Brookner

• Jackie

Here I am helping to design a community garden

111 Spring Street, New York, NY 10012, (212) 511-5501
Email: jackie@jcb.com, www.jackiebrookner.net

Hobbies: running, skiing, painting

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A. Art History/Studio, 1967

Graduate: Harvard, M.A., ABD, Fine Arts, 1970

Business: Biological Artist, Franchise


The last 5 years held many surprises for me and shook me to my core. I have learned that life deals us what it needs to in order to catch your attention, at least for me it has. All to the good, but it doesn’t always feel good. With my father’s death in 2006 came the full awareness of the severity of my mother’s
Alzheimer’s disease. I traveled briefly to spend weekends with her and was her main caregiver for the next three years. This was painful, but deeply rewarding, for both of us, humbling as well, and heart opening as I regularly spent 48-72 straight hours in an assisted living dementia unit. During this time, I learned to look back and forth between relationships with my partner of 15 years and a much younger woman, deriving us all. This, too, was deeply humbling—meeting the edges of my control and mortality.

Amidst this came a diagnosis of T-cell lymphoma, and took me into 3 months of chemotherapy, and the biggest wake-up call of my life. Up until these years most of my waking hours were about my work. Now, with my mortality staring me in the face, I had to ask what really matters most, for fortunately I am quite healthy now and very happy. Work is still exciting, but after fitting with spiritual practice for many years, this has become a hugely important focus of my life—and it embraces love, work, friendship, and much more.

RUTH WERNSTOCK
Address not available

MARY WESSELMAN VOELZ
1114 San Rafael Avenue NE, Albuquerque, NM 87122, (505) 832-4776
Email: voelzml@gmail.com
Hometown: Toronto Court West, Toronto Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1967
Volunteer Service: Dances - New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science; Albuquerque, NM; Collier - Symphony Orchestra of Albuquerque (community orchestra); Active in St. Luke’s Lutheran Church, Albuquerque
Business: Retired Weapon Experimentalist
Honors and Awards: Doreen Schulzer, Ph. Bets Kappa - 1969
Hobbies and Interests: Geology and paleontology - fossils, church choir, cooking, painting, travel
Spouse/Partner: Ray G. Montford, June 4, 2005
S/P College: Portland, 1995
S/P Occupation: Retired - electronics tech, Sandia National Lab

Marilyn Wesz Wedge
6591 Maplewood Street, Oak Park, CA 91177

MARY WESZ WEDGE
6591 Maplewood Street, Oak Park, CA 91177

Judith Weston
1827 Glendale Avenue, Venice, CA 90291

Cynthia White Hecker
721 Alhambra Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707

Doris White Lehman
160 Delano Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94112, (415) 386-5624
Email: jomψcwl@earthlink.net
Home: Sequoia, Burke
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Volunteer Service: Research and organizing for Global Exchange, an international fair trade, environmental and human rights organization; Teaching in public, non-credit high school; Got the vote for Democrats.
Hobbies and Interests: progressive politics, travel
Spouse/Partner: Robert Lehman, 1991
S/P College: Loyola Marymount University, 1972, Master's in Language, 1978
S/P Graduate School: San Francisco State Univ., M.A., International Relations, 1984
S/P Occupation: research analyst
Children: Michelle, 1980, BA Carby College 2008; Research Assistant, Dartmouth Medical Center

...Judy time out in the late summer/fall to help get out the vote for Obama and progressive Democrats around the country; then trips to Cuba and Africa.

Jennifer Wilder
14 Hyde Avenue, Newton, MA 02468

Gratefulchildren: Kyle Bartish, Scott Bartish, Dawn Robotham
Wellesley Relations: Hester Sheep Woolman (Sister) 1920

Mary’s daughter Julie, Kyle, Don and Scott

Mary Wesz Wedge: Don and Scott

Mary Wesz Wedge: Kyle and Don
**JUDITH WILLIE TOPPING**

- **Judy**
- 132 Fairic Road, Newton, MA 02468

**SPOUSE/Partner:** Tedd Hopping (Toppings); Judy is the mother of three: Lydia, Susan, and Johnnie. Judy is survived by her son-in-law, son-in-law, and daughter-in-law. Judy and Tedd were married for 59 years.

**EDUCATION:**
- B.A. in Elementary Education, University of Washington, 1948
- M.A. in Educational Leadership, University of Washington, 1950

**PROFESSION:**
- Teacher, University of Washington, 1948-1950
- Director, University of Washington, 1950-1952

**Hobbies and Interests:**
- Gardening
- Cooking
- Traveling

**Family:**
- Son: Johnnie Hopping
- Daughter: Lydia Hopping
- Son-in-law: Tedd Hopping

**Pets:**
- Dogs: Buddy, mittens, and Buddy Jr.
- Cats: Whiskers and Moxie

**Memorial Contributions:**
- To the Alzheimer’s Association
- To the Hospice of Enfield, CT

**OBITUARY:**

Judy was a passionate gardener and enjoyed spending time with her family and friends. She was a devoted wife, mother, and grandmother who will be deeply missed by all who knew her.

---

**PHILLIS WINSTON RINGLER**

- 2108 Natchez Lane, Baltimore, MD 21207, (410) 646-2740
- Email: gwings52@comcast.net

**SPOUSE/Partner:** Tedd Hopping (Toppings); Judy is the mother of three: Lydia, Susan, and Johnnie. Judy and Tedd were married for 59 years.

**EDUCATION:**
- B.A. in Elementary Education, University of Washington, 1948
- M.A. in Educational Leadership, University of Washington, 1950

**PROFESSION:**
- Teacher, University of Washington, 1948-1950
- Director, University of Washington, 1950-1952

**Hobbies and Interests:**
- Gardening
- Cooking
- Traveling

**Family:**
- Son: Johnnie Hopping
- Daughter: Lydia Hopping
- Son-in-law: Tedd Hopping

**Pets:**
- Dogs: Buddy, mittens, and Buddy Jr.
- Cats: Whiskers and Moxie

**Memorial Contributions:**
- To the Alzheimer’s Association
- To the Hospice of Enfield, CT

**OBITUARY:**

Phyllis was a passionate gardener and enjoyed spending time with her family and friends. She was a devoted wife, mother, and grandmother who will be deeply missed by all who knew her.

---

**PHILLIS WINSTON RINGLER**

- 2108 Natchez Lane, Baltimore, MD 21207, (410) 646-2740
- Email: gwings52@comcast.net

**SPOUSE/Partner:** Tedd Hopping (Toppings); Judy is the mother of three: Lydia, Susan, and Johnnie. Judy and Tedd were married for 59 years.

**EDUCATION:**
- B.A. in Elementary Education, University of Washington, 1948
- M.A. in Educational Leadership, University of Washington, 1950

**PROFESSION:**
- Teacher, University of Washington, 1948-1950
- Director, University of Washington, 1950-1952

**Hobbies and Interests:**
- Gardening
- Cooking
- Traveling

**Family:**
- Son: Johnnie Hopping
- Daughter: Lydia Hopping
- Son-in-law: Tedd Hopping

**Pets:**
- Dogs: Buddy, mittens, and Buddy Jr.
- Cats: Whiskers and Moxie

**Memorial Contributions:**
- To the Alzheimer’s Association
- To the Hospice of Enfield, CT

**OBITUARY:**

Phyllis was a passionate gardener and enjoyed spending time with her family and friends. She was a devoted wife, mother, and grandmother who will be deeply missed by all who knew her.

---

**VIVIAN FITZEND DAVIS**

- 1511 Windward Circle, Blacklick, OH 43084, (614) 775-1660
- Email: vivianfitzend@icloud.com

**SPOUSE/Partner:** Charles Lauter Wilted (Merideth) (1946); Roberta Lauter Stine (Aunt); John Lauter Bluffton (Aunt)

**EDUCATION:**
- B.A. in Elementary Education, University of Washington, 1948

**PROFESSION:**
- Teacher, University of Washington, 1948-1952

**Hobbies and Interests:**
- Gardening
- Cooking
- Traveling

**Family:**
- Son: Charles Lauter Wilted (Merideth) (1946)
- Daughter: Roberta Lauter Stine (Aunt)
- Son-in-law: Charles Lauter Bluffton (Aunt)
- Daughter-in-law: Charles Lauter Bluffton (Aunt)

**Pets:**
- Dogs: Buddy, mittens, and Buddy Jr.
- Cats: Whiskers and Moxie

**Memorial Contributions:**
- To the Alzheimer’s Association
- To the Hospice of Enfield, CT

**OBITUARY:**

Vivian was a passionate gardener and enjoyed spending time with her family and friends. She was a devoted wife, mother, and grandmother who will be deeply missed by all who knew her.
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My End of Day: Totally the Powerless in 2009

I recall how mysterious the future was when I was at Wellesley. I wasn’t positive the Vietnam War would ever end, much less that I would somehow achieve my major life objective—a husband who indulges my self-indulgence, three kids who have turned out fine, and a career that kept me jumping. Now, as I look back on stories kept from 1967, my past seems mysterious. The entries are brief, cryptic, narrowly focused, embarrassingly immature and, worse of all, boring. Do they fit at all neatly with my memories? I am trying to make a few stories out of this mass that my family would enjoy reading (I don’t care about some general audience). I call the project “Harlots.” After all, wouldn’t a grandchild of mine as soon have stories of the distant past—the 1960s, say—as silver-tongued and unlabeled photographs? If I get this done by our 50th reunion, I’ll let you all know.

BARBARA WEIZ F HAM I LTON
371 Brickman Road, Bellingham, NY 12743.
Cell: (845) 686-7790
Email: bhendrix@outlook.com
Dinner: McCauley’s Patrons
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Hobbies and Interests: Astrology, Sudoko-Koshibi, reading, tea-making, flowers

• On my 30’s, after Wellesley, I married and I did a Master’s in Education at Harvard Graduate School of Education. Then I worked at Harvard for 6 years as the Director of the Harvard Upward Bound program. After my marriage failed, I devoted myself to finding an answer to the question “Does love really exist?” Over the years and decades that followed, I discovered that love does exist.

• On my 40’s, I found a spiritual teacher, a yogic master from India, with whom I studied for seven years. When my teacher passed away in 1982, I continued my study of Siddha Yoga with his successor.

• On my 50’s, I founded as a staff member when my new teacher turned the world to teach about Siddha Yoga. I traveled continuously throughout Europe, Australia, Mexico, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, India, and the US, rarely staying at one location

• On my 60’s and again in my 60’s, I continue to live and serve at the Siddha Yoga ashram in upstate New York. Currently, I am a Donor Relations Officer and the Coordinator of the Planned Giving Department for the SYDA Foundation, which is headquartered at the ashram.

The central revelation of my life is that I have to find what works for me by looking inside myself. Learning this and discovering how to do it has been my path to happiness and fulfillment.

MARGARET WONG
Apartment 199, 1442A Walnut Street, Berkeley, CA 94703

ELAINE WOO
18 Paul Street, Newton Centre, MA 02459, (617) 312-4236; cell: (617) 872-4858
Email: ewoo@partners.org
Dinner: Temple Court West; Camerino
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Chemistry, 1967
Graduate: Stanford, M.S., medicine, 1974
Business: Physiology
Hobbies and Interests: see my essay. In addition, I read my connections which include family, friends, teammates, patients, and one perennially intelligent cat, Murray.
Children: Michael, 1968, travel, partying, designing tomorrow’s cities
Wellesley Relatives: Emily T. Woo (Hirayama) 1944; Dario Wang (Chinese); Cynthia Zhu (Nawaz) 2000

My life in 250 words? 3, 4, 5.

My son is 22 and in London—last but the same hemisphere as mine!—planning exciting things for tomorrow’s cities at Norman Foster and Partners.

My parents are alive and well at 95 and 91, but Mom is at a ketogenic Alzheimer’s level after a temperature January and Dad is with me, relatively intact except for his hearing. He and Murray the cat are great friends and the cat says nothing my dad can’t hear.

Still semi-detached to a spouse and potentially promising to tidy that part of my life. And not missing having a man around just yet.

I’m training myself from work and have just stepped from full time to 7/8 time, all the time, taking steps to identify and saver what I like doing best, and shall what I don’t enjoy—frst! Apparently I have enough saved to live comfortably until I’m very old although judging from my parents I can see that there are burnout ways to some to tackle aging and I mean to have them all.

I still sing in a jazz acappella group, travel, read, cook, hang out with friends and family.

EXERCISE, regularly which I’m convinced, along with laughter, are the Big Secrets to a healthy long life.

Would love: more orders and fiscal grace, more dancing, more piano playing, more time to do more things... more words... 213, 234, 2355
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Hilary

SUSAN WRIGHT MARINO
Apartment 409, 1573 Seminary Road, Falls Church, VA 22041

MARY WOODFORD
Apartment 503, 6 Canal Park, Cambridge, MA 02141

MARY WOODSVILLE SNYDER
• Miami •
1315 Laurel Lane, Reston, VA 20194
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SUSAN WINSÖR RICE
Wardhill, Gruniburs Road, Aberderd AB12, Scotland

Returned to a new-campus campus in February 2013 to receive the Wellesley College Alumnae Achievement Award. As someone who considered herself beyond lucky to have been admitted by Wellesley, and who learned and took away influences from the College beyond expectation, the Award was a huge honour, indeed beyond anything I might have imagined.

Great pride in that, as in being asked to chair the new board which will develop professional and ethical standards for individual bankers - for the first time in the UK, or indeed almost anywhere. One hopes that this will go some way to restoring pride and trust in the industry.

And, as a founding non-exec of Big Society Capital - developing the market for investment instruments with social and financial return. And, in public service, to be a non-exec director and chair of the audit and risk committee of the Bank of England through these last turbulent years - hard work, but a great privilege. As is being asked to speak in Sydney, Chile and elsewhere on the economics of renewables and the low carbon economy.

My work with The Edinburgh International Book Festival, National Galleries of Scotland, Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh and Oxford’s Said Business School - all ways of ‘giving back’ - reflect my view that a healthy society needs a strong cultural base and that learning is paramount.

My ambitions? Authors Haruki Murakami, Jamiel Kadir, Suchi Parnell, Margaret Atwood, Artists Howard Hodgkin, Calvin Jones, John Schauder, Emily Young. And, above all, my family.

Email: S.winsor@abdn.ac.uk
Dorm: McAlpine
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1967
Graduate: U. of Aberdeen, MLitt, Philosophy of Science, 1989
Volunteer Service: Chair - Edinburgh International Book Festival Chair - Edinburgh’s Festivals Forum Chair - Patron of National Galleries of Scotland

Cynthia Yevzen Levinson
3410 Windsor Road, Dallas, TX 75201 (214) 121-6441 (cell) (214) 121-6441
Email: cgvinfo@comcast.net www.cynthialevinson.com
Dorm: Severance Davis
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: Harvard School of Education, M.A.S., 1968
LBI wk of Public Affairs
Other Address: 686 Glen Rd., Unit 1, Brookline, MA 02446 (617) 734-0488
Spouse/Partner: Stanford Levinson (Judy), June 4, 1966
SP College: Duke, B.A.
SP Graduate School: Harvard and Stanford Law School, Ph.D. and J.D.
SP Occupational: Law Professor
Children: Patricia, Rachel
Grandchildren: Rebecca, Gabrielle, Sarah
Wellesley Relations: Linda Yevzen ( Cousin ), 1962
Sarah Yevzen ( Cousin )

After 67 years, finally understand why my father said, repeatedly, “Don’t hide your light under a basket.” Or, as the civil rights song goes, “This little light of mine, I’m going to let it shine…”

For most of my life, I’ve been modest about my accomplishments, including developing Texas’s first educational technology plan. But, in February this year, I published my first book. Except for helping raise our “thoroughly splendid” daughters (a family joke that appears in the Acknowledgements of our books), this is my proudest achievement - more I’m uncharacteristically pleased to boast about.

During May of our 12th grade, “Bill” Connor attacked and jailed 3,000 black demonstrators in Birmingham. I read the news in the Columbus Dispatch but didn’t realize until 2007 that those demonstrators were children. Having majored in and taught American History, I was so mortified that I wrote a book.

We’re Goin’ to Town - The 1963 Birmingham Children’s March (Peachtree Publishers) has Wellesley connections. Diane McWhorter (’74)’s Pulitzer Prizewriter, Carry Me Home, about growing up there, became my Bible. Thus, our own Susan Lewis Schieffelin agreed to be interviewed and is featured in Chapter Ten. It’s garnered starred reviews, a New York Times Editors’ Choice, and prize speculation. Above all, it’s been an honor to interview and become friends with several of the demonstrators.

Our splendid daughters laugh when friends ask if their parents are retired. Sandy’s newest book, Paved (Oxford University Press), was published in April. We’re both traveling and speaking about our publications.

Christine Young
Apartment S708, 530 N Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20024

Linda Young
2132 West Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

Patrice Young Ho
1523 Weller Avenue PhD, Honolulu, HI 96822
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JUDITH ZIMMER WATT
• Judy •
Rocking Buffalo Ranch, 1701 Highway, 16 E., Buffalo, WY 82014

Wellesley Class of 1967
45th Reunion
SURVEY

Clearly haven't learned enough about planning ahead in the 45 years since Wellesley. Think I have maybe an hour to finish this entry! Changes these past 5 years include longer trips - a month in New Zealand last year, 2 weeks in Canada - we're not so much interested in traveling as in being places...More time spent with friends. We have a great space in Hawaii and right now are joined with 3 of Andy's HBS section-mate couples...Hilarious game of "Catch Phrase" last night...Seem to be getting sillier every year...Fortunately in pretty good health and outlook.

Youngest son married in 2010, oldest last October...love the daughter-in-laws and their respective families...We're incredibly fortunate...Both live in new homes in the next town. Youngest couple both with Google, middle son with a solar energy company, wife ranches at Stanford early Childhood education as well as at the Stanford nursery school...Many interesting dinner conversations...Daughter is a director with a health care services public company in Chicago...All successful professional women!

Andy and I play Duplicate bridge together (we actually get along quite well) and golf too...I still sit on several non-profit boards...not necessarily the big, well-known ones, but profit small ones which might need help getting started...although I am on the Palo Alto Community Fund board and need to make cases for the grant requests I'm responsible for...by tomorrow... procrastination keeps me very busy...Time up!
Highlights of Survey
Summary by Dorothy Hollock Brown

About this survey
Great response! 40% of the Class of 1967 took the survey. That’s 181 Sunbonnets (out of the original 450, none of the 32 who died and the 44 who are lost, lost in the wide wide world.)

Princeton and Harvard’s classes of 1966 responded at only half that rate, according to our survey host.

Perhaps the happier half of the class plunged in, so this may not be a complete picture. But it’s likely a good indication.

The percentages that follow are based on those who answered each question, so the denominators are not always the 181 classmates who took the survey.

And the Survey Results themselves follow this brief summary, so you can draw your own conclusions.

Here we are: 1967 at 67!
While a minority of us are facing social, financial or health headwinds, most of us – like our name – are sailing through many weather in many regards: stable relationships, enough money in the bank, satisfaction with our lives, and good health.

In so many ways we are clearly “above average” for the nation.

Stable Relationships, Happier Lives
For starters, 77% of us are married or in a committed relationship. Nationally, only 51% of households are made up of couples. Of those in a long term-marital relationship, four-fifths have stayed with the same person for more than 31 years, and 45 percent have held on for more than 41 years.

More recently, one classroom was legally married under a new marriage law.

We’re “generally healthy” (73%) and happy (64% are “very happy” and 36% “pretty happy.”) Not a simple classicist admits to being “not too happy.”

Careers and Finances Better than Norm
As for career, 84% feel their accomplishments have equalled or exceeded their expectations – a figure similar to that reported in the 1987 class survey. On the financial front, 40% were hit by the recession, but for the most part we feel we can muddle through retirement.

Our median household net worth falls somewhere between $1 million and $3 million – which places half or more of the class in the top 10% or so of the nation. Numerous definitions of “wealthy” exist, so this is ballpark. About 35% say their net worth is $3 million or more. 10%, say they never have to think about money, and 62% say they’ve got plenty to lose on, short of a catastrophic event. Nearly 40% of us own or plan to own a second or vacation home.

Some, however, are struggling
– 20% of the class reports being clubhomed by the recession.
– 10 individuals lost their jobs;
– 26% have to budget carefully;
– 3% “worry a lot” about finances;
– 5% say their household net worth is $500,000 or less, including the value of their home.

Nearly one in 10 has a health issue, either a chronic or serious illness or one that impacts their daily lives.

In so many straights are many of our adult children. Nearly one in four of us say they have a child who has lost a job in the last few years. One in five say their child last lost health insurance.

Whether out of generosity or need, nearly half the class (46%) say they give “significant help” to their adult children to pay ongoing expenses, graduate school, or grandchild’s school or childcare costs.

85% of us have adult children living in our homes.

Retirement – New Opportunities
Wherever our economics, overall we are substantially busy. Just over half of us (56%) are still earning paychecks. Of those, about one-third plan to cut back or quit by age 68; about a fourth by age 65.

But a full 28% say they love their work and plan never to retire. (On the other hand, 3% say they are retired in part.)

The 40% of us who are “retired” aren’t sitting still. Very roughly, here’s how a week looks for this group: Around 3 or so hours exercising, about the same amount of time on financial management. Personal enrichment is a bigger chunk (5-10 hours), almost as much as what we spend on social media. Volumizing (mostly for non-profit) occupies 1-3 hours, if not more.

And grandchildren (totaling more than 250 for survey respondents) figure large emotionally if not time wise. No one says she is babysitting full time. About 15% of us watch our grandchildren from 5 to 20 hours a week.

It helps that we’re not too burdened by caring taking of aging parents. For 80% of us, parents are no longer living. On the other hand, 10% (5 individuals) are largely responsible for a parent’s care.

How tech savvy are we?
Few of us keep in touch by texting or devote much time on Facebook, Skype or LinkedIn (although 16 of us are meeting – give us your Twitter name!). But like the rest of America, we’re abandoning newspapers. Half (still a high run) are reading a paper version; 12% read newspapers digitally, and another 23% are consulting the internet for news or getting it from TV.

Email, though, is huge, with half of us saying it’s the way we “mostly” keep up with friends, compared with less than a fourth by telephone. And 8 classmates have computer dail.

We love, love, love to travel
Nearly half of us spent 4-10 to weeks a year on the road. And our “bucket list” – what we dream of doing while we still can – is replenished with destinations.

Some of the most dangerous things we’ve ever done traveling: being in a gondola in the Alps, which fell off of its three cables, climbing the upper reaches of England’s Scafell Pike with a 5-year-old, getting sounded in a dark alley in Spain or bribed while asleep in Cape Town.

But on the home front we don’t plan much change. We now live
In suburbia 41.5%:
In city: 30%
Rural area: 19%

Retirement community: 6%

10% are thinking of moving closer to kids or to a 55-plus community (8%), about half of us plan to “age in place” right where we are. Many of the rest are thinking about moving into “something smaller,” “simpler,” or “a condo.”

You’re sure looking great!
Most of us want to look as young as we feel. More than half color their hair and a fourth have whitened their teeth. A few have had facelifts (5%), eye lifts (6%) or even Botox (6%). Still, a good third of us see “nothing like me as me.”

But we’ve taken a back seat to other activities, with 80% saying that sex is “ok,” “unimportant,” “I really don’t care any more.” (Speaking of sex, 95% say they are heterosexual; 3% bisexual, and 2% lesbian.)

Romney not likely in win here
Politically, we remain – as we have in the past – largely moderate to left-leaning class. Most voted for Pres. Clinton, according to the 1997 reunion book (Note, we may be aging even more leftward, with 18% saying they’ve moved that way over the last decade, compared with 6% moving to the right. Now out of 10 of us say they voted for Barack Obama in 2008, and few have changed their minds. As of February/March, when the class answered the survey, 83% planned once again to vote for Obama in the fall. 6% were considering voting Republican, while 0% were undecided.

(Three classmates identified themselves as “conservative” and only one as “Tea Party.” No one had stopped voting. (Many of us, though, would have liked to have seen Hillary in office: nearly 45% voted for her in the 2004 primary.)

Crime has touched our class as it has the nation.
None of us have been raped, one assaulted with a gun, 30 mugged or robbed. An astounding three-fourths of us have had their homes burglarized, and 17% of us have had to deal with identity theft. In most cases, no one was charged. Crime has clearly increased since our 1987 reunion book, where a survey reported 8 rapes, 11 street muggings, and 16 home burglaries.

Less prayer, more search for meaning
Religiously, many of us feel that we are “spiritual” (63%) than “religious” (36%). About 60% of us identify as Christian, a quarter Jewish; fewer than 8% are agnostic or atheist (counted in the “other” category – apologies for not listing those as choices in the survey). Many of us
42 individuals have changed religions since college either because of marriage, spiritual growth or disillusionment. In our search for guidance, we've often turned to therapy, with a fourth of the class in therapy for more than five years and another 10% "endlessly."

Looking back on Wellesley's impact on our lives, it is the education we received and the friends we made that have stood the test of time. So much so that half the class participates in local Wellesley clubs, and 21% of our classmates have made bequests to Wellesley in their wills. A sobering thought.

Our regrets: what we wished we had done

- More leisure, less work 32.8%
- More attention to income/ money management 26.7%
- More community involvement 20.7%
- Different career 19.6%
- Different spouse 18.8%
- More children 12.1%
- Be a working mother 2.6%
- Be a stay-at-home mother 1.7%
- Not have children 0.9%
- Other* 20.3%

*Includes more children, fewer worries, better timing of marriage, not so many divorces, more travel, more money, more courses, etc.

Wellesley Class of 1967 Survey Results
181 Respondents

Percentages (calculated automatically by the survey tabulation program) are misleading in many cases, especially for open-ended questions and questions where respondents could answer "all that apply." The raw data, however, accurately represents responses.

Demographics/Family Life

1. What is your marital status?
Married 133 74.3%
In committed relationship 5 2.8%
Divorced/separated 20 11.2%
Widowed 12 6.7%
Never married 9 5.0%

2. If in a married/committed relationship, how many years has it gone on?
1-10 8 5.7%
11-20 10 7.1%
21-30 17 12.1%
31-40 42 30.0%
41-46 58 41.4%
More than 46 5 3.6%

3. If married/committed how would you describe your relationship?
Very satisfying 95 69.3%
Generally satisfying 39 28.5%
Not great 3 2.2%
Unhappy 0 0.0%

4. If unmarried, have you in the last five years used a computer dating service?
Yes 8 16.7%
No 40 83.3%

5. How do you identify yourself? (check all that apply)
Heterosexual 170 95.0%
Bisexual 6 3.4%
Lesbian 4 2.2%

6. Are you married under a new gay marriage law?
Yes 1 0.9%
No 115 99.1%

7. How many children do you have?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological/Surrogate Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adopted Children

0 37 20.4 %
1 8 4.4 %
2 0 0.0 %
3 0 0.0 %
4 or more 0 0.0 %

Stepchildren

0 34 18.8 %
1 4 2.2 %
2 21 11.6 %
3 6 3.3 %
4 or more 5 2.8 %

Grandchildren/Step-grandchildren

0 28 15.5 %
1 13 7.2 %
2 23 12.7 %
3 15 8.3 %
4 or more 38 21.0 %

8. Who’s living with you? (check all that apply)

Living alone 38 21.0 %
Spouse/partner 137 75.7 %
Spouse/partner, but in “commuter” relationship 3 1.7 %
Under-15 children/step-children 0 0.0 %
Adult children 10 5.5 %
Grandchildren 1 0.6 %
Parent or parent-in-law 0 0.0 %

9. Are one or both parents living?

Yes 36 20.1 %
No 143 79.9 %

10. Are you largely responsible for their care?

Yes 9 10.8 %
No 74 89.2 %

What you’re up to - where you’re headed:

11. Are you now:

Employed, full time 48 26.7 %
Employed, part time 20 11.1 %
Self-employed 33 18.3 %
Unemployed, seeking work 1 0.6 %
Long-time homemaker 7 3.9 %
Retired 71 39.4 %

12. If you are still working full time, when do you plan to cut back or quit?

By age 65 15 15.0 %
By 70 21 26.8 %
By 75 17 21.5 %
I can’t afford to retire 4 5.1 %
Never, I love my work 22 27.8 %

13. If “retired,” how many hours a week do you spend in the following:

Volunteer work

0 14 7.7 %
1-5 43 23.8 %
5-10 18 9.9 %
10-20 11 6.1 %
20-29 7 3.9 %
30-39 1 0.6 %
40 or more 0 0.0 %

Sports/exercise (hiking, golf, gym, etc.)

0 1 0.6 %
1-5 49 27.1 %
5-10 36 19.9 %
10-20 8 4.4 %
20-29 3 1.7 %
30-39 0 0.0 %
40 or more 0 0.0 %

Financial management/investing

0 23 12.7 %
1-5 3 20.3 %
5-10 5 2.8 %
10-20 2 1.1 %
20-29 1 0.6 %
30-39 0 0.0 %
40 or more 0 0.0 %

Personal enrichment ie. taking classes, arts, reading, etc.

0 2 1.1 %
1-5 26 14.4 %
5-10 40 22.1 %
10-20 18 9.9 %
20-29 5 2.8 %
30-39 3 1.7 %
40 or more 0 0.0 %
Social media (email, internet, Facebook, blogs etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14 7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>43 23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>28 15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>8  4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>2  1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>0  0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 or more</td>
<td>0  0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caring for grandchildren

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>43 23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>16  8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>8   4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>3   1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>0   0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 or more</td>
<td>0  0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caring for parents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>52 28.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>11  6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>3   1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>0   0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>0   0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>0   0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 or more</td>
<td>0  0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. How many weeks per year do you spend traveling?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5   3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23  13.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28  16.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27  16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17  10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17  10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>17  10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17  10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15  8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8   4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4   2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4   2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2   1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1   0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. If you do volunteer work, for which type of group primarily?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-profit</td>
<td>89 65.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>24 17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>5   3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>17 12.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. Are you currently involved in competitive sports events or extreme physical challenges? (check all that apply)

- Marathons/ Half-marathons 3 13.0%
- Triathlons 0 0.0%
- Masters rowing/canoeing/or Erg competitions 2 8.7%
- Tennis meets 4 17.4%
- Ski races 0 0.0%
- Summing mountains of serious height (Whitney/Kilimanjaro) or trekking long distances 1 4.3%
- Special Olympics 0 0.0%
- Serious biking, hiking, or kayaking 6 26.1%
- Other serious personal training 1 4.3%
- body sculpting, interval training 1 4.3%
- golf tournaments 2 8.7%
- walking 1 4.3%
- I’m just glad I can still walk! I go to exercise classes at the YMCA, occasional running races, usually only 5K now 1 4.3%
- not so serious biking, kayaking, swimming, skiing 1 4.3%
- Have had three spine surgeries with 9 vertebrae fused together — no more active sports for me 1 4.3%
- search and rescue training 1 4.3%
- golf matches 1 4.3%

17. Over the course of your adult life, how has the quality of your accomplishments matched your expectations?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expectations</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>68 39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equaled</td>
<td>75 43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fell short</td>
<td>29 16.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18. Over the course of your adult life, how has the direction of your accomplishments matched your expectations?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Similar</td>
<td>88 49.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>89 50.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. How many major careers have you had?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>67 37.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60 36.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34 20.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 or more</td>
<td>11 6.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20. Looking back, what do you wish you had done differently? (check all that apply—with multiple responses, percentages not particularly relevant)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different career</td>
<td>22 (16.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different spouse</td>
<td>16 (12.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be a stay-at-home mother</td>
<td>2 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be a working mother</td>
<td>3 (2.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have children</td>
<td>16 (12.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not have children</td>
<td>1 (0.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More attention to income/ money management</td>
<td>32 (27.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More leisure, less work</td>
<td>39 (31.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More community involvement</td>
<td>25 (21.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other (there were lots of these—arranged here in order of number of related responses):*

- Nothing – would make no changes, can’t think of anything, happy as is: 7 (5.4%)
- More children: 5 (4.0%)
- Worried less: 3 (2.4%)
- Not married so young: 2 (2.4%)
- Travelled more: 2 (1.6%)
- Spent more time with friends: 1 (0.8%)
- Expanded my career options: 1 (0.8%)
- Not so many divorces: 1 (0.8%)
- Maybe a different college degree: 1 (0.8%)
- More time to work, more money for travel: 1 (0.8%)
- Gone to graduate school earlier: 1 (0.8%)
- Wish I had continued music (piano) earlier in adulthood: 1 (0.8%)
- Healthier self-assessment, less codependence: 1 (0.8%)
- Not sure: 1 (0.8%)
- Attended to spiritual development earlier: 1 (0.8%)
- Different 1st spouse: 1 (0.8%)
- Wish I had gone to medical school: 1 (0.8%)
- More travel, art and languages earlier in my life: 1 (0.8%)
- Spent more time away during college: 1 (0.8%)
- Found a soul mate: 1 (0.8%)
- Paid more attention to my health: 1 (0.8%)
- Greater professional accomplishments – but I chose to devote my time and attention to children and marriage rather than to moving ‘up the career ladder’: 1 (0.8%)
- Have established career before children: 1 (0.8%)
- Be a better marriage partner: 1 (0.8%)
- Worked in the business world before going to grad school the first time: 1 (0.8%)
- Taken college/graduate courses in economic geography: 1 (0.8%)
- Learned how to read a corporate balance sheet: 1 (0.8%)
- More time with child when he was growing up: 1 (0.8%)
- Find a good husband—warm & caring: 1 (0.8%)

21. In general, I am:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Happiness Level</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very happy</td>
<td>114 (94.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretty happy</td>
<td>64 (56.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not too happy</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. What’s the most dangerous thing you have ever done? Another looming list, percentages not relevant, so not recorded here – arranged in descending order by number of responses

- Travel risks: Middle east, 14 months of travel including many countries in political upheaval exchange student in Pakistan; traveling down a dark street in Spain; where I was assaulted; robbed, while sleeping in Cape Town; ride the bus in Republic of Congo; adventure trip in Costa Rica; swimming with sharks in Bora-Bora; visited Soweto during Apartheid; faced a tiger in a friend’s living room (Malaysia, 1955); hunted for death adders at night in the highlands of New Guinea; went bear-watching in the Great Bear Rainforest; took a leap off a cliff to have an air balloon ride in Brunnenberg, Italy (Tandemfliug), led a group to East Berlin when the Wall was up: 2 years in the Peace Corps (health risk)
- Driving risks: drunk, recklessly, speeding, in winter, in Italy, 360 on ice Motorcycles and mopeds
- Can’t think of anything or “I don’t do dangerous”, or not much, nothing, yikes – nothing looks very dangerous in retrospect dumb question
- Ski risks: above ability level, learning late in life, taking risks, accidents
- Hitchhiking risks
- Sex and affairs risks: slept around (before marriage), unprotected intercourse, extramarital affair with an alcoholic, various affairs
- White-water rafting risks: running the rapids in the Grand Canyon
- Sailing stories: in a thunderstorm, through a lightning wind, and rain storm, hanging off the back of a ship at sea painting the railing: at sea on a small sailboat in a driving storm – hyperthermia; sailing over a reef in heavy fog in Vineyard Sound; emotionally speaking: taken responsibility for groups at sea
- Other water adventures: sea kayaking (I knew nothing about it); river tubing, canoed with my husband 200 miles down the Yukon; rowed a boat into the Rhine river rapids by mistake
- Hiking and climbing risks: 3 of us alone hiking across a glacier in the North Cascades of Washington. Grand Canyon to Havasu Falls with my intense fear of heights, climb mountains (Kilimanjaro, Mt. Ranier); climbed Half Dome
- Career change risks: launched a new and initially uncompensated career, while needing to support my family; as widow with minor child, changed career and continent; quit a very good job to go back to school at age 51, become a vice principal
Marriage risks: to a man whom I did not know well; left Wellesley to marry my first husband; married too young.

Crime takes: Jumped from a moving vehicle to escape a kidnapper; charged into my house where there was a robber and did not tell the kids to stay back, chased a thief; driving around in criminal street gang neighborhoods to meet witnesses.

Risky behavior with children: Got physically angry with my children; I took my 4-year-old son half way across the country without legal permission in the middle of an acrimonious divorce; climbed in the upper framework of Ely Cathedral with 3 yr old daughter; took my children hiking in bad weather conditions.

Illness and medical treatment: Got treated for cancer 3 times, lots of surgery; used estrogen creams so I could have sex again after chemo for breast cancer; hugged, shaken hands with numerous homeless people who may have TB.

Flying, fly in and camp in Alaska almost 40 years ago; helicopter over volcanoes in Hawai; heli-skiing.

Children: Perhaps tempting fate by having a third child, had children.

Illegal drugs: passenger on motorcycle with recreational drug involvement.

Owning a horse; running into a herd of horses to retrieve mine.

Scuba diving: dive to 150 feet; went down 80 ft as new diver.

Got into a gondola in the Alps that fell off two of its three cables.

Stayed out in Chicago.

Become overweight.

Gee, I wish I’d gone skydiving... but I didn’t; so I’m not sure I’ve been adventurous enough. However, I almost married the wrong man... that would have been very dangerous.

Lived in the South Bronx when it was known as “Fort Apache”.

Worked for a short Pakistani male.

Sky diving.

 Been driven up the down ramp at Port Authority Bus Station by mistake.

Zipline (it wasn’t dangerous, but it felt like it).

Gotten seriously lost in New York City at night.

When I was 12, I ran across a major street in my hometown and almost got hit by a car.

Walked across a very busy urban highway without looking— I was not so happy then.

Zip-lining was the most exciting, though not truly dangerous.

Falling down a flight of stairs.

Been stung three times in a row by the same scorpion and lived to tell about it.

Experiencing so much anger with a certain person whom I thought of murdering (just for one day).

Been a last-minute sub in a duplicate bridge event. I’ve had a simple life...

Jumping off a cliff.

---

23. The most pleasurable?

Another long list...also descending order by number of responses.

Children, raising children and time with family, expressed many ways; family celebrations; held our newborn baby; gave birth.

Travel; lots of travel, cruises (often with spouse and family or friends).

Marriage and relationships: "I found a husband who is as much a snuggle bug as I am!"; married the right man; a two-hour Monday evening phone call after the Friday I met my husband-to-be; I knew he was the one.

Grandchildren.

Intimacy—achieving moments outside of time; sex and chocolate chip cookie dough (separately); making love; sex, “there is always good sex”, “sex again after chemo put me into extra deep menopause”.

"Yights" from being in the natural world; hiking in national parks and abroad; being on top of the world in the mountains, or on the Maine coast enjoying the magnificence of the sky and the creation; hiking in Rockies up to my shoulders in wild flowers (and other hills); seen eagles flying in the wild.

Questioning the question: too many to rank; "none of your business.

"Oh come on", “dumb question”, “too hard a question”.

Reading.

Singing and music; in choirs; singing and dancing in the chorus of a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical; watching the faces of people to whom I sang; playing the Brahms Requiem.

Writing a true paragraph; writing something I like; writing books with my husband.

Rewarding - running a marathon at 65; at 66.

Enjoying time friends.

Skiinging.

Lots of golf, hit the sweet spot on a golf club!

Everytime I go out to a great restaurant especially with my son whom I have made a devot foodie like myself.

Nurture animals.

Figure skating.

Hispanic work, pursuit of photography.

Volunteer work.

Cooking a delicious new recipe.

Homework of 3 girls and 2 identical twin boys.

Was an AF5 foreign student to Sao Paulo Brazil, my first adventure on my own.

Ride a bike.

Make art.

Moments when my ego disappears through art making, meditating.
practice, love. 1
Left Wesleyan to marry my first husband 1
Had a fellowship overseas 1
All the experiences that came with #2 (going back to school at age 51) 1
Becoming a minister & Ph.D. Psychologist (which involved following my own pathway) 1
Vacationed at a Vegan Spa in Ft. Lauderdale; great yoga, water aerobics, fascinating people 1
Being in control of my own time to be creative 1
No single one, but many fleeting moments like feet in warm sand and finishing a race 1
Spending half a year with my 11 year-old son in Paris. 1
Attend arts events 1
Taken courses 1
Performing 1

24. What’s on your “bucket list”? (name 3 top things) This is an enormous list. Better to let you see it pretty much as submitted; too much of a challenge to sort out by topic.....full of ideas for the years to come...

“What is a bucket list?” Or “not applicable”, or don’t believe in them B
Hold a grandchild (but first my son has to find a wife) Not too much else; I pretty much do whatever I feel like doing, go where I want to go, see what I want to see.
I live in Africa; see India; spend New Year’s Eve in Iceland in a hot spring Have grandchildren; travel more; volunteer more

Machu Picchu; Tuscany; complete screenplay Get physically fit; read more; chill out
Boston Marathon, Travel to Australia, New Zealand, Antarctica; write book
Northern lights; Bali; hold babies
Travel: Myanmar, Laos, Tibet
Publish more books; give away more money
Visit the dancing horses in Vienna; visit Scotland and Wales; see my grandchildren grow up
Travel to Zanzibar
More travel, more attention to grandchildren, more attention to retirement
Really nothing. Once I became a grandmother, there was nothing left that I felt I absolutely had to do.

Travel
If it means things i haven’t done, travel to South America and Africa, learn to relax at least one day a week, and stay flexible!
Have more grandchildren; write; find a volunteer activity I like
Walk part of St. Jacques de Compostela; Write: Continue to challenge myself
Perfect (r.t.) inner beauty; perfect (r.t.) outer beauty; consort with wildlife in Africa
Rent a villa in Italy for a month; learn to speed read; go to Australia;
more travel - anywhere. (Finish putting my photos in an album!) 1

1. Travel, 2. Enjoying friendships, 3. Spiritual growth
Return to Venice and stay for three months; return to Venice and stay for two months; return to Venice and stay for a month
Exercise to stay physically and mentally fit; travel with my husband; spend time with my children
Go back to Europe (been once 1.5 years ago) and tour; go to Xian in China;
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Practice, love. 1
Left Wesleyan to marry my first husband 1
Had a fellowship overseas 1
All the experiences that came with #2 (going back to school at age 51) 1
Becoming a minister & Ph.D. Psychologist (which involved following my own pathway) 1
Vacationed at a Vegan Spa in Ft. Lauderdale; great yoga, water aerobics, fascinating people 1
Being in control of my own time to be creative 1
No single one, but many fleeting moments like feet in warm sand and finishing a race 1
Spending half a year with my 11 year-old son in Paris. 1
Attend arts events 1
Taken courses 1
Performing 1

24. What’s on your “bucket list”? (name 3 top things) This is an enormous list. Better to let you see it pretty much as submitted; too much of a challenge to sort out by topic.....full of ideas for the years to come...

“What is a bucket list?” Or “not applicable”, or don’t believe in them B
Hold a grandchild (but first my son has to find a wife) Not too much else; I pretty much do whatever I feel like doing, go where I want to go, see what I want to see.
I live in Africa; see India; spend New Year’s Eve in Iceland in a hot spring Have grandchildren; travel more; volunteer more

Machu Picchu; Tuscany; complete screenplay Get physically fit; read more; chill out
Boston Marathon, Travel to Australia, New Zealand, Antarctica; write book
Northern lights; Bali; hold babies
Travel: Myanmar, Laos, Tibet
Publish more books; give away more money
Visit the dancing horses in Vienna; visit Scotland and Wales; see my grandchildren grow up
Travel to Zanzibar
More travel, more attention to grandchildren, more attention to retirement
Really nothing. Once I became a grandmother, there was nothing left that I felt I absolutely had to do.

Travel
If it means things i haven’t done, travel to South America and Africa, learn to relax at least one day a week, and stay flexible!
Have more grandchildren; write; find a volunteer activity I like
Walk part of St. Jacques de Compostela; Write: Continue to challenge myself
Perfect (r.t.) inner beauty; perfect (r.t.) outer beauty; consort with wildlife in Africa
Rent a villa in Italy for a month; learn to speed read; go to Australia;
more travel - anywhere. (Finish putting my photos in an album!) 1

1. Travel, 2. Enjoying friendships, 3. Spiritual growth
Return to Venice and stay for three months; return to Venice and stay for two months; return to Venice and stay for a month
Exercise to stay physically and mentally fit; travel with my husband; spend time with my children
Go back to Europe (been once 1.5 years ago) and tour; go to Xian in China;
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Go to Machu Picchu
Take our grandchildren to Europe, one at a time
To improve my watercolor painting skills; to rent my condo and live abroad for a year split between the UK and southern France; painting and doing some further traveling to parts of Europe I haven’t seen; to be of service, teaching literacy somewhere, leading to young children in hospitals perhaps...
Traveling to Madagascar; spending lots of time with grandchildren; seeing the Amazon 1
1. Go on a Grand Tour of Europe.; 2. Take a Mexican cooking course from Patricia Quintana.; 3. Live in New York City for at least 6 months.
Organize family memorabilia; travel; spend time with family
Travel to Europe and Asia; teach low-income women how to eat better and stretch their families’ food dollars.; explore US National Parks
I’ve done them all!
Travel: Paladogos; Southeast Asia; back to Africa; start taking courses with adult peers; renting a villa in Tuscany with my whole family and spending time there; volunteer work in Africa
Travel to Scandinavia; travel to Australia and New Zealand; make a difference to callers on the cancer hotline I work for
More travel
Go down the Amazon; have grand children from my own kids
Wear out my lifetime national parks membership card; more travel Africa, Turkey; audit courses, other cultures, history, creative writing, poetry; study piano and/or organ again; become adept at digital photography
See Australia; see Greece; get fit enough to live a long life Russia (St. Petersburg, Moscow); hike Italy; great Greek ruins outside Greece (e.g., Sicily and Turkey)
Yangtze River - way up near Three Gorges Dam; Hukus Lodge, New Zealand, one more time; boat between St. Petersburg and Moscow;
Write for a more general audience on environmental matters; be an important part of my grandchildren’s lives; travel for greater global understanding
Visit Antarctica; go on African safari; visit Australia
1. Develop a 7 volunteer/low-paid position in a hospital to improve communication between pedi cancer patient families and their physicians.; 2. Improve my tennis serve.; 3. Having the time to develop more in depth relationships with my tennis friends
Travel
More travel; some ancestry research
Visit return to England; river cruises in Burgandy; visit Machu Picchu; Plan daughter’s wedding; return to Africa; learn to speak Italian Australia & New Zealand; Cusco & Machu Picchu; Thailand and other parts of Southeast Asia; European Walking trip, visit to the Scottish Islands, grandchildren (though no control over the last)
Travel; enjoy my grandchildren
More travel to out-of-the-way places; a photography show; increased skill in writing poetry; Enjoy grandchildren. If I ever have them; travel; community service (Visit East Africa, Australia: move near my grandchildren; learn Spanish Visit my grandchildren as much as possible; visit my family and friends often; create as much art as possible
Self-publish a memoir; have a grandchild or two (though that’s not up to me); travel to Vietnam – I want to better understand southeast Asia and the war that so colored my college experience
Go to Africa; become a Life Master at Bridge; get back to my weaving
Visit Italy, Spain, Greece, Africa, Australia, plus three more states.
Travel to Antarctica, Argentina and Chile; drive across the US; Rent an apartment on the French or Italian Riviera
Continued travel; continued musical and intellectual pursuits; live long enough for my grandchildren to really remember my husband and me and good times as a multigenerational family
Projects around the house; ice skating lessons; music lessons
Travel; organize the house; connect to more friends
Am newly retired -- am still working on the list.

Macau Picha
1. travel during school year; 2. continue to volunteer in education after I retire; 3. enjoy my family
1-visit real or imagined ancestral sites in Scotland/Ireland; eastern Pyrenees and the Caucasus (shaharit-land); 2- cinematographic literary work focused on locations above, with addition of Haiti; 3- construct & play a kora (african gourd-harp) -- actual list longer.

Much more travel; more control over my schedule; time with grandchildren
I've written a novel and a book of short stories which I would like to publish.
Put my feet at work in better order for my successor; downsized at home so as not to leave too much for someone else to handle; finish several half-completed projects important to me (some that I began years ago)

Travel back to Italy; Travel to South America
See more of the world; spend as much time as possible near, on, or in the ocean; have more time for recreation and exercise with spouse, children, and grandchildren (and friends)

Travel; Spend more time with friends; Maintain good health

More travel
Actually complete writing the books I keep thinking and talking about.
Travel; community engagement; more time for family and friend
More travel; more classes

Today, I'm thinking that I'd like to learn to play the recorder, read more great books, see a little more of the world while doing some good

Make art
Write another book, travel to more places, sit and read more
Finish and market second mystery; take grandchild somewhere wonderful - Paris, Galapagos, other; paddle around in Fiji
Trip along the coast and into the fords of Norway; Drive Route 66; Dance at my grandchildren's weddings

Travel to Australia and New Zealand; Would love to have more grandchildren (out of my control); consolidate all my writing and self-publish
Go to Scotland; drive across the US; be in a committed relationship.
A new big accomplishment beyond ‘retirement,’ learning Italian well, performing music well (cello and singing)

Travel to northeast China; Build a house; Free up more spare time
Run another marathon; become a good painter; have traveled to all seven continents
Travel to Amsterdam, mentor inner-city girls; build a beautiful garden in my new home (currently; yard is a mud pit)

Revist Israel; develop closer relationship with Father God; keep healthy relationship with my children
Travel as often and as widely as possible; publish my dissertation; complete a niche
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cookbook currently underway.
Visit Australia and New Zealand: Experience as much classical music as possible
Have solo art quilt show; travel to China
Learn Arabic better; build a green home; ride my bicycle more
More travel and skiing; find an attractive man, welcome grandchildren into the family
Still thinking about it.
Travel to Cuba; own and operate small motor boat, publish
Visit more national parks; go back to Florence and tour more in Italy; read more books
China, South Africa, Kenya/Tanzania
Study Latin again; travel
I try not to think it that way: I look forward to more travel, more learning, more involvement with family and hopefully that means grandchildren, being able to wake up when I feel like it and plan my day as I see fit, seeing pretty things, maybe making pretty things, enjoying art and theater – until it is all done. No gigantic bucket list.
Feel like a New Yorker again (we're moving back home); become well known for my painting; be in such good shape that I can better keep up with my family
Spend more time in Italy; get involved in political action for breast cancer prevention
Get books published; do more traveling around the world. Find a viable life partner
'See Victoria Falls, then die'; travel to South America; travel to Asia
Spend time with grandchildren; travel as much as possible; read more books
Write a book, learn to play the banjo, more travel with my husband
Travel to Russia; have grandchildren
Clear out and organize my files; read my financial magazines and try to convince my daughter to invest her IRA or something; read my home & garden magazines and make a list of things to do
Travel more; dance more; get more physically fit
Learn Korean and visit S. Korea
To keep living a productive life
More international travel; Publishing a book or two or more.; Staying healthy to enjoy seeing my grand children grow up and become the next generation of leaders.
1) Memorize Bach's Goldberg Variations on the piano. 2) Learn Spanish. 3. study Shakespeare's sonnets
Have an extended vacation in Italy or France...a month or two; learn how to balance work and leisure better; write more, and experiment with writing poetry
Write about my hair raising experiences as a prosecutor; cruise the Great Loop; but my luckiness in remission; travel to the Greek islands; return to Kauai
1) More time with my family, including my 91 year old mother, Wellesley, 142.
2) More consistent time with friends, old and new; 3) Trying more right brain activities
Paul more; travel more; more time with grandchildren
A car journey from western Canada to Mexico, travelling through many national parks; a 21 day river cruise on a sailboat in Spain; visiting weddings for our grandchildren
Live for 6 months in Greece; live in area of Scotland and Wales for 6 months;
 Live within walking distance of daughter and grandchildren
Get something approaching organized, (too hard to choose among all the specific things I’d like to do — it would take days to decide, and the deadline for this form is today)
New Zealand; growing into patience and ease (When my body quietly:
1) Spend extended time in Paris; 2) Get rid of ‘too much stuff’;
3) Make long-term plans for my disabled daughter
25. Have you recently moved or plan to do so within the next few years to be (check all that apply)

- Closer to children: 15 (10.5%)
- In a 55-plus type community: 11 (7.7%)
- In a resort-style community: 5 (2.8%)
- Have not moved and plan to “age in place”: 71 (49.7%)

Other: OOps, another long list, arranged in descending order by number of responses

- Generalizing – various forms of this answer: 18 (12.6%)
- Not declaled yet – various forms of this answer: 11 (7.7%)
- Maintain two or more homes – seasonal living: 5 (3.5%)
- Moved to country house: 2 (1.4%)
- Move back home to help children: 2 (1.4%)
- To a farm or own horses: 1 (0.7%)
- Have not moved, but have purchased a second home: 1 (0.7%)
- Moved for work and career change: 1 (0.7%)
- Depends on where children end up: 1 (0.7%)
- Closer to parents (who’ve since died): 1 (0.7%)
- Will likely consider a continuous care retirement community by time I am 80: 1 (0.7%)
- Keep bees ‘in place,’ traveling for projects: 1 (0.7%)
- Built and moved into a universal design house with another couple: 1 (0.7%)
- Try living in other places, a few months at a time: 1 (0.7%)
- Better economic prospects and medical care: 1 (0.7%)
- May move to Cape Cod to be closer to mother and beach: 1 (0.7%)
- Moved to New Mexico to escape cold weather, children will follow: 1 (0.7%)

26. What best describes your current residence?

- Suburbs: 73 (41.0%)
- City: 64 (36.0%)
- Rural area: 34 (19.1%)
- Resort area: 7 (3.9%)

27. Do you own/plan to buy a second (vacation) home?

- Yes: 79 (44.1%)
- No: 100 (55.9%)

The Class and the Nation

28. In the last five years, have you or your spouse/partner personally been severely hit by the economy?

- Yes: 34 (18.8%)
- No: 135 (74.4%)
- lost a job?
- Yes: 14 (7.7%)
- No: 148 (81.8%)
- lost significant savings?
- Yes: 68 (37.6%)
- No: 101 (55.8%)
- lost a house or condo to foreclosure or severe financial setback?
- Yes: 1 (0.6%)
- No: 159 (87.8%)
29. Has an adult child been severely hit by the economy?
   Yes: 44 (24.3%)
   No: 110 (60.8%)

lost a job?
   Yes: 34 (18.8%)
   No: 113 (62.4%)

lost significant savings?
   Yes: 24 (13.3%)
   No: 117 (64.6%)

lost a house?
   Yes: 3 (1.7%)
   No: 140 (77.3%)

lost health insurance?
   Yes: 28 (15.5%)
   No: 119 (65.7%)

30. Considering your savings for retirement, do you:
    Never have to think about money: 17 (9.6%)
    Have plenty to live on, short of a catastrophic event: 110 (61.8%)
    Have to budget carefully: 46 (25.8%)
    Worry a lot: 5 (2.8%)

31. Which of the following reflects your estimated household net worth (including home, investments, art collection, etc., but not social security or pensions):
    Under $100,000: 5 (3.2%)
    $100,000-$500,000: 19 (12.0%)
    $500,000-$999,000: 24 (15.2%)
    $1-3 million: 54 (34.2%)
    3-$5 million: 27 (17.1%)
    More than 5 million: 29 (18.4%)

32. Do you currently give significant help to your adult children to pay some of their own or their family’s ongoing expenses such as graduate school, living expenses or grandchildren’s private school or childcare costs?
    Yes: 72 (45.8%)
    No: 88 (54.4%)

33. Who got your vote in 2008? (check all that apply)
    Obama (Nov): 162 (90.5%)
    McCain (Nov): 15 (8.4%)
    Hillary Clinton (in the primary): 70 (39.1%)

34. In Nov. 2012, will you vote for:
    Obama: 152 (85.4%)
    The Republican candidate: 10 (5.6%)
    Still undecided: 15 (8.4%)
    Disgusted, not planning to vote: 1 (0.6%)

35. How would you describe yourself? (check all that apply)
    Radical: 3 (1.7%)
    “Occupy...”: 14 (7.8%)
    Left: 70 (39.1%)
    Moderate Democrat: 82 (45.8%)
    Moderate Republican: 17 (9.5%)
    Conservative: 3 (1.7%)
    Tea Party: 1 (0.6%)
    Independent: 29 (15.7%)
    Libertarian: 2 (1.1%)
    Apolitical – don’t vote: 0 (0.0%)
    Communist: 0 (0.0%)
    Socialist: 6 (3.4%)

   And...here are the “Others”:
   Liberal: 1 (0.6%)
   Feminist: 1 (0.6%)
   Progressive Liberal: 0 (0.0%)
   Progressive: 1 (0.6%)
   Independent: 1 (0.6%)
   Socially liberal, fiscally conservative: 1 (0.6%)
   Involved: 1 (0.6%)
   Moderate Dem, Moderate Republican, Independent all together: 1 (0.6%)

   I try to vote for the candidate who appears to have the best combination of skills needed for the particular office: 1 (0.6%)
   Deeply concerned about the influence of the radical right: 1 (0.6%)
   Concerned that Republican Party has been shanghaied by ignorant primitives leaving this country without the benefit of 2 responsible, parties: 1 (0.6%)
   Well thought out ideas as to how to constructively function in the world, where there is so much hunger, disease, fear and conflict: 1 (0.6%)

36. Have your political views shifted dramatically in the last decade? Would you say you have
    moved to the left: 32 (18.0%)
    Moved to the right: 10 (5.6%)
    Stayed the same: 136 (76.4%)
    Stopped voting: 0 (0.0%)
37. Over your life time, have you personally experienced any of the following: (check all that apply)

- Rape: 9 (8.7%)
- Street mugging or robbery: 30 (29.1%)
- Home burglary: 78 (75.7%)
- Identity theft: 17 (16.5%)
- Assault: 5 (4.9%)
- Assault with a gun: 1 (1.0%)
- Embezzlement of funds: 3 (2.9%)

And... here are the “Others”:
- Theft of money from a store
- Loss of important documents
- Harassment by a co-worker
- Loss of a job
- Loss of a significant other
- Loss of a loved one
- Loss of a home
- Loss of a pet
- Loss of a car

38. If so, was the perpetrator charged?
- Yes: 18 (16.3%)
- No: 82 (76.3%)

39. Do you consider yourself religious?
- Yes: 63 (58.6%)
- No: 114 (64.4%)

40. Do you consider yourself spiritual?
- Yes: 113 (62.8%)
- No: 67 (37.2%)

41. Have you changed religions since college?
- Yes: 42 (23.9%)
- No: 134 (76.1%)

42. If so, why?
- Marital partner relationship: 7 (15.9%)
- Spiritual growth: 14 (31.8%)
- Dissociation with previous affiliation: 14 (31.8%)
- Other: 9 (20.5%)

43. What do you consider yourself now? (check all that apply)
- General Protestant: 29 (16.6%)
- Episcopalian: 31 (17.7%)
- Unitarian: 14 (8.9%)
- Presbyterian: 16 (9.1%)
- Society of Friends: 5 (2.9%)
- Lutheran: 3 (1.7%)

Christian: 8 (4.6%)
Methodist: 4 (2.3%)
Jewish: 43 (24.9%)
Catholic: 3 (1.7%)
Buddhist: 5 (2.9%)
Hindu: 0 (0.0%)
Baptist: 0 (0.0%)
UCC: 4 (2.3%)
Mormon: 1 (0.6%)
None: 23 (13.1%)

And... here are the “Others”:
- Atheist - and why was this not a category ?????
- Agnostic: 2 (1.1%)
- Buddhist/Pantheist with Christian vestiges: 1 (0.6%)
- Lapsed Jewish: 1 (0.6%)
- Yogi: 1 (0.6%)
- Congregational: 1 (0.6%)
- Respect of natural world: 1 (0.6%)
- Sometimes atheist, sometimes agnostic: 1 (0.6%)
- Episcopalian by birth and if I were to go to a church that would be where I would go: 1 (0.6%)
- Moravian, follower of Jan Hus burned 1415 AD: 1 (0.6%)
- Quaker: 1 (0.6%)
- Muslim (not on list?) and perennial heretic: 1 (0.6%)
- Humanist, Wiccan/Pagan: 1 (0.6%)
- Congregationalist: 1 (0.6%)
- “Buddhist” - I find spiritual renewal in the natural world--feel closest to some Native American cultures: 1 (0.6%)
- Ethical Culture Society: 1 (0.6%)

44. Given the aches of aging, do you consider yourself to be:
- Generally healthy: 162 (91.0%)
- Doing ok despite chronic illness or ongoing condition (such as cancer): 12 (6.7%)
- Have a health condition that impairs daily functioning: 4 (2.2%)

45. Have you ever sought help from a therapist?
- Yes: 129 (72.5%)
- No: 49 (27.5%)

46. If yes, for how long were you in therapy?
- Few sessions: 26 (19.7%)
- About a year: 20 (15.7%)
- Up to two years: 15 (11.8%)
- 2-5 years: 23 (18.1%)
- On and off for more than five years: 31 (24.4%)
- Endlessly: 13 (10.2%)
47. Have you ever been addicted to: (check all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription drugs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational drugs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48. What “work” have you had done? (check all that apply)

- Teeth whitening: 46 respondents (35.8%)
- Braces as an adult: 18 respondents (10.1%)
- Face lift: 9 respondents (5.1%)
- Eye lift: 14 respondents (7.9%)
- Botox: 11 respondents (6.2%)
- Breast implants or reduction: 4 respondents (2.2%)
- Color hair: 104 respondents (58.4%)
- Do nothing – just me as I am: 64 respondents (36.0%)

49. How satisfied are you with your sex life?

- It’s great: 32 respondents (18.8%)
- Ok: 68 respondents (40.0%)
- Disappointing: 26 respondents (15.3%)
- I really don’t care anymore: 44 respondents (25.9%)

50. What is your primary source of news?

- Newspapers (paper versions): 89 respondents (49.4%)
- Newspapers (digital versions): 21 respondents (11.7%)
- Internet: 18 respondents (10.0%)
- TV: 23 respondents (12.8%)
- Radio: 29 respondents (16.1%)

51. How do you keep in touch with friends?

- Drop by to visit:
  - 1 rarely: 73 respondents (40.3%)
  - 2: 36 respondents (19.9%)
  - 3: 31 respondents (17.1%)
  - 4: 10 respondents (5.5%)
  - 5 mostly: 8 respondents (4.4%)
- Take trips with them to see them:
  - 1 rarely: 23 respondents (12.7%)
  - 2: 43 respondents (23.8%)
  - 3: 46 respondents (25.4%)
  - 4: 36 respondents (19.9%)
  - 5 mostly: 14 respondents (7.7%)
- Snail mail:
  - 1 rarely: 81 respondents (44.6%)
  - 2: 37 respondents (20.4%)
  - 3: 18 respondents (9.9%)
  - 4: 5 respondents (2.8%)
  - 5 mostly: 3 respondents (1.7%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>1 rarely</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 mostly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>40.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Plus</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype or Facetime</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each question, the number of respondents and the percentage are provided in the table.
52. Do you share your thoughts with the world through a blog or Twitter?
Yes 16  8.9 %
No 184  91.1 %

Association with Wellesley

53. Are you involved with Wellesley? (Check all that apply)
Teach here 0  0.0 %
Take seminars/courses 4  4.3 %
Raise money 19  20.7 %
Have bequest in my will 20  21.7 %
Participate in local club 45  48.9 %
Participate in class activities 38  41.3 %
Help recruit students 10  10.9 %
Involved in career services 2  2.2 %

54. How important in your life is having chosen Wellesley?

Educational benefits
1 least 2  1.1 %
2 8  8.3 %
3 22  22.2 %
4 45  49.0 %
5 most 104  107.8 %

Career connections
1 least 71  39.2 %
2 39  21.5 %
3 29  16.6 %
4 19  10.5 %
5 most 10  5.5 %

Friendships
1 least 12  6.6 %
2 25  13.8 %
3 36  19.9 %
4 38  21.0 %
5 most 68  37.8 %

Social skills
1 least 38  21.0 %
2 45  24.9 %
3 41  22.7 %
4 32  17.7 %
5 most 14  7.7 %

Geographical Index

United States

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Diana Thomas Franklin
Decatur
Elaine Moree
Fairhope
Mary Frewer Croen

ARIZONA
Paradise Valley
Rebecca Frechette Allen
Scottsdale
Elizabeth Bax Johnson
Tucson
Alice Fier Bus
Kathy Alice Whitmore

CALIFORNIA
Barkley
Joy Nosney Blvd
Cynthia White Hacket
Margaret Wong
Claremont
Dianne Davis
Gross Valley
Mary Louise Honey Trauger
La Mesa
Brenda Kove Scott
Lafayette
Linda Babey
Los Angeles
Nancy Adel
Nancy Skiffa Serna
Aviva Kozloff/Bob Bobb
Anna-Robin Taylor
Gail McLaughlin
Newcastle
Marina Avila Arnold
Newport Beach
Mark Loeb Hayen
Oak Park
Marion Hott Wertge
Oakland
Audie Bank
Pacific Palisades
Ann Palm/Dee Veasey
Maree For Young
Palo Alto

COLORADO
Boulder
Carol Simons
Carolyn Nose Johnson
Denver
Susan Austin Keck

CONNECTICUT
Bloomfield
Diane Carter Zador
Branford
Mary Nicholas
Hartford
Sandra Foye Garcia

Susan Elizabeth Ballard
Wendy Ann Lederberg
Zhao Fuller-Steinbach
Shirley J. Stewart
Pasadena
Elizabeth Ann Proud Mertens
Pleasanton
Beverly Wilcox Branson
Pomona Valley
Judith Fine Lutari
Salinas
Ann Hill
San Anselmo
Verna Adams
San Francisco
Kathleen Charles Berenstain
Dorothy Glancy
Kathi Acou-Gregg
Doris Price Latham
Mill Valley
Motrey Moore
Margaret Skendland
Margaret Zhong Wule
San Luis Obispo
Sharon Lemmon
Santa Barbara
Mary Beth Richard
Stanford
Lee Vaughan-Kane
Carl Aaron Wing
San Marcos
Gary Miller/Walshard
Venice
Linda Bevome Marken
Northampton
Wheaton Creek
Jane Fieler-Salinas

California
Name Change Index

Kathleen Ables  see Kathleen Kortez
Virginia Ainer  see Virginia Simpson
Diana Allen  see Diana Bell
Grace Allison  see Grace Pachman
Rebecca Allison  see Rebecca Powell
Nancy Angney  see Nancy Gilmore
Maryn Arnold  see Marisol Duffly
Hope Baggenstoss  see Hope Walker
Kathleen Bagley  see Kathleen Martin
Beverly Barron  see Beverly Hohn
Mary Bayley  see Molly Gilber
Prudence Beider  see Prudence Richardson
Ann Beklovsky  see Ann Gantter
Cathy Borkley  see Cathy Miller
Mary Borkowitz  see Mary Rome
Sarah Bossey  see Sarah Lberger
Leslie Bjorncrantz  see Leslie Binten
Sena Black  see Sena Hoosenally
Bury Blod  see Barry Norton
Leonor Blum  see Leonor Tauschner
Aviva Boll  see Aviva Korngut
Peg Bobbitt  see Peg Coulson
Alice Boutler  see Alice Van Aken
Gretchen Bolton  see Gretchen Smith
Susan Bolton  see Susan Mahoney
Elizabeth Bond  see Elizabeth Osborne
Jo Boudiff  see Jo Ivey
Margaret Bowers  see Margaret Freeman
Mary Boynton  see Mary Elgin
Jacinth Brooker  see Jacinth Wimmink
Dorothy Brown  see Dorothy Hindes
Elaine Brown  see Elaine Pegostin
Barbara Brockmann  see Barbara Olson
Claudia Bultihis  see Claudia Blair
Rebekah Burckley  see Rebekah McCandlish
Dorothy Byers  see Dorothy Furber
Katharine Byers  see Katharine Gutterson
Mary Byra  see Mary McAdam
Leesa Campbell  see Leesa Heydenreich
Roberta Carwath  see Roberta Carlson
Kathleen Care  see Kathleen Payten
Rita Carrell  see Rita Ravel
Sarah Carter  see Sarah Taylor
Barbara Casperan  see Barbara Morris
Kathleen Chakian Bernstein  see Kathleen Chakhan
Christine Chamberlin  see Christine Manton
Linda Chau  see Linda Andrews
Sharon Chesser  see Sharon Simmons
Nancy Clark  see Nancy Hughes
Dee Clayton  see Dee Less
Barclay Clayton  see Barclay Bender
Kathleen Cleggett  see Kathleen Higland
Margaret Clemmons  see Margaret Graham
Jane Cohen  see Jane Malo
e Judy Cohen  see Judy Kohn
Suan Cull  see Suan Hill
Joan Colglazier  see Joan Dyer
Margaret Cooper  see Margaret Talor
Suan Corting  see Susan Pichler
Iene Cottle  see Iene Schatz
Mary Cuson  see Mary Planer
Julie Da Vanzo  see Julie Spatz
Claudia Damon  see Claudia Cords
Barbara Durragh  see Barbara Kerber
Mary Davis  see Mary McGowan
Vivian Davis  see Vivian Wilkand
Elizabeth Deane  see Elizabeth Konsoff
Mary DeCarus  see Mary Haddad
Sandra Delany  see Sandra Manning
Rosamond Delorti  see Rosamond Putnam
Jeannie Dervin  see Jeannie Piec
Leslie Dickinson  see Leslie Brotherhood
Dedra Dieth  see Dedra Ob
Karen Dime  see Karen Kisel
Marcia Donald  see Marcia Knaff
Courtney Dondal  see Courtney Graham
Mary Doscher  see Mary Turner
Alice Drake  see Alice Le Van
Claire Drown  see Claire Hooper
Christine Durham  see Christine Maders
Frances Eberhart  see Frances Adams
Eleanor Eidel  see Eleanor Rosty
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>See Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Simmons</td>
<td>see Ellen Baines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Slavet</td>
<td>see Mary Gambrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Sneper</td>
<td>see Judith Chernack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Shultzy</td>
<td>see Mary Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Smith</td>
<td>see Pamela Hyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Snowden</td>
<td>see Margaret McClave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Snyder</td>
<td>see Mary Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Solomon</td>
<td>see Nancy Narrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Sunderegger</td>
<td>see Elaine Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Suram</td>
<td>see Christina Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Spencer</td>
<td>see Ann Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Spencer</td>
<td>see Mary Mullin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Sproull</td>
<td>see Lee Sontag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Stann</td>
<td>see Julie King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Stark</td>
<td>see Katherine Van Oden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucinda Stobbins</td>
<td>see Lucinda Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Stern</td>
<td>see Marion Goetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lees Stantz</td>
<td>see Lens Newton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Sullivan</td>
<td>see Elizabeth Quay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Swanson</td>
<td>see Kathleen Maun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Symon Hanson</td>
<td>see Judy Symon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie Symons</td>
<td>see Susie Potashby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Taylor</td>
<td>see Anne Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Taylor</td>
<td>see Janet Haggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Taylor</td>
<td>see Sally Spurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Temple</td>
<td>see Frances Notting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Terrell</td>
<td>see Diana Harder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Terrell</td>
<td>see Phyllis Merita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Tervillier</td>
<td>see Joan Kettering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Tettlebaum</td>
<td>see Ann Safer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Thanantiyandum</td>
<td>see Betty Kroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Title</td>
<td>see Gail Migdal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Toipin</td>
<td>see Harriet Simons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Topping</td>
<td>see Judith Wilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tays Towskey</td>
<td>see Tays Simonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Trawas</td>
<td>see Holly Hanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myra Lynne Traupess</td>
<td>see Myra Lynne Swanzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Trimmer</td>
<td>see Maria Gaskins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhoda Trosheff</td>
<td>see Rhoda Morea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Vacin</td>
<td>see Cynthia Mauck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Van Dusen</td>
<td>see Ann Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Van Kesteren</td>
<td>see Mary Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian Vinegar</td>
<td>see Marian Blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Volkz</td>
<td>see Mary Wesselman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Volta</td>
<td>see Joanne Gilbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Wagsstaff</td>
<td>see Susan Marnon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Martha Lopez Hayes
2 Apple Tree, Irvine, CA 92620
Email: email@email.com
Dorm: Mander; McAlister
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biblical Studies, 1967
Other Address: CA
Sponsor/Partner: Neville Hayes
S.P. Occupation: Investments
Children: Drew; David
Grandchildren: Wesley, Charlie; Catherine
Wellesley Relatives: Harriet Rogers (Mother), 1942

Almost 46 years ago…. Among ribbons and candlelight, our eyes gazed on Neville and I were married on Christmas Eve at my childhood home in Beverly Hills. (A very special guest was Manya Myers Rogers.) The next day—Christmas day—we packed up my Mustang convertible equipped with two fins for the two-hour roads of California and began our trip East following the wake of a storm that provided us icy roads—all the way from New Mexico to Wellesley—for our “honeymoon.” Very scary! We arrived at midnight. New Year’s Eve at our cozy little upstairs guest at 935 Brook St. in Wellesley and began our happy married student life. We completed senior year, each of us doing quite well graduate now that we didn’t have to waste time making plans to see each other.

We didn’t do much entertaining, but I shall never forget one time when we invited Candy Sommard Shriver (’64) over for dinner, and I, being a good Californian, decided to prepare artichokes. Never having spent time in the kitchen, I was clueless. So I just put them in the oven on a cookie sheet and let them dry out to a dark black color. Candy, being the gentle soul and loving friend that she is, never said a word. We all just picked at them until mercifully I brought around the mash bin.

F.Y.I., you now do know how to steam artichokes and drive on icy roads (well, that’s a stretch…).

Annette Lundy Geidtirs
P.O. Box 2399, Southampton, NY 11960

Leslie Loomis
Address not available

Alice Lorenz
Great Rose Camp, 1365 E. State Road 135, Noblesville, IN 46065

Diane Lum-Kong Lii
1550 Wallis Drive, Hills, ID 83720

Jean MacGregor
353 Onneal Lane S.W., Olympia, WA 98502

Cecil Mackinnon
20 Paradise Avenue, Pottstown, NY 19068
Email: email@email.com
Dorm: Stone
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Julian, 1967
Graduate: NYU, M.F.A., Acting, 1970
Business: Theatre Director
Sponsor/Partner: Garry Baranoff, 1998
S.P. Occupation: acct
Children: Lilian March, 1979; dec’d; Jack March, 1984
Grandchildren: Mika"la March (Oliver) 1991

I am still performing with Venus Foxes, teaching at NYU, Teach, and directing in New York. Generally in the place I want to be….not sure when I would retire.
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Adelaide MacMurray
MacMurray-Cooore

Lilly •
24 Longford Street, No. 2, Cambridge, MA 02138, (617) 334-3317
Email: adelsonmacmurraycooper@gmail.com

2 sons, 3 daughters-in-law, 5 grandchildren, and two husbands
David on top of our favorite mountain in NH, July 2018

Dorina Canaves
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: London School of Economics, M.A., International History, 1967
Volunteer Service: Hospice; Volunteer - Toupee; Waverly School; CT; Chairman, Board of Visitors, Cambridge Guidance Center; Board of Visitors, New England Conservatory.
Business: Retired Retail Certified Financial Planner
Hobbies and Interests: Travel, Music, Photography, Poetry, Grandchildren!
Sponsor/Partner: David J. Cooper, January 1, 2009
S.P. College: Cambridge, U., B.A., Chemical Engineering, 1963
S.P. Graduate School: Cambridge, U., M.A., Chemical Engineering, 1963
S.P. Occupation: retired engineer, Princeton and Cambridge
Children: Alexander Atkins, 1974; William and Mary, H.E.C. (France); with David; James, 1980; Colorado College, Silverton, teacher
Grandchildren: Max, 2007; Grace, 2009; Gabriel, 2009; Roel, 2011; Emily Rose, 2012

So much has happened since we last filled out these daunting forms, but I’m pleased to report that I have never been happier.

David Cooper, the Brit in my life last time, is now my husband (we were married January 3, 2009, in my NH house); romance and new life are not renewal for the young. We share many interests: music, theater, photography, cooking

Life is too short, and so is this page!
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CAROLYN MAGID
71 Real Street, Cambridge, MA 02149

LINDA MANNION
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History/Studio, 1967
Died: June
Died: May 2, 2011

Marvin Farn's remember: While I didn't know Linda at school, she immediately recognized me when I moved to Cape Cod, and took me under her wing. She had a very full life with family, her real estate practice, and church commitments, but always made time for her friends. She has left a huge hole in the Barnstable community.

Elizabeth Rouse Johnson remembers: Linda was a friend from freshman year, living in Severance as did I. We both got terrible "housing lottery numbers" for sophomore year dorm choices so agreed to "shack" our numbers with a group of friends. We ended up in Stowe-Davis, which initially we thought was the worst outcome, only to find out that the dorms were being renovated and we wound up with very attractive rooms, dining and living areas. We stayed in Stowe-Davis until graduation.

Linda was an art history major who turned those skills toward the preservation and renovation of historical houses and buildings in the Boston Back Bay area as well as on Cape Cod. She married Peter Hutton (whom she was dating while at Wellesley and with whom my then fiancé Ted Johnson and I would "double date") and had two children, Laura and Peter, Jr.

Linda passed away this past year from severe illness of the lung while on a winter last for a double lung transplant at Brigham Woman's Hospital in Boston. I saw her about a year before she died and kept in touch with her frequently, especially during that last year. She was a guest at a surprise 85th birthday party that my husband threw for me in Boston. A friend for life and much missed!
SUSAN MAVRO WAGSTAFF
7 Melrose Avenue, Reading, Berkshire RG6 7IN RG6, United Kingdom, 01189440013
Email: susan.wagstaff@bellsouth.net; susanmw@gmail.com
Dorms: Manzella, Clove
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1987
I am still working full time as a family therapist for the National Health Service in England. I don’t quite see as much of that new world when I am not working, but I have certainly started to think about it. It would be good to work a little less, but I love it and it gives structure to my life.
Sometimes I managed to end up in England with my children back in the USA. Thomas stayed in NYC after graduating from Columbia and is working as a lighting director, mostly for musical events. Toby graduated from Oxford and thus went to Los Angeles to work as a script writer. I’m not sure how it all turned out that both my children landed in the entertainment industry.
I don’t have any grandchildren yet. Neither son has really settled down enough. At least they can still travel easily and we are able to meet up pretty often.
I’m pleased that I am still learning some new things. I’ve started bicycling more and I am still knitting on a beach in Mexico. Lately some friends and I have been trying to teach ourselves to bridge. I have signed up for an evening class in Cosmetics. It really strikes me what a history we all have now. I was thinking that the last time I played bridge was so many years ago. Seems incredible!!!

KATHERINE MARSHALL
320 Colleebrooke Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20008, (202) 460-8070
Email: paolatb@gmail.com
Dorms: baths
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1987
Business: Rated Director, Dialogue on Values and Ethics (see details on work life in essay)
Since a formal “retirement” in 2006 after a long and fascinating career with the World Bank, my boss has been the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace, and World Affairs at Georgetown U. There I teach about development and focus on turning the development/religion bridge, a path I rather stumbled into and become a goal. In my life, that can help improve and enrich the lives of the world’s disadvantaged. Writing, traveling (far too much), and watching networks lead a little space three days and the peace never stops spitting. Among other activities, I serve on two groups that house congruent and inspirational figures. the Japanese Nexus Peace Prize Committee and the Numinos Peace Prize Committee. I am on the boards of Avina America and the World Bank Community Connections Fund, and write, including a book with you for the Huffington Post. There are plenty of other activities, some and have led me to Wellesley, including being part of the Albright Institute and the Women in Public Service Institute in the world of women. My beloved children thrive. Laura is in her fourth year of medical school, son Patrick a junior at Colby, now a passionate D3. Washington DC is truly home.

CHRISTINE MARSTON CHAMBERLAIN
20 Lincoln Street, Brasswick, MI 49011, (287) 749-8911
Email: christine.chamberlain@gmail.com
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1987
Business: Writer/journalist, Canadian Women/Memoir Span/Business: Charles Chamberlain
Sometimes, when I’m reaping my suitcase after four days at home, I think seriously about retiring. I (almost) long to launch concentrated assaults on dual bracelets or new on-seam buttons. But I love what I do (writing histories about people, businesses, organizations), and I love that I work with my husband Charlie (he designs our books).
One of my clients (a Wellesley graduate) worked at a very interesting job all her life, only to find the work she loved most (hospital administration) when she was 53. I feel a bit that way. And who would have thought? Here I am, without a single living family relation (not even cousins), writing family histories and serving as trustee for two schools when I have no children.
The wonder of living in Maine is (at least I didn’t visit until age 50) never ceases, the joy of sailing (taken up at age 45) only increases. I didn’t plan any of it.
Perhaps the greatest surprise of all is that I feel happy. There was a time, after my husband died, that when I felt as though It had happened. I had been my whole life, I was recently introduced to Bob and would never be mine again. I just felt fine. But in some miraculous way, time and life settled that out; she alight have gone off the path.
I hadn’t make the most of Wellesley at the time, but I do know that my four years there and friends I made had a profound effect on my life. I look forward very much to meeting you in June.

KATHLEEN MARTIN BAGLEY
122 Edge Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

JANE MAYSLOW COHEN
2469 Greenridge Drive, Austin, TX 78751

CARLA MATHEW WOODWARD
Apartment 184, 229 Madison Street, Providence, RI 02906

MARY-BLISS MATTESON
Apartment 301, 95 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02476

CYNTHIA MAECE VAIC
77 Indian Street, Chicago, IL 60610

KATHLEEN MAUR SWANSON
• Kally •
4247 Willard Avenue, Columbus, CA 92025

Marilyn Maxwell Gaffen
• Maxi •
34 Solano Drive, Dayton, MI 48040, (281) 282-6539; cell: (281) 655-8287
Email: magaffen@gmail.com

The last five years have flown by! Being retired is liberating and exciting. We’ve been able to enjoy our two sons and families, who love relatively close by. Watching our four grandchildren grow up is a real joy. Sharing some of our special moments with Nancy Narwell Solomon, whose daughter Erin is my daughter-in-law, is an added gift. Trips with grandchildren continue to surprise and delight.

We’re enjoying our home in Maine, day and night, yes, even in winter! Your after year, Lewa tends his garden and the grounds, keeping them productive and pretty. The house does seem to be big nowadays, but we live mosty on the first floor, happy to have extra bedrooms for family and friends who visit.
Since our time is our own, we’ve traveled to places that we always wanted to visit. Just returned from nearly two months in the South Pacific, San Francisco to Hawaii, Fiji, American Samoa, New Zealand, Australia, Tahiti, Bora Bora, Moorea & Rarotina. Three wonderful days in Adelaide with 87 classmate Shelley Perry Woodham. Other trips have been to Europe, the Middle East, and around the U.S. Having time to learn about and visit other cultures is extraordinary and has widened our appreciation of their contributions, as well as how fortunate we are. We’ve had fun reading novels about areas we’re going to visit, in addition to the tourist guides.

Life is good at 67! I hope to see many of you this June at Wellesley!
to my godson’s wedding in Turkey this year, and with any luck will be accompanied by a wonderful man with whom I recently reconciliated through... wait for it... match.com. My life feels amazing and marvellous. Let’s hear it for the third chapter!

MARGARET McCALF SNOWDEN
41 Suna Hollow, Voorheesville, NY 12186

FRANCES McCONNELL MOWER
Fran*

Fun with husband, Herb, and youngest grandchild, Aug, 2011
25 Bussard Drive, Wexford, MA 02886, (774) 492-0076, (cell): (978) 370-4579
Email: FMMower@johnwellbey.net; fmmower@cynthi.net
Duran: Pottery, Fruitart
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Astronomy, 1967
Volunteer Service: League of Women Voters in Mass., Missouri, Connecticut. Have served in various capacities including President of a local league, Member of the CT state board of directors, and treasurer of a local league. Many hours of volunteer work for the Mountaintop YMCA camps, including serving on the board for the Camping Services Branch. Various boards and committees in several different pentecostal churches over the years. Girl Scout volunteer and leader for years. Director and volunteer worker for the Open Pantry of Greater Lowell Massachusetts, serving for several years as Vice President of that Board. Served on working committees for our local towns, most recently helping to review and revise our town’s Sign-By-law.
Business: Retired
Honors and Awards: Recognition of outstanding service to the Mountaintop YMCA in 1987, and induction into the Beach Island Camp Association Hall of Fame at Camp Nordic (now by the Mountaintop YMCA) in 2006. Hobbies and Interests: Crochet, around cross stitch/hobbies, and other hand crafts: reading, travel.
Sponsor/Partner: Brian Mower (Roch), May 31, 1969
S/P College: MIT, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1965
S/P Graduate School: MIT, S.S., Electrical Engineering/Physics, 1972
S/P Occupation: Radiation Physicist

Wellesley Relation: Cynthia Rith Mower Esteban (Daughter) 1999

I have decided to call myself “retired” since I quit my last job because I could see the company was in trouble, and wanted to leave while I still had a job. Nothing else materialized, and I have just enjoyed being home and able to travel when my spouse was traveling.

We have been to several interesting places, but really enjoyed Krakow, Poland, and our most recent trip to Ireland and Scotland. Herb did take me to the Daytona 500 in 2011. It was super exciting, and we also got to see the shuttle launch from our parking garage roof later that week. We really enjoyed the Harry Potter theme park at Universal Studios.

Since my retiring, our younger daughter was married. With the addition of her daughter, Asia in 2010, we now have three grandchildren. I have been doing “shopcans” for her for the last year, and it is fun, but exhausting. Someone said that’s why they give babies to young people. I do enjoy seeing her grow and learn new things. I don’t think we have time to enjoy all of that when we have our own children because we are busy doing everything at once. At this stage in my life, I can just play with her or watch her, and I don’t have to worry

Rachel got even with brother Bob! About much else. I think we miss out on a lot by having to do so much to keep our households running while raising the kids.

MARY McGOVERN DAVIES
61 Boulevard des Ixelles, 75080 Paris, France

MARGARET McQuARRIE SALSBURG
35 Parcime-Crestaire, Bedford NH 03108, Canada

SUSAN McRAE
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Art History/Spanish, 1967
Durne: Tower Court West
Due: June 16, 2005

Rachel got even with brother Bob!

Although another commitment prevents me from attending this year, I hope you all have a good time. Happily, I’ll say you for our MBA. The last five years have been busy. I served as Town Supervisor (2005-2007). I have been active in county and local politics, and I’m currently chairing a town committee charged with finding an affordable sewer system for the business district. I have continued to be active in my church, and I’m currently spear-heading “Three Cupboard Friday” dinners — a free meal for all clergies at the end of the month.

JANET MELEG REAGAN
21 Benson Road, Waukesha, NY 12852, (945) 737-9620
Email: dragny@mac.com
Durne: Bass - Claffy, Tower Court West
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., History, 1967
Graduate: SUNY New Paltz, M.S., Education — Social Studies, 1986
Volunteer Service: South Annex Peace Corps Church — Elite, Sunday School Teacher and Superintendent, Chair Women of the Church Damon River Presbytery — Committee on Preparation for the Ministry Profession, The Ren Brander Association President, Violet B. Simmons Scholarship Board of Trustees President. Wellesley Teachers’ Association 1994-2000 Member, NYSUtech Alumni Committee for the Social Studies VP and for, Olmog Valley Alliance Annual Student, Dutchess Democratic Women’s Caucus Chair. American Democratic Committee
Business: Retired, social studies teacher
Honors and Awards: Who’s Who Among America’s High School Teachers. Whittier Teacher of the Year (served twice), signed public office—Amos Iron Supervision, 2006-

Hobbies and Interests: Riding our tandem bicycles, hiking, rafting, liming, cooking and baking.
Sponsor/Partner: David Reagan (Dave), June 29, 1968
S/P College: U. of Colorado, B.S., Geology, 1965
S/P Graduate School: Bowles College, M.S., Geology, 1968
S/P Occupation: earth science teacher
Wellesley Relation: Florence Case (Other) 1944

Although another commitment prevents me from attending this year, I hope you all have a good time. Happily, I’ll say you for our MBA. The last five years have been busy. I served as Town Supervisor (2005-2007). I have been active in county and local politics, and I’m currently chairing a town committee charged with finding an affordable sewer system for the business district. I have continued to be active in my church, and I’m currently spear-heading “Three Cupboard Friday” dinners — a free meal for all clergies at the end of the month.
GAIL MEGDAL TITLE
230 Loring Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024, (310) 673-0810, e-mail: gailmegdal@msn.com
Dwight: Freeman;
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Graduate: UC Berkeley Law School, J.D., 1970
Business: Partner
Honors and Awards: legal staff
Spouse/Partner: Lawrence S. Kattaner
(Larry), Nov. 13, 2006
S/P Graduate School: NYU Law School, J.D., L.L.M., 1969
S/P Occupation: attorney
Children: San, PA, 1968; Bruce, B.A., 1984; Ben, B.A., 1986; Brian, B.A., 1990
Grandchildren: Sara, 1999; Hannah, 2001; Brady, 2003; Lucy, 2008; Oliver, 2009
Wellesley Reunion: Michelle Megdal Gae (Honey) 1974

My parents
I feel very blessed. I lost my remarkable daddy over a year ago, and I miss him terribly, but feel so
blessed that he lived so long and that I can still hold him with me in my soul, every day, and I still have
my own mom. I can’t imagine a greater gift than
being in the presence of my kids, as such one has
grown into a loving, beautiful, accomplished and
happy adult (shock wood, please). I love my
grandkids and the way they love and hug me. I
have a terrific, supportive and generous husband,
who makes me remember to laugh often. I have
had and still have a challenging and satisfying
career. We all have our health. Wellesley gave me
wonderful, lasting friends. I’d like to travel more,
read more, learn languages more, give more, make
my mom enjoy more. But I feel very blessed.
(You can knock again.)

Gail says: My wonderful daddyo, who never imagined being
president; Ashlee (independent, tender-hearted,
articulate, thoughtful, and so much more); the
whole bunch of grandchildren and their moms!

Lindy and I indulging in a yummy breakfast in Paris
Sara and hubby, Ben
Sara and Zach – I love how they love one another!
The whole bunch of grandkids and their moms!
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JANICE MILLER ZOBER
4790 Beverly Road, Cincinnati, OH 45236

CATHY MILLER BRIEKKLEY
2506 Edgemoor Rd., Raton, NM 88349, (505) 445-8000; fax: (505) 445-9707
Email: cathy@bikerbarb.com; cathy@bikerbarb.com
Dwight: Tower Court West, Tower Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Graduate: Harvard, M.A., 1970
Volunteer Service: Habitat for Humanity St.
Jack: Soup Kitchen, Santa Fe: Rape Crisis Center Sponsor for several girls in
Tamaqua: literacy tutor in most places where I’ve lived; Member, Technology Advisory Board, Woman of the
West Museum.
Business: Consultant, Biker Barb, Media Arts
Honors and Awards: Proclaimed “Queen of Senior Services” for Santa Fe County
--- official proclamation by Santa Fe County Board of Commissioners in recognition of all she’s accomplished; International ECHO Award; Outstanding Direct Mail Education Catalog; Customer Service Impact Award; Apple Computer; Apple Quality Management Revenue Impact Award; Apple Computer; Apple Values Awards: Public Service, Positive Social Contribution, Excellence in Management; Web Porker Award, Sun Microsystems
Bobbies and Interests: Reading, bicycling, bike-talking, new media (digital arts, social media as a tool), music, movies, fine art, theater, travel.
Aunt, of course: Grandchildren
Spouse/Partner: Robert W. Barnes (Rolly December 1971)
S/P College: Eckerd College, B.A., Art, 1972
S/P Graduate School: Art and Media, Connecticut College
Children: David Berkley, 1976, Middle School Mathematics Teacher (Beverly); Michael Berkley, 1979, VP Product Management, Sporady
Grandchildren: Tom Berkley, 2002; Maggie Berkley, 2004; Dusty Berkley, 2007; Hazel Berkley, 2009
Wellesley Reunion: Sally Miller (Vinci) 2006

Some things I’ve learned along the way:
It is important to re-connect and stay current with friends, even ones from our childhood. Friends enrich our lives in uncountable ways, serve
as markers for our journey, and, as Stanford Med School just "proved," help us live measurably longer, happier lives.

You really can change the world one person at a time.

Being diagnosed with a terminal disease is not a death sentence. It’s been 20 years since I was diagnosed with breast cancer and, due to complications, was told I probably wouldn’t “make it.” Yet here I am, more vital than ever!

There’s no use in dwelling on mistakes you made when you were raising your kids. Choices are they don’t even remember the things you most regret (I personally over-reacted a LOT!) – they remember other things you probably have forgotten!

Some books you just have to read over and over. My favorite in this category is Traveling Light by Anne Lamott. I’ve read it four times. Others you read and savor because they are funny, intriguing, complex, mesmerizing, and give you a new perspective on the world. For this, nothing topped the three books in The Baroque Cycle by Neal Stephenson – a total of more than 3000 pages full of fascinating plot and history.

When I was young I wanted to be “everything” when I grew up. I pretty much have, and it’s been a wonderful, interesting trip. For me the journey really has been the reward.

GAYL MILLER WEISSBRODT
801 Alkimos Way, Sunnydale, CA 94017

CHARLES MIRKINANING
Apartment 611, 830 Millis Street, Honolulu, HI 96813

MJ MITTENHAL LEVINE

Brookwood and we enjoying the end of a Black Sea cruise.
17 Mitrokoudi Plaza, Chantonnas, TN 37445, (423) 267-1462; e-mail: mjmittenthal@aol.com

Durham: Me-Block, Bedec; Pomeroy
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Mathematics, 1987
Graduate: U. of TN at Chantonnas, B.A., Chemistry, 1982
Volunteer Service: Junior League, Misugu Congregation (Presidency), Chantonnas Anti-Brain Injury Association
Other Address: 6 Spartan Court, Unit 2630, Calabogue Club, Hilton Head, SC 29928

Honors and Awards: Gold Key, Chantonnas Women of Distinction
Hobbies and Interests: Fiber arts (weaving, knitting), duplicate bridge, golf, reading

Special Fun: Traveling, Levine, June 14, 1989
S-P College: Yale, B.A., Industrial Engineering, 1980
S-P College: Yale, M.D., ophthalmology, U. of Virginia, J.D., Laws, 1983
S-P Occupation: Lawyer
Children: Lee, 1970, Yale, Tulane U., Law School; Lawyer; Matthew, 1972, Yale, U. of Pennsylvania Medical School, Orthopaedics Surgeon, Track and Field; Margaret, 1975, Discus
Great Grandchildren: Jake, 2001; Sam, 2003; Eli, 2008; Sydney, 2009

The five years since our last reunion have flown by. The older we get, the faster the time passes. By and large these have been good years. We enjoy our local two grandsons and visit our grandson and granddaughter in McLean, VA, as much as we can. Of course, we miss our daughter who passed away 14 years ago. That has been the hardest part of my life to understand, and I guess I never will.

Howard has finally in the last year become Of Counsel with his law firm so that he no longer feels guilty if we travel. We have had some great trips the last few years - Australia and New Zealand, the Galapagos Islands, Poland, Ukraine, and Russia, and a cruise on the Black Sea. We’re enjoying getting away to our town house in Hilton Head, SC, when we can.

I have had issues with depression over the years, but am currently in as good a place as I’ve ever been. Your Annual Giving Rep has been a fabulous job. Never dreamed I would actually enjoy raising money! Working with all of the Class Officers has been fabulous. Somewhere it has taken me back to my Wellesley days of enjoying women’s friendships more and more.

Tom Hill McCaskill lives in Chantonnas and has a home in Hilton Head as well, so we have been able to keep up our friendship from college days. What a pleasure to be able to have wonderful women to confide in.

MARY MONTGOMERY

Apartment H, 131 E. 7th Street, New York, NY 10012

ELLEN MOORE

1102 Pocan Street, Baton Rouge, TX 76002

PHYLIS MORRIS TERRELL

4210 Holly Lane, Mercer Island, WA 98040

My pride and joy – The four grandchildren
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CARMA MOLLIN
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967
Died: September 6, 1977

Janet Holman remembers: Carma and I became friends after college - in NYC. We spent plenty of time at work and play in and around Columbia U. library and her home on the Upper West Side. Carma was a generous, bright light of a person who emitted life giving energy. I was greatly saddened, and shocked, by her death some years later. I think of her often.

Frances McCollum Messer remembers: Carma was a vibrant person and I have always suggested that she was taken from us at such a young age. I enjoyed having known her, even if briefly.

Diana Stambaugh Sencaver remembers: Carma Mollin was a bigger-than-life character. She was a Louise Nivison of the class. Clever, slashing, funny, vivacious and compassionate, her flaming red hair and great smile were distinguishing trademarks.

Mary Planner Covan remembers: Carma was bright, sophisticated, lively and sassy. Her death too soon came as a shock — I’d have thought she’d outlive the rest of us, and always enjoyed her company.

Diane Baur Ryan remembers: Impossibly vivacious and appealing.

Marian Ferguson remembers: I still miss her flair, the smile that threatened to overwhelm her ears, her excitement with “Elde.” Carma’s enthusiasm for life continues to be a beacon in my own life.

Cecil MacKintosh remembers: Carma stays with me so vividly.

Sarah Smith Mahany remembers: Carma; full of life, energy and high spirits, a friend in NY in the late 60’s.

BARBARA MORRIS CASPERSSEN
64 Genoa Road, Holte, Sound, FL 33455, (772) 546-3604, eMail: (904) 727-0126

Email: barbara@caspersen.com
Dorns: Robert McDole

St. Vincent College, B.A., English Literature, 1967
Graduate (M.A., Ph.D.), English Literature, 1980
Volunteer Service: Over 70 years of service as a member of several independent schools and a university service as a trustee or director on numerous other boards in conservation, social service, church boards, art organizations and clubs, service on various Wellesley committees and parent committees at two of my children’s universities; director of several foundations

Other Address: 3 Williams Ave., Waukesha, WI 53186
(414) 315-2756, eMail: (908) 727-0126
Honors and Awards: Distinguished Graduate Award - Borel U., 1992

Hobbies and Interests: Biology, golf, current events, reading

Children: Finn, 1969; Erik, 1973; Samuel, 1973; Andrew, 1976
Grants/Children: Whitney, 1990; Lila, 2001; Latvia, 2003; Audra, 2006; Eleanor, 2010; Finn, 1999; Emily, 2001; Benjamin, 2001; Barbara, 2005

My children and their families are an important - and very enjoyable - part of my life. Finn and Erik have each been married for many years and have wonderful wives (Emily and Anna). Between them they have provided me with six super grandchildren (Finn has four and Erik five) with whom I have lots of fun. Last May my youngest son, Andrew, married Christine (see photo) and

Sum, my third son is engaged and getting married in November. I am very blessed to have such a great family.

Sadly, my husband Finn died in 2000. We were married in June 1963 - two weeks after commencement, and had shared a happy and action-packed life during the ensuing forty-two years. Naturally, I miss him enormously, but luckily have a family and lots of friends who are very supportive and fun to be with.

I continue my life as a volunteer, serving on a few boards, and divide my time between Florida and Rhode Island.

One of the great pleasures of my life over the last five years has been as an assistant officer of the Sunshine Class. My fellow officers and I have enjoyed many good times in various locations, and plan to continue our fellowship even after Reunion, when we will no longer have an “official” reason for meetings.

RHODA MORS TROUBOCH
4801 Yuma Street NW, Washington, DC 20010, (202) 384-5326, eMail: (202) 236-7896
Email: tatrooboch@gmail.com
Blogs: richardinauthor.com; www.richardinauthor.com
Dorns: Richard
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English Literature, 1967
Graduate: Harvard Graduate School of Education, M.A.T., English Language & Literature, 1969
Volunteer Service: Reader; Learning Ally (Reading for the Blind & Disabled), Child Protection Mediator DC Superior Court; Reviewer: Washington Independent Review of Books
Business: Children’s Book Publisher
Other Address: 2221 State Park Road, Swanton, MD 21561 (301) 307-5104
Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, piano playing, sailing
Spouse/Partner: Peter D. Troubouch, August 10, 1969
S.P. College: Columbia B.A., Government/Political Science, 1964
S.P. Graduate School: Harvard Law School, LLB, 1967; London School of Economics, LLM, 1968

S.P. Occupation: Attorney
Children: Ronald, Troubouch McCullen, 1975; Columbia College (1997); Associate of Administration, Trinity School, NYC; Miguel Troubouch Goldfarb, 1978; Columbia (2000); Doctor Candidate American Bar Association — Duke U.
Grandchildren: Benjamin Goldfarb, 2004; Elou Goldfarb, 2008; Laura McCullen, 2004; Justin Goldfarb, 2010; Caroline McCullen, 2011

First, thank you for the honor of serving as your president these past five years. This service has reminded me of the deep affection of our Wellesley daughterhood and the strong values of caring and learning that ground our lifelong Wellesley experience. Forty years ago, I thought I was merely choosing four years of a great education to lead me to the professional life I hoped would follow. Now I know how much more intrinsically significant that choice was.

I’m daily reminded of my good fortune these last five years. My family is healthy, strong, and intact. I am blessed by wise, loving friends and especially by the characters and accomplishments of my beloved spouse, daughters, sons-in-law, and five grandchildren. My transition from 34 years of teaching to part-time work as a writer and children’s book publisher has been seamless and its results enormously fulfilling. So far we’ve

In love with all the Carolina Israel family, who published seven books; my third is in progress. I enjoy reviewing new fiction for Washington Independent Review of Books, piano playing, and urban organic community gardening. Child protection mediation in DC Superior Court keeps me alert to the stresses to mind, body, and soul endured by so many, so much of the time.
My hope for the future: To continue to do meaningful work, to share the love and good humor of dear friends and family, to appreciate life’s manifold gifts, and to have some minor role in tilting the balance of this fractured, beautiful world in the direction of the good.

MARIA MOSS RENDELL
7039 Brookshire Drive, Dallas, TX 75230

DALE MOSS
89 Ashfield Road, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

SUSAN MOST
Aptartment 9C, 401 E. 20th Street, New York, NY 10009

MARY MULLEN SPENCER
Address not available

Anne Murray Enker
2510 Barnies Street, Evanston, IL 60201, (847) 475-0142, (847) 475-5611
Email: annerel@gmail.com
Home office: 1370 Main Street, Evanston, Illinois

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English and Psychology, 1967
Graduate: U. of Chicago, M.A., English Language and Literature, 1969

Business: Executive Editor, Brighton Mills Harcourt
Honors and Awards: Phi Beta Kappa
Spouse/Partner: Dale R. Enker, June 1970

NP College: St. Olaf, B.A., English, 1971

Children: Catherine Claire Enker, 1978, National Park Service, PhD program in plant biology at UC Davis, Laurel Enker Tropperson, 1982, Social work, palliative care, nursing

These days, crisp and clear memories of long ago play into mind as I flack off a light switch or skip off to work at one of the new buildings in downtown Evanston. I’m now someone who remembers what was there before on half the streets in town. I’m preparing to leave my house of 15 years, after leaving my marriage last year, and moving to Denver, where my younger daughter and her husband now live. There is a calm and a shape to things these days that was stubbornly missing in my early life.

Fortunately, my kids are thriving and my husband is recovering from 10 years of unemployment. Kane is right now farming in the Grand Canyon, studying invasive microbes. She’s pursuing a PhD in plant biology at UC Davis, taking a close look at climate change. Laurel, married to Jeff, finished social work school at NYU, worked a year in Manhattan on a fellowship, and then struck out for Denver, where she’s working in palliative care. These are both careers I might have followed myself—may be following in parallel universes—had I not chosen to enjoy the camaraderie of office life in publishing. I lived it for years, working with words and images and concepts for kids, but my company after many mergers, is now like so many companies, looking at very short time frames, pressed for profits, unable to offer its workers more than perfunctory acknowledgment.
MARJORIE AFFERS RIFFOGEL

P.O. Box 889, 207B North Morris Street, Oxford, MD 21654 (410) 220-0271, cell: (305) 721-4881

Email: marjorie@jijco.com; marjorie@gmail.com

Graduate: Morgen, McAlpine

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1967

Graduate: U. of Rochester School of Medicine, Ph.D., Pharmacology and Toxicology, 1974


Other Address: 285 Beach Road, Apt 202, Taunton, FL 34699 (361) 544-6686, cell: (305) 721-4881

Honors and Awards: various small academic awards

Hobbies and Interests: lifelong interest in sailboat racing. Now involved in race management. Cruising sailing—Europe, Canadian Maritime, America’s Great Loop

Spouse/Partner: James Offield (Stu), May 21, 1976

SF College: Deborah, 1974

SF Occupation: raised paper and packaging CEO

I would sum up the past five years as having been without major change—and I have come to think that is a good thing. Jim and I are still basically baddly and able to do things we love and be with those we love. For sure, we are slower and more deliberate, but it is in good time of life.

We are living in Oxford, MD, my original hometown. I am among family, old and new friends, and nostalgic sights. We spend winter months in Jupiter, FL.

We continue to travel—this year to Hawaii, Scandinavia, Brittany, the Channel Islands and England. And we continue to cruise with our boat. We made a trip around the eastern half of the US via the Great Lakes, the great rivers, the Gulf and southeast Atlantic coast. We also spent a summer cruising to Maine with visits along the way with Sig and Barbara.

Since we do not have children, we have not joined most of you in doing on grandchildren. But both we have been blessed now with four greats—they are nephews and nieces—who delight us and make us feel both young and old.

Finally, the past five years have been fun serving as the Class Treasurer and getting together with the other officers every year. It has been a great pleasure to spend that time with Rhoda, Sig, Sunny, Terry, Barbara and Jim. I know we will keep up our meals during the next five years.

NANCY NAYELL SOLOMON

24 Irisgrass Road, Arlington, MA 02476, (781) 466-8068

Email: Nancy.Solomon@Direct.com

Born: Cambridge, MA, 1948

Spouse/Partner: Stanley Solomon, Married 1972

Graduation: Wellesley College, B.A., Economics, 1970

Volunteer Service: League of Women Voters—member since 1972; Bancroft Lawrence School—Board of Advocates, Parish of the Epiphany—Winchester, MA—volunteer at local food pantry, Housing Corp. of Arlington—former board member

Business: Executive

Hobbies and Awards: Annual real estate sales awards past 10 years

Hobbies and Interests: Books, theater, grandchildren, travel


Grandchildren: Owen, 2006; Joshua, 2009

Wellesley Relatives: Mary Louise Nayell (Stanley-in-law) 1970

Once again I retrieved our last record book to see what I and others said. Seems like more of the same: I continue to work in real estate sales and managed to survive the economic crisis of the last few years. Given the flexible hours and the desire to keep my retirement account growing, I plan to continue working while still enjoying it and can do it. My other big commitment is my two granddaughters (with a 3rd due in August) who continue to delight, amaze, and exasperate me. I see them often—a wonderful blessing.

We have been fortunate in recent years to vacation all together on Martha’s Vineyard. In January we did Disney World where my daughter Maera participated in a charity tri-marathon. I also traveled to Wales last fall to visit a friend and round the beautiful countryside. Hope there is more travel in my future.

One of the paradoxes of aging is that, as our bodies slow down, time seems to go faster. The slowing down for me involves arthritis in the knees and some major foot surgery in 2008. I feel pulled in many directions as I juggle family, work, church, and trying to stay connected to friends and family. However, I know I am lucky at age 66 to have such an abundance of riches in my life. I may be single but I am not alone.

Wonderful grandchildren Owen and Joshua!
DONNA-BELLE NELSON GARBIN

B-B

470 North Parkside Road, Parkside, N.B. 02373, cell: (603) 785-3358

DOB: September 14, 1939

My mother knew we were getting the award and was looking forward to seeing a video of the ceremony, so it was a very strange feeling to be running back from R.I. soon after her service to be put up overnight at a bed and breakfast in order to be able to make our way through the commencement crowds the next day and don the caps and gowns they had ready for us. All the activity surrounding the award went a long way, however, toward helping us through the ordeal of my mother’s passing.

Other things are rather vague in my memory compared to those two days that week.

Although Jim retired from the State in July to save the job of a younger staff member, my life is otherwise about the same as it has been for my almost four decades now at the Historical Society. I need to start thinking about slowing down myself, but probably not for at least a couple more years.

Believe it or not, the first professional photograph taken (in spring 2011) that Jim and I ever had taken together: Email: dbgarbin@comcast.net


Business: Director of Publications

Honors and Awards: Granite State Award from the U. of New Hampshire, 2011 Rhonda Lee memorial prize for music, art, old house, antiques

Spouse/Partner: James L. García (Jim), October 18, 1969


S.P Occupation: Architectural Historian

The two most important things that happened in my life recently: took place within a single week last May. My 94-year-old mother passed away on Sunday, May 13, and the following Saturday, just the day after her memorial, both my husband and I were presented a special award at the University of New Hampshire’s commencement - the Granite State Award, “reserved for those who have made exceptional contributions to the state of New Hampshire.” The accompanying photograph was taken at the University’s request.

LINDA NELSON ROBERTS

309 Washington Road, Charlottesville, VA 22901

LEES NEVIN STUNTZ

27 Central Street, Acton, MA 01720

MARY NICHOLS

109 Becket Avenue, Branford, CT 06405, (203) 480-2069

Email: marcnichols65@gmail.com

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, psychology


Harvard University: Teaching Internship, PhD., Clinical Psychology, 1990

Business: Psychotherapist

Hobbies and Awards: Fellow, American Group Psychotherapy Association

Hobbies and Interests: painting

Spouse/Partner: Eugene Elsworth Green, 1977

S.P College: Quinnipiac College

S.P Graduate School: Columbia School of SW

Grandchildren: Ade, 1995; Olivia, 1997

2007 and 2008 were rough years. My best buddy and co-experimenter for thirty years died, followed by my husband, Gene, who had been struggling with heart disease for many years. Followed two months later by my cat. Obama’s victory cleared me up, but then I was blue for most of 2009 and 2010. Now I feel pretty good. Gene and I had lived for thirty years in Branford, CT, overlookng the Sound and I remain here happily looking out at the water. I paint a great deal and visit many family members and friends from Montana (Kathy Tyler ’67) to Maine (Chistine Monroe ’87) to San Miguel d’Allende (eminent) to LA and Beijing China (employeess and their families), not to mention the Eherts (Franky Adams ’87), in Manhattan who have always made Gene and me welcome. I am very close to some of my neighbors with whom I walk and eat many times per week. I also continue to play tennis at a miraculously early base three times a week. Blessed with good health, love and family.

I am still in practice as a psychotherapist which I love as much as ever, particularly my three weekly therapy groups. The wisdom and love that is shared in the context of group continues to amaze me. I have reduced my house, however, and enjoy getting social security. I don’t mind being alone, but I look forward to my sister coming to live with me after she retires in a few years.

FRANCES NOLTING

Undergraduate: Wellesley College, 1967

MBA: July 5, 1995

Eleanor Lockwood Kelly remember: I still remember her young, smiling face, her openness. I wish she was still with us, and that we could laugh with her in June. Such a sad loss.

Robinhak McFadden Rockey remember: I knew Frances from before we were born, as our families were friends. When we both decided to come to Wellesley, she’d been in Paris, then Saigon, and I hadn’t seen much of her. We decided to room together. Frances was unique. She saw things with a wonderful slant. She was an excellent writer and a great linguist, truly bilingual in French (though I had to tell her in English you can’t approach two things). After two years at Wellesley, she went into the Peace Corps in Sierra Leone, then finished at Camp Hill. At one point she was headmistress of her own school! She came to Boston to study Haitian Creole. We saw each other every few years — how could I know she wouldn’t always be around? She was so wonderful, so funny, so kind. She pointed out at one point in college that my mother dressed me in clothes that were too big; and lent me some of her beautiful outfits. I miss her every day.
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ROBYN HORTON BLEE
2754 Piedmont Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705, (510) 844-7516, cell: (510) 841-8229

Email: robyn.blee@angelink.net
Degree: Tower Court West, Tower Court East
Undergraduate: Wesley College/UC Berkeley, B.A., French, 1967
Volunteer Service: Fundraiser for local causes, high school accreditation team leader - this is an amazing opportunity to see successful - and not so successful - schools and to see the challenges they face. I believe that high school teachers are some of the most (and usually unappreciated) people I know, and I’ve always been sad that some of our classrooms haven’t had the students to which they can really teach.

Research and Writing: Wesley College/Drama
I was active in the research and writing team for High School and Colleges...I was interested in learning more about local history as we are not always successful in creating an enjoyable history for our local schools to attend. Help!?

Honors and Awards: Phi Beta Kappa, Outstanding Teacher Award, Hon Business School Entrepreneurship Award, St扶助 ошибок: Grandchildren; Traveling, yoga, quilting, reading.

Sponsor/Publisher: S.J. Mudd, M.D., March 9, 1973
S.P. College: Education in France
S.P. Occupation: Retired and Grammar/elementary
Children: Jeremy, Carlston College, IT; for Karan Peregrine, Thayer, Hamilton College, Television production.
Grandchildren: Sue, Emu, on next page.
Wesley College Relations: Nola Huron, goddaughter (other) 1985

Since the last reunion –
3/28/2009: Thoory (younger son) marries Casandra
4/4/2009: My father dies at 97, quoting poetry to the end
6/1/2009: Marille (Jeremy and Katherine’s daughter) is born
3/4/2010: Langdon (Thoory and Cassie’s son) is born
9/1/2011: Genevieve and Amelia (Jeremy and Katherine’s identical twins) are born
2/1/2012: Daniel (Thoory and Cassie’s son) is born
Because Thoory and his family live in Australia, we try to visit annually. Because Serge is French, we live part-time in the south of France... - no complaints!

When Thoory and I retired in 2008 (after an “intervention” from my family, who said I was working insane hours as a high school administrator), I told the Berkeley High staff we planned to travel, dance zydeco wherever possible and quit (I taught Serge to sew, and he’s now far more accomplished than I - we’ve done it.

Retirement hasn’t been easy for me because I’ll easily read, daydream and let the days drift by if nobody pays attention, but I’ve been asked to be guest administrator or consultant each year, so I haven’t had to let go entirely.

Rogers? Maybe not finishing everything I started, not leaving a bigger mark.

Not regretting? Leaving Wesley to get married, although I ended up getting divorced from that husband - a great learning experience!


Thanks? A beautiful family and the chance to challenge myself to the end of my career.

Rory (age 69), and Marille, March 2009

Rory and Marille (standing), Byron Bay, Australia, March 2009

Marille, Serge (age 44), and Langdon, December 2010

Caroline, Darrell, and Thoory, Feb. 1, 2002

Amelia, Katherine, and Genevieve, March 2012
GRACE E. ODELL

Greetings from Rockport, MA. After forty years in the NY-NJ area, we moved in 2010 to the house my parents built in 1969, with ocean views north and south. We had a lot of fun during renovation plans with my dad. Sadly, he succumbed to prostate cancer at age 94 a few months before we moved. I miss him, and I often

Rockport, particularly Rockport Music, founded as a chamber music festival 30 years ago. I am continuing many of my NJ activities, including painting (not enough), distance running (although my marathon days are over) and engaging. We also enjoy staying in our hometown with old friends. We probably share similar travel plans to many, and have one to recommend. We just returned from the most interesting country I’ve ever visited: Cuba. We developed great affection for many of the people we met, and enthusiasm for the arts, performing and visual. I sincerely hope the long impasse in relations can be resolved.

Sharing our 45th reunion has been wonderful for me. I have loved connecting and reconnecting with classmates. Probably because I’m not trained as an executive, being on a chair takes a lot of time! I am relishing it, though, and I am looking forward to seeing many of you in June.

ROBERT A. ODELL

10 Deans Way, Millburn, NJ 07078
(973) 564-0670, cell: (973) 202-1174
Email: odell@email.com

Barnard: Biology, Wesleyan College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1971
Other Address: Kerstein Island, Wellesley, MA (02481) (973) 722-7184
Space Partner: Stephen J. Levine (New York), Feb 6, 1971
S/P College: Princeton, B.A. (Histories), 1969
S/P Graduate School: University of C, J.D., Law School, 1974, NYU, LL.M.

Affectionate thanks for all your support.

SUGGESTED: The Dard Hunter Library/RIUW: 483 Main St., Providence, RI 02903; The Library of Congress: Washington, DC 20540

By the way, please note that the above address is only temporary, since we are trying to move to a less crowded area.

Robert, P. 2013.1.1

Most recent picture of 1, 2, and me.

Happy Anniversary! 1, 2, and me.

Karen and Herb
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CHRISTOPHER NORWOOD

705 West End Avenue, New York, NY 10025
(212) 864-7715

Email: christophernorwood@healthpeople.org

Barnard: Biology, Wesleyan College, B.A., 1967
Business: Executive-Director and Founder, Health People Community Preventive Health Institute
Other Address: 7 Right of Way, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 (631) 725-2025

Passages and Awards: In 2005, I was selected for an award Nobel Peace Prize nomination honoring 1,000 women around the world for their local work. This was in recognition of my work as founder of Health People, first started as a peer education organization which trains low-income women with HIV/AIDS in prevention and self-care education in the South Bronx; then using this powerful model for men with HIV and diabetes and asthma prevention and self-care.

By circumstance, my life changed in such profound ways that I certainly will never absorb it, and I don’t believe I can write about it well. This occurred when, in 1987, almost by accident, I wrote the first national article on women and AIDS and then founded a Bronx program to train the most women affected by AIDS to be “peer educators” to teach other low-income women prevention and, if they already had HIV, good self-care. Men soon asked to join our peer program – now called Health People – and we also used this powerful peer education model to combat diabetes and asthma.

The early years involved so many deaths that it can hardly understand how people come out of wars and genocides even mildly functional. This project has also involved enormous happiness and pride – especially seeing people, who are so cast aside, progress and really help their neighborhoods.

My own experience and much other evidence shows that teaching people in poor neighborhoods to teach others to overcome AIDS and chronic disease is highly effective. These problems are so solvable; just for one example, for people with high blood sugar, direct education to improve their life style mildly is more potent than standard medication in preventing them from developing outright diabetes! But, alas, poor neighborhoods are so disempowered – it’s a matter of the left or the right, but the general view of the poor in the United States – that finding what’s effective and empowering is almost impossible! Thanks.

REBECCA OFF SHAW

12015 West Slaughter Lane, Brentfield, IL 61517

BARTAH OLSON BRUCKMANN

111 Monticello Avenue, Annapolis, MD 21401

SIGRID OLSON LINDO

935 Main Road, Rockport, MA 01966
(973) 564-0670, cell: (973) 202-1174
Email: eyhl45@gmail.com

Barnes: History, McAlister
Undergraduate: Wesleyan College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1987
Other Address: Kerstein Island, Wellesley, MA (02481) (973) 722-7184
Space Partner: Stephen J. Levine (New York), Feb 6, 1971
S/P College: Princeton, B.A. (Histories), 1969
S/P Graduate School: University of C, J.D., Law School, 1974, NYU, LL.M.

I cannot remember when this picture was taken, but it was clearly during a nice time.

Karen and Herb
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Afternoon on Thacher Island. We see these lighthouses from our mouth fishing Automatic. Very special, think of Rockport anecdotes or historical questions I want to discuss with him.

Our NJ roots were deep after 25 years. It was hard to leave our friends and our activities. However, we quickly became involved with
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DEDE ODE DIEHL

221 E. College Street, Apt. 701, Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 358-5754

Our whole life family (whom we've lost, the photographer)

Email: dede.diehl@iowa.edu
Name: McClain, Bonnie; Steven
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: U of Texas at Austin, MLS, Library Science, 1975
Business: Retired Medical Research Librarian, Emeritus
Spouse/Partner: Paul Dick, 1967
S/P Occupation: Retired University Professor of English
Children: Eikan, 1972; Wilson, 1975
Grandchildren: Mary Josephine, 2000

LOTS has happened these past 5 years! I retired in 2010, and after first taking 6 trips in 6 months, Paul and I decided to sell our home of 33 years and move to a downtown high-rise condo. We are experiencing Iowa City in a whole new way and really love it. (Still working on downsizing, the most challenging aspect of this move. Advice: Shant NOW!!)

2006-9 were particularly busy years - the magical Mr. Bannister writing of our daughter, the election of Obama, and the birth of our beloved granddaughter! Also, the deaths of my father and a close friend. Flocking of our city and campus. And my own diagnosis with breast cancer. I am doing well 3 1/2 years out and am grateful for each day and for each person in my life.

In April 2011, I went with my sister to Austin where my son had donated his painting of us — two breast cancer survivors — to a gala auction to raise money for the Seton Breast Cancer Center, where the painting will be hung. A night to remember! Although our children and grandchild live in Austin and Seattle, we are all able to get together 3 or 4 times a year. We also are enjoying visits from many relatives and friends who want to check out our new home and life, and those friends of course include Ann (Hayden) and George Hamilton. Who would have ever imagined this when Ann and I met our first night at Wellesley??

Our darling Mary:

ELIZABETH ODEONEE BOND

1505 Riker Hill Road, Toms River, NJ 08755
(732) 574-0705

In my photo taken last fall on the fishing dock, three of our children: John, his wife, Julie, and their daughter, June. (401) 296-5514; cell: (401) 804-8260
Email: bettebonds@gmail.com

Dweme: Beeb
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Pol Science, 1967
Volunteer Services: Baltimore Women’s Giving Circle; Women’s Committee of the Walters Art Museum; roofing abusive children
Business: Retired
Hobbies and Interests: travel, reading, walking, learning to play Wii!
Spouse/Partner: John M. Bond, Jr., October 30, 1971
S/P College: Harvard, B.A., History, 1960
S/P Occupation: Baker, Retired
Children: John III, 1979, working in finance, marital & living in NYC with wife and son; Bill, 1978, working in finance, marital & living in NYC
Grandchildren: Julia, 2011

Wellesley Notes: Janet MacKay Osbun (Mother) 1913

John and I celebrated our 40th anniversary last year and are enjoying retirement together. Although we love to travel and are committed volunteers, we take great pleasure in seeing both our boys happily married to wonderful young women: They all live in Manhattan for now, which makes it easy for us to visit them and to spend time with our darling grandchildren.

GRACE PACHEM ALLISON

1835 Harford Court, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 246-2036; cell: (505) 246-2036
Email: graceallison@hotmail.com; Allison@fair.edu
Name: Allison
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Volunteer Services: Chicago Council on Planned Giving; Chicago Community Trust; The Newberry Library (Chicago); NF Community Foundation; NF Immigration Law Center
Business: Adjunct Professor, partly retired
Hobbies and Interests: Reading and travel
Spouse/Partner: David J. White, September 5, 1985
S/P Occupation: Retired
Children: David J. White, 1987, Attorney in Albuquerque, NM
Wellesley Notes: Lauren Pachem, MD (Senior) 1957

Somewhat characteristic, I am writing this at the very last minute, interview reviewing our tax returns and preparing for new wave of house guests. Outside my window, the sky is a perfect blue, the bushes leaf into summer, and the woodpecker is facing something . . .

Since moving to Albuquerque with my always-supportive husband David last August, I have plunged into “not retirement” running the low-income taxpayer clinic at the UNM School of Law, serving on the boards of these local nonprofits, welcoming people to our new home. It has all been wonderful - and I am as happy now as I ever have been. My best news came recently, when our younger son Daniel accepted a job with a bountiful law firm right here in town. A “dreamer” in college, I have long since morphed into a “doer” who also dreams. Yes, a part of me wonders about the future, the potential loss of physical and mental abilities and with that, the loss of the freedom to do what I love. Recognizing what difficult challenges are likely to come over the next two decades, I am grateful still to welcome every day.

I remember my Wellesley College with charity and appreciation. Although I will be missing this
ELAINE PANAGOPULOS WARD
26 Mainet Road, Lexington, MA 02421, (781) 862-2863
Email: dnonopigmail.com
Elaine Werligilation
Wellesley, B.A., Mathematics, 1967
Graduate: Tufts U., M.S., Math., 1974
Volunteer Service: Wellesley College
Authors on Stage
Hobbies and Interests: Certified Executive Coach

Everything has changed.
My beloved husband of nearly forty years died on February 1, 2010, having survived a massive stroke in 2004 and a second stroke in 2008. Even now, removing his name from my college profile leaves me stunned for a moment.
Life within Michael was a great adventure. He was founder and President of the small
entrepreneurial R&D company that we both worked for: I loved traveling - Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Japan and all across the United States. And I loved meeting people from widely different backgrounds from top level automotive executives to one man running a racing engine design shop.
In a small company, your wear many hats. I handled the administrative and financial work, participated in strategic planning and negotiations. I learned to program microcomputers and a CNC machine. Etc. Etc. Jack of all trades.
Given the uniqueness of our business situation, we worked with a number of executive coaches. I am certified now myself. I love this work - for what it has taught me about myself and for the joy of contributing to others.
Today, I face rearranging my life - reminiscent of 1967. But today I know more about life. And about me. I miss Michael and my parents, yet being on my own is, well, an adventure. I can't believe I'm saying this, but older is better.

MARY PARKS SLUTZKY
835 Wilbraham Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93105
SHELLEY PARRY WOOLLAM
4/122 Barton Street, W., North Adelaide 5006, Australia

KATHERINE PAYNTER
• Kathy •
Undergraduate: Wellesley, Political Science, 1967
Dorm: Seven seas
Died: March 11, 2008
Marylin Sableigh Oliver remembers. She was the first person I met on first floor Tower Court West. She had been an exchange student in South Africa. Her room was decorated with African art and posters. She taught me a school yard cheer. I have no idea what the language was. We became roommates and remained close friends. I visited her shortly before she died. She said that she didn't mind dying so much, but what really bothered her was leaving her children motherless. She was kind, smart, and funny. I miss her.

Rory Norton Blot remembers. (The following is the modified version of a message I sent to a friend of Kathy’s to be included in a book for her 65th birthday).
I met Kathy Paynter Carter when we were first-year students living in Tower Court West. I liked Kathy right away – she was shy, clearly bright, and unassuming about saying what she thought. Thirty years later, she still talked about our elegant, affluent florentines, and that she trimmed the hedges, but I don’t think she cared too much about flossing or with them.
And there was no way that she could have. Kathy came from a decidedly ascetic family – I spent a weekend with them once, even attending church, and I remember a lot of children running around, an intensely intellectual and probing family; and a seventeenth-century house with a crooked roof, the reach, Kathy claimed, of an unrebated roofer. This was definitely not high society, but it was much more fun.
I admired Kathy for her wit, her open insecurities, her height, her sternness, and the most gorgeous pair I’d ever seen. Where I last saw her she was still as funny, a bit more clever about hiding her insecurities, still slim, and still unseemink, although she wouldn’t have liked to hear herself described in such terms, as she didn’t care for people to dwell on the superficial. And she especially didn’t want anyone to think of her as a haughty type matter. Not that anyone could. She was a highly accomplished person who left Wellesley for love and transferred schools, raised three bright children, and went back to school to get her Master’s degree and to lead a successful, independent life.
When Kathy passed away of lung cancer – sadly ironic since she was a devout non-smoker – she was the mother of grown children. Yet I still think of her in seventeen, since she had a freshness and young spirit about her that were rare. I miss you, Kathy!

Helen Curtis Foster remembers. Tall, amiable, transparent to the world, seeming it in like a canvas takes paint.

Christine Meaders Balken remembers. I still remember Kathy’s wonderful laugh and the goofy “yabowh” chant she invented sophomore year. She had a challenging life, but she gave her best always.

ELLEN PEARLSTONE SCHMIDT
Address not available.

SUSAN PENNYDOOR OWCZARCZAK
23 Chemin de la Terre, de Chapeau, 1203 Linexa, Switzerland
While here. Hence, the lack of a photo album, and the great utility of an iPhone to fill in the gap.

We were married in Oxford, nearly 45 years ago. At the time, John had a research position at Neligh College, and I had a fellowship from Michigan that let me travel elsewhere to write my dissertation. It is amusing to walk the same streets, now knowing what the career I’d only imagined held. My 65-year-old self juxtaposed against my 25-year-old self, a sense of both continuity and change.

We are very happy to have three fantastic children (Seth, Laura, & John), a son-in-law Chris, and a grandson Jack. Much love to all—and I will see you in June!

Susan Pichler Corning
3871 Bayoucreek Valley Road, Friday Harbor, WA
98250, (360) 778-5894

And this is my husband (of almost 41 years), to whom I owe

Jeanne Pierce Derefffink
1640 Cleveland Road, Brookline, NY 14420

Susan Corning
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paint. Today the farm serves about 200 people on six small island through a subscription service (CSA), the farmers market and local restaurants. Our internship program for young college graduates has trained about 20 aspiring farmers/gardeners. But beyond the tangible rewards, it has been a daily inspiration to feel connected to nature, the life around me–wind, weather, seasons, earth, plants, sun—and to marvel at the intelligence and resilience of the plants. Where to? Sloping down some, I think. Maybe moving to a smaller “urban farm,” closer to our children and grandchildren (Seth, where I would like to teach urban farming/salable landscaping. Take time to travel more with Pace, whose “retirement” has produced some speaking engagements in places around the globe.

Katharine Pillsbury-Jose
Aptone, 21 Chapel Street, Brookline, MA 02446

Sally Platt Parker
81-B Middle Beach Road, Madison, CT 06443

Mary Plummar Cowan
Carmine
18 Orange Ave, Falmouth, MA 02546, (251) 900-8009
Email: champnanny@gahoot.com; spauld123@yahoo.com

Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Economics, 1967
Spouse/Partner: Mark Cowan

As a Wellesley freshman in Canoeville dormitory I was able to discuss all sorts of personal things and have my “sister” issues with open hearts. It is also where the Jewish students like me tried to see how we fit in. When I think of that uncertainty about belonging, I’m reminded of the part in the movie “Menas & Liz’s smile” where Julia Roberts is told by the Dean of Wellesley that she (the Dean) doesn’t understand why Roberts’ character is even there. As it turned out, I learned later (that honestly) a surprising large number of the class, too, felt that they didn’t belong for one reason or another either.

Back then I dreamed of being in the White House! After graduation I had a four-year career doing all sorts of jobs in the Federal Government and eventually did get to work in the White House. Two years ago I reported that I was hoping to use all I’ve learned in my career as a Federal Government economist toward work with the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., in their arts management program. It fulfills a dream as do one of our “sisters” said “if you own near the arts, spiritual soul food can’t be far away.

I have a sweet husband whom I love and a lovely, generous daughter whom I also love. Beyond that I am thankful each day that I wake up and find myself in reasonable health and able to enjoy life.

It has been a great joy to see and be with friends from Wellesley who have ventured this way – I wish more of you would! Our beaches are pretty again. We hope we’ve had our share of storms and then some, at least for a time. We have gorgeous azaleas and other blossoms, Spanish moss, pitcher plants, dolphins, and even the occasional manatee. Come down and join us!

Elaine Pealey Brown
904 Wandering Trail Drive, Pomona, CA 98584, (301) 545-3552
Email: dbloukemier@comcast.net

Diana: Towne Court East
Undergraduate: Wellesley, B.A., Economics, 1967
Spouse/Partner: Mary Renee
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I have a sweet husband whom I love and a lovely, generous daughter whom I also love. Beyond that I am thankful each day that I wake up and find myself in reasonable health and able to enjoy life.
CYNTHIA POORE JOHNSON
112 East 74th Street, New York, NY 10021

SUSIE POTTER SYMONS
1991 W. 10 Mi Rd, Farmington Hills, MI 48331, (248) 475-0410; cell: (248) 475-1248
Email: stjohnson@gmail.com; stjohnson@global.net
Deans: Freeman

Jan 01, 1980 (DVWWK6WUHHW1HZ<RUN1<

John Glick and Susie, on her 65th birthday

that inner voice was my Self, and that it could have prevented me from ever being the first for which I’ve paid the lowest price. Yet, there have been pivotal moments when my internal compass aligned favorably, so I’ve made choices which were absolutely right.

Foremost is my 35-year long marriage—an extraordinary blessing, which along with my family, has sustained the contours of my life. Another turning point happened at age 48, when a progressive deterioration of my lower spine necessitated leaving my career as an artist and instructor of ceramics. So my next right choice became graduate school in psychology and counseling, and at 51, I began my private practice. Being a psychotherapist has been the perfect career for me, because I have had “gender defect” in my learning gene, such that I can’t bear to stop grappling with knowledge about psychology.

SUZANNE POTTER SYMONS
2503 Grant St, St. Louis, MO 63118

Linda Johnson, photography

My niece, Autumn Symons Burke, and her family, with us

2002 East Homestead Ave, Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

ELLEN PRESS KASS
177 Dorset Road, Walnut, MA 01464, (517) 577-8479
cell: (517) 677-8700
Email: ellenspresskassmn@gmail.com
Deans: Travers Garretson, Vincent East Undergraduate:
Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Simmons, M.S., Education, 1969
Special Education, 1975
Volunteer: Temple Emanuel Social Action Committee
Clutter’s Country, Mass Ave Baptist Church and Soup Kitchen
Business: Retired Teacher
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, walking, bridge ( Justi
Stringing, social action activities, travel, hanging up with
Spouse/Partner: Stanley J. Kass (SAX), July 1, 1973
USP College: Rochester, B.A., Biology, 1967
USP Graduate School: NYU School of Dentistry, DDS, Dental School, 1975
USP Occupation: Dentist
Children: Ben, 1993, Yale - Goldman Sachs - Friends, badminton, guitar, Emily, 1983, Carbon, St. Peter's Nursing, pediatrics, cardiac intensive care unit at CHOP, Friends, travel; Sara, 1981, Washington U.; Columbia, degree in seven special needs, teaches children with severe autism in NY, roads, travels; Friends

After thirty years teaching children with learning disabilities, I retired last June. I have been trying to adjust to my free time, and, for the life of me, cannot figure out how I worked 915 every day and seemed to accomplish more that I am getting done now! My current plans include taking a training program to become an educational advocate for families and children with special needs. I continue to

REBECCA PHELPS ALLISON
4002 East Homestead Ave, Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

2001
My daughter, Autumn Symons Burke, is my one and only offspring. At Christmas 2001, Autumn and her husband, William, adopted two brothers (the two Bio-tech boys). They live near our mother in Oakland, Ca.

Still in love after 45 years!
be actively involved in social action activities. Sam is still working, but we are planning ways for him to slow down. We love to travel, and recent trips have included African safaris (amazing), Machu Picchu, and the Galápagos.

Our kids are terrific! Ben is 30 and working at Goldman Sachs. He is into math, and, for the 100 times he has tried to explain to me what he does, I would not have a prayer of repeating it! Sam is a teacher of children with severe special needs (autism). She is incredibly gifted at what she does and adores her kids. Emily is a nurse at Children’s Hospital in Philly in the Pediatric Cardiac Intensive Care Unit. She loves what she does and is fantastic at it. Our pouch Office is 5% and entertains us constantly.

Free time is spent walking, trying to work out, learning to play bridge, keeping in touch with close friends, playing Scrabble With Friends (scarily addictive), running social action projects, and trying to figure out exactly what it means to be 65!!

**TERRY PIRAN**

Apartment 2B, 111 E. 85th St., NY, NY 10028, (212) 388-5760
Email: tpiran@yahoo.com

Drama: Caucasian, Baptist
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Literature, English, 1967
Graduate: Columbia, M.S., Journalism, 1968; Yale Law School, M.L.S., 1990
Business: Reporter

Hobbies and Interests: Bicycling, French, skiing, art, reading, chess, sports, ballet. Am-standard dancing
Spouse/Partner: Ronald H. Silverstein, July 11, 2003
S-P College: U. of Michigan, B.A., English, 1964
S-P Graduate School: U. of Chicago Law., J.D., 1964
S-P Occupation: retired law professor

Wellesley Relations: Sarah Coffin (Sister) 1966

Fundraising needs of our alma mater encourage us to think of our lives in 5-year increments, and

these usually contain transitional moments of one kind or another. But for me, this last interval has represented a more meaningful transition than most, including the death of both of my parents, retirement from the New York Times, and the advent of Medicare-eligibility. As the crepe that turned up one day on my upper arm weren’t enough to signify multi-card-carrying membership in the older generation, the half-cure I am seeking to get on the subway proclaims in large letters that I am a “Senior Citizen,” and fellow passengers routinely rise to their feet so that I can not mine.

Of these changes, leaving my job was probably the toughest to adjust to, though I am still a contract writer for the Times. For months I was in mourning for my job. But eventually I acknowledged that the ultras had arrived and I was still a silent-film actor. Now I realize how lucky I am to have the freedom to learn new things and enjoy a rich cultural life in one of the world’s most stimulating cities.

**ELIZABETH ANN PULESKI MERTENS**

- Being -

1199 Banbury Drive, Pasadena, CA 91105, (323) 472-0555, cell, (323) 320-4218
Email: mertens1l@gmail.com

Drama: Girl, Boys
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Psychology, 1967

Volunteer Service: Planned Parenthood - Pasadena affiliate, Wellesley Club Business: Retired IT Project Manager

Hobbies and Interests: Running, reading, traveling
Spouse/Partner: Mark Mertens, October 28, 1967
S-P College: Penn State, B.S., Business, 1966
S-P Occupation: Executive
Children: Chris Mertens, 1972, Video/commercial director; Jeffrey Mertens, 1979, Chef/nommmaker

The last five years have been really life-changing. I separated from my husband and then retired. Both changes have left me with plenty of free time, and I have had a lot of fun fulfilling my lifestyle. My main objective in retiring was to do all the traveling that I have never had the time or money to do. So now I take a trip every couple of months, whether to a distant land or a part of the US that I have never seen, or return to familiar places to see old friends and family. Between I work on house projects, see friends, volunteer for the local Planned Parenthood affiliate, read, attend plays and concerts. It is most enjoyable.

My two sons are settled in their own lives. Chris is nearby in LA, directing music videos and commercials, in a long term relationship. Jeff is in Tallahassee, FL, where he is a chef, rock climber, ski- and undertakes all sorts of outdoor risk-taking ventures.

I am blessed with good health, I still run a couple of miles daily and do resistance training. After seeing so many medical problems in my age group, I credit good genes and luck and hope that I hold up for a few more years.

**SALLY PURVIS**

Fullerton Bank of Metropolitan
Email: sallpurvis@icloud.com
Drama: Patience
ROSAMOND PUTNAM DELLOI

A new person for the stage or life? I have no idea what other important roles and relationships of family and friends.

Committee Chair: World Learning Board Chair
Business: Self-employed Financial Consultant
Spouse/Partner: Francisco Delloi, July 8, 1967
S.P. College; U. of Ghent, Belgium, Electrical Engineer, 1963
S.P. Graduate School; Imperial College, London, Ph.D., Physics, 1970
S.P. Occupation: Research Scientist
Grandchildren: Nichcy Delloi, 2001; Kadry Wardan, 2004; Patrick Riley, 2005; Addie Wardan, 2006; Rosamond Nady, 2009; Kapi Nady, 2010

Having to re-read what I wrote 10 years ago, I can see that the wrinkle in time gets longer and longer. Time flies when you are going from 1 grandchild to 2, from 2 children married to 3, from 2 living parents to none, from owner of a 100-year-old family business to investor of the proceeds of the sale, from day to day responsibility for payroll and people’s jobs to fiduciary, from worrying about the problems of local community to how to contribute to a more just and peaceful global community. So plenty of change.

Things that have not changed: where Francis and I live, the cars we drive (both over 10 years old – can anyone tell me if buying a new car with slightly better mileage is more environmentally friendly than keeping an old car with good mileage?), our relatively good health (how much longer with that last?), and our respect and love for each other.

Challenge: How to stay connected to people, and places I feel a strong commitment to, when I become committed to new people and places. I am finding that, at this stage, I need more down time to recharge my batteries and so, often fail to make time for who and what I used to and want to be attached to.

44 Tower Road, Lincoln, MA 01773; (734)229-0757; email: roh44wh@comcast.net
Drams: Magazine
64 Tower Road, Lincoln, MA 01773
44 Tower Road, Lincoln, MA 01773
World Learning College, B.A. Chemistry, 1967
Volunteer Service: Lincoln MA Planning Board, Finance Committee, Salzmann; Silver Lake Land Trust Board Chair; New Hampshire Charitable Foundation Investment Committee Chair: World Learning Board Chair
Business: Self-employed Financial Consultant
Spouse/Partner: Francisco Delloi, July 8, 1967
S.P. College; U. of Ghent, Belgium, Electrical Engineer, 1963
S.P. Graduate School; Imperial College, London, Ph.D., Physics, 1970
S.P. Occupation: Research Scientist

ELIZABETH QUAT SULLIVAN

Hempstead, N.Y., 2006
S.P. College; Arcata, B.A., English, 1968
S.P. Graduate School; Berkeley, Ph.D., English, 1976
S.P. Occupation: English Teacher
Children: Naomi Rebecca Sullivan, 1971, Princeton, Brunswick, served as Army Doctor for four years; Nan Elizabeth Sullivan, 1974, Arcata, Teacher with Downeast, Dunedin, Dunedin, Dunedin, Dunedin, Dunedin; John E. Sullivan (Jack), 1967, U. of Pennsylvania, works for Deutsche Bank in Manhattan

WorldSki: Relatives: There is a Virginia Quat who lives in the Boston area (Oliver)
After almost 30 years at Macy's, and after having worked my whole life, I retired on July 1, 2011. It has been a wonderful half year, filled with time to enjoy travel and time unrelated to finance and retail. Vacation activities take a fair amount of time, and, although I still feel as if I am looking for my new groove, it has been a bit of fun so far.

**Catherine Reesman Macdonald**

9 Independence Drive, Burlington, MA 01803, (781) 772-2225

Email: catherine.macdonald@comcast.net


**Sue Reischelt Robinson**

2901 Erie Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45238, (513) 873-0213

Email: sjriebauz@comcast.net


**RITA RAVEL CARROLL**

3320 Dartmouth Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 356-0100

Email: carrollr@att.net

Dorms: Davis, Magee


**MARGARET REAGEN**

Address not available

**CAROLYN RICE**


François McCollum (now) remembers: Carolyn was a good friend and the only person who had the patience to play tennis against me (I was that bad). She loved playing on the French court. She was full of life and just a great person to be around. I was lucky enough to have her as a bridalmaid, and I enjoy a mental picture of her in the sunny yellow netted bridal dress, which suited her, at my wedding. I miss her. Jane Scott-Kane remembers: Shephenes your presence, we were the Mart and left of Freeman. Carolyn was full of enthusiasm for the world and all things French, her major. She was sadly struck down by breast cancer in her 40s.

**PRUDENCE RICHARDSON BEIDLER**

+ Prow +

20 South Stone Gate Road, Lake Forest, IL, 60045, (847) 216-2277

Email: prb68l3@iastate.edu; prb6@iastate.edu
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the last five years. Joyfully, husband Frank and I became grandparents in 2009, and are now the doting grandparents of three amazing and interesting children, with another due in August.

In early March of 2010 my mother, through her dementia, told me that she was ready to die and asked me to help her do so. I was stunned and incredibly upset, working hard to persuade her that she had a lot to live for. Six days after this very tough conversation, she had a massive stroke, went into hospice care, and died peacefully. I don’t spend a lot of time thinking about having lost the role of daughter, but of course that is the fact.

Unlike friends in the paid workforce, my career in the not-for-profit sector is almost entirely as a volunteer, so there will be no need to retire. I continue to find my work, which is focused mainly in board service, fascinating and fulfilling. When I get overextended, I remind myself that anger about this is completely self-imposed. Although I give speeches, which include a section on saying no, it is still not my best skill.

Friends are crucial to sustaining me, making me laugh, sharing ideas and book ideas, and helping me through joy and sorrow. My Wellesley friends are among the people in the world whom I love best.

LINDA RIEBEL
3320 Hermesway, Lafayette, CA 94549.
(925) 945-7547
Email: linda.riebel@sanfrank.net
Lindar@printandpublish.com
www.RagtimeRagin.com
Duran: Mercer; Sonie; Davis
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A.
History, 1967
Linday Wildlife Museum (2007-present)
Business: Psychologist
Hobbies and Interests: Writing, publishing, saving environment, attending sports
Sponsor/Partner: Brad Wade, March 29, 2003
S/P College: Pomona, B.A., Computer Science
S/P Graduate School: Parkin, Ph.D., Computer Science, 1975
S/P Occupation: Computer engineer
Wellesley Relations: Nancy Richel New (Stare) 1951
Still passionately involved in environmental issues. Published The Green Foodways: Food Choices for Health People and a Healthy Planet last year. Volunteering at a wildlife animal hospital and on the boards of two environmental organizations. Bind and go to operate with stunning frequency.

MARGARET RENSE GROVE
10264 T bucket Rushwood Drive, Lithonia, GA 30056
Mariona Rose Arnold
5485 Rattlewood Road, Newcas, CA 95658

ANNE ROBINSON TAYLOR
c/o BBDI, 19860 Wildfire Blvd 178 Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90024
MAY ROSE BERKOWITZ
426 Bryan Lane, Middletown, PA 19046
DANA ROOT HOLLEY
53 Robide Avenue, Bedford, MA 01730
KAREN ROSENTHAL
While doing family geneology research with a German friend, I discovered relatives in Austria whose names we knew about. I went to visit my newfound second cousin, George Dröger, a famous composer, last year.

MARY OMRO BURKHARDT
101 Irving Street, Watertown, MA 02472, (617) 926-2187, cell: (617) 830-7262
Email: leila@kerrymahal.com, kenou@msn.com
www.kerrymahal.com
Duran: Mercer, Sonie, Trevor Coast East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1957
Graduate: Museum of Fine Arts School, 2-yr study, Photography, 1957

Hobbies and Interests: gardening (especially vegetables), wild mushroom hunting, swimming & biking, cooking

I’ve been continuing my career as a fine art photographer with a major touring show at MFA’s Center for Theoretical Physics and work on two books, one about photographing the human figure, the other a collaboration of visual and verbal poetry with Ellen Fells (W’64)

The best part of my career is the serendipity that sometimes surfaces. On New Year’s Day 2009, I woke to cross-country congratulations as friends discovered my image in the NY Times Arts Section. The large reproduction represented an exhibition at Yale of 100 images by 20th Century photographers.

Later, serendipity took a different course when I entered an international competition and was short-listed for a possible prize. Strongly encouraged to travel to London for the Oscar-like announcements, I booked a flight, only to be grounded by the Iceland volcanoes. I won 2 prizes, including the grand prize, but missed my 15 minutes of fame!

While so many of you are going forward in time with family, I’ve been going backwards,

Braving a snowstorm, we followed a sign which bore a message: ‘1961 Illinois Ave, Washington, DC 20006’

150 Irving Street, Watertown, MA 02472, (617) 926-2187, cell: (617) 830-7262
Email: leila@kerrymahal.com, kenou@msn.com
www.kerrymahal.com
Duran: Mercer, Sonie, Trevor Coast East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1957
Graduate: Museum of Fine Arts School, 2-yr study, Photography, 1957

Hobbies and Interests: gardening (especially vegetables), wild mushroom hunting, swimming & biking, cooking

I’ve been continuing my career as a fine art photographer with a major touring show at MFA’s Center for Theoretical Physics and work on two books, one about photographing the human figure, the other a collaboration of visual and verbal poetry with Ellen Fells (W’64)

The best part of my career is the serendipity that sometimes surfaces. On New Year’s Day 2009, I woke to cross-country congratulations as friends discovered my image in the NY Times Arts Section. The large reproduction represented an exhibition at Yale of 100 images by 20th Century photographers.

Later, serendipity took a different course when I entered an international competition and was short-listed for a possible prize. Strongly encouraged to travel to London for the Oscar-like announcements, I booked a flight, only to be grounded by the Iceland volcanoes. I won 2 prizes, including the grand prize, but missed my 15 minutes of fame!

While so many of you are going forward in time with family, I’ve been going backwards,
After my mom’s recent passing, my brother and I uncovered a rich archive of photographs, letters, and documents describing my mom’s family’s transition from Germany. With this rare legacy looming for meaningful consolidation, many challenges lie ahead.

Karim Rosenblatt's photography

"Mourning Figure" is a straight shot from my first career of work. It reminded me of melancholy scenes of this body. The image is now in HF's permanent collection.

A print-coloring image, "Contemplative," from my news freelanced series.

ANN ROSEWATER
629 Crook Hill Avenue NE, Atlanta, GA 30306

ALLYNE ROSS
Earenz District of New York, 323 Calm Plaza E., Brooklyn, NY 11201

ELEANOR ROISTED EDELS
11424 Royalston Drive, Dallas, TX 75220

ANN SÁPER TETTLEBAUM
52305 Lidade Monteau Road, California, MO 65010, (571) 796-2248.
Email: aspenjod@com


Volunteer Service: Former Montana City R-3 School Board, Former Developmental Disabilities Board Member, Temple Treasurer.

Business: Tax Manager - CPA, Robbins and Linsens: Galador, policy, travel.
Spouse/Partner: Harvey M. Tettlebaum, June 13, 1971

WP College: Cheyenne, B.A., History, 1964

WP Graduate School: Washiington U., MA, Law, 1968;

WP Occupation: Attorney

Children: Marissa, 1979, Brown, Camilla-Paul Musicology, College Teacher and Director of Creating Center for Jewish Culture, Brandeis College. J.M., Benjamim, 1977, Outdoor education, EMU, SWOS and Wilderness Medicine instructor. 3rd year Cornell Law.

Grandchildren: Tiana Ruth Stine, 2011

During the past five years, I have:
Celebrated my 40th wedding anniversary - each year a joy, and every one of them spent on our farm in the center of Missouri.
Gained a granddaughter.
Retired from full-time work as a tax manager in a CPA firm but have returned to seasonal work this tax season.
Read and enjoyed Unnatural Curiosity, for anyone who loves history and the outdoors. Failed to finish 2007 of Rovar, but still trying.
Built several raised organic garden beds with my husband. My favorite plant: Red Russian Kale.
Become passionate about spending time with my granddaughter despite the 7 hour drive to Little Rock.

At the end of June I'm going to see "Pasing Road and Other" in the Heinz Foundation....
HELEN SANDALLS
202 Glenwood Avenue, New London, CT 06320, (860) 751-0490
Email: heilandsall@alum.mit.edu
Home: Stowe, VT
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, MA, 1967
Graduate: Harvard Law School, 1970; Columbia University,
New York, 2007

Volunteer Service: Staying at home in New London, CT in 2006, I’ve gotten very heavily involved in
volunteering. I’m involved primarily with organizations that support the arts locally and those that work toward
local economic and educational development. I am currently on the board of New London Main Street
(provision and economic development of New London’s historic downtowns).

Business: Attorney - Health Law
Honors and Awards: Mentally ill in school, awards for
writing and scholarship (Order of the Cuff, Law Review (Managing Editor), Mgma Cmty Law, Patrick Scholte
Honors and Interests: Financially digging myself out of
debt and making a major contribution to my genes.
I am currently on the board of New London Main Street
(provision and economic development of New London’s historic
downtowns).

Sponsor/Parent: John-Roger Burns (Roger)
SF College: Berkeley, B.A. Philosophy, 1967
SF Graduate School: Harvard Law School, J.D. Law, 1970

Sponsor: Painter (artist)
Children: Alex Loyd, 1990; musician: jazz and
classical piece; elementary school music teacher;
Artura College (BA), Berkeley School of Music (BA)

I still love living in historic, art, land-aware and
beach area New London. Neither Roger nor I has
missed San Francisco since I’m still alive,
lawyer, helping Arizona physicians fight to
preserve ethical medical practice. BUT the
tax system has gotten too ugly over 20 years. I’ve found a CA
lawyer to take over my clients, once I complete
final projects and become the all new, think and
act locally Helen. I’ve been helping a non-profit
New London art gallery with its art, music and
free outdoor film festivals; I am on the board of NL
Main Street (National Trust for Historic Preservation’s program to preserve and
revitalize historic
downtown), and a
member of NL
Rotary. Is this
ML writing?

I attended the eye-opening
13-week NL
Citizens Police
Academy.

Definitely do
that with your
own PD.

Roger is delicious having given up his San
Francisco law practice to paint full time (www.
com). I wouldn’t say foreign travel to the Gruenert
Art Museum is the only way to try Roger’s
glasses from brush and canvas, but that has definitely
worked for 5 years. Italy (twice), Germany (twice),
Austria and Holland. Between, we have NYC.

Alarm: Forgot to go to Asia (2007) and a
Risky Shanes concert (2008) and had great seats.

Embarrassment and fear: Witnessing current
aggressively ignorant political discourse.

Thrift: Helping Aunt Edith (1908) and the
Bedford NY Audubon Society establish and launch
the John Bull Library (named after her deceased,
hilarious ornithologist-author husband).

Ann: Anna Franka’s Zealand. (Read it?)

My one remaining (and brilliantly client.

Mom and Dad, new mom, and sis. 1988

Mom, new mom, me. 1989

Mom, my brother and me 12/31/1968 in Japan

Roger and Me

by Roger & de Moya

My graduation from San Francisco's Citizen's Police Academy '80-81
JILL CAPSULEY MOONEY

RI has been good to me. As a performing musician and teacher, I can be a big and happy fish in a very small pond. I’m proud to have become an accomplished violinist, at least good enough to work with other wonderful musicians. As for students, I’ve always had many of all ages and will probably teach until I drop. I can’t imagine life without them! The little ones are my favorite; they all enjoy the funny songs which I write for them. These have been published in a series of books called Birdie, Birdie, Jolly, available at Johnson String Instrument in Newton MA. (So much for my Masters’ Degree in Music?)

Emily Sandler Anthony
104 Bay View Drive, Jamaica, RI 02805
(401) 423-1395, cell: (401) 467-0222
Email: askanthony@yahoo.com
 Dorms: Claude, Terrier
Undergraduate: Wellesley College B.A., Music, 1987
Graduate: Barnard College School of Music, MA, Performance and Literature, 1993
Volunteer Services: Board member, Temple Shalom, Newport RI Program chairman for Chippie Music Club; also Hanuch Music Club, Providence RI
Business: Metropolitan/Woodward Walker School
Interests and Hobbies: Performing chamber music, hiking, snow cross-country skiing
Spouse/Partner: Quentin Anthony, March 22, 1981
S/P College: Hebrew, B.A., Philosophy, 1978
S/P Graduate School: Smith Lib., J.D., 1979
S/P Occupation: lawyer
Children: Alexi, 1981, PhD in Natural resource economics, employed by Environment Northeast (non-profit); Esynla, 1984, BA in Anthropology, 2 yrs Peace Corps in Nagazhes, presently enrolled in nursing program at RIC, working as CHN in Women and Infants in Providence.; Eliza, 1988, Everything and teacher, employed fulltime at the Beautiful Walker School and I have been blessed with good fortune in every regard. Three imaginative, beautiful, and healthy daughters are my greatest pleasure! Each of them has chosen a field which is both useful and challenging: the oldest, a PhD in Natural Resource Economics, works in energy efficiency. Of my twins, one is an arctic ecologist and gifted teacher; the other is enrolled in a nursing program, and her sunny disposition is enough to make any agitated ill person feel better! My husband was another part of my good luck, although I wasn’t too sure about that 30 years ago when we married. The opposite of me in nearly every way, he has been a strong and steady support, a wonderful father, and a true companion over the years. He is also great at fixing things.

Barnette Schiepens
Address not available

DIANE SAWYER
Prime Time Live/ABC News, 147 Columbus Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10023

SUSAN SCHAEFER
P.O. Box 761394, San Antonio, TX 76270

ILENE SCHANZTZ COTTIER
3 Tyler Court, Medfield, MA 02055

BERNADETTE SCHEPENS
Address not available

CAROL SCHELINGEN MONE
75 Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills, MA 02481, (781) 237-9818
Email: cassiemoon@gmail.com
Dorms: Cuffia
Undergraduate: Wellesley College B.A., History, 1965
S/P College: Yale, B.A., Economics/Math, 1961
S/P Graduate School: Columbia, M.D., 1965
S/P Occupation: ecologist
Children: Robin, 1974, veterinary student UC Davis; Beth, 1977, student at George Washington U.; NYC.
Grace/children: 2 granddogs
Wellesley Relation: Lil M. Sapienski (Mother) 1944

LISA SCHWARTZ SIEFFEN
Apartment 17, 129 Morning Street, Portland, ME 04101

JUDITH SCHRIOEDER
702 S.W. McKay Park Road, Vashon, WA 98670

ANN SCOTT KONE
778 Pacific Street, Brooklyn, 11217, (718) 802-9229, cell: (347) 277-4771
Email: annettezf@gmail.com
Dorms: Freeman, Town Coast East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College B.A., Art History/Studio, 1967
Graduate: Rhode Island, Art History
Business: Retired Director of Development and Communications, Harbor for Humanity
Spouse/Partner: Allan Kraus, 1968
S/P College: Yale, B.A., History, 1966
Children: Amanda Valentine, MD in the Navy, Member of the Blue Angels (Dec) 2009-2011; Justin Major Program Administrator, St. John’s College

Having spent my entire career with non-profit art, medical, and religious organizations, I spent my last seven years working with Habitat for Humanity in New York City.

Now happily retired, I find myself with too many projects. One is a major home renovation of our brownstone in Beacon Hill, Brooklyn - an area that was truly dicey when we first moved there in 1993 from Cobble Hill, and now is in no danger of abandonment.

We welcome visitors to our refurbished guest rooms.

I am also executor for the estate of one of my cousins, and have found it a wonderful way of reconnecting with my few remaining family members across the country, learning about our ancestry through the photos and memorabilia he had inherited. It is very strange to realize we are the oldest generation now.

I have also taken on the task of documenting the Pequot Disease Foundation, a non-profit I helped to start in the early 1980’s. It was an amazing time, working with other bands of rare disorder organizations (including AIDS) to pass legislation that helped to bring more treatments to the marketplace. Marjorie Guthrie, our mentor, was just one of many fascinating, courageous, and
indefatigable people I was privileged to work beside. Allen and I plan to spend the coming years visiting our daughters and exploring the world. In 2010 we traveled Central Asia’s Silk Road, where I helped build a Habitat home in Tajikistan. We ended our month-long tour at a friend’s wedding in Almaty, Kazakhstan. Suggestions for our next adventure?

NANCY SELVAGE
70 Hibbs Brook Road, Wren, MA 02495

MERILLY SHERILL GRINDE
Apartment I, 47 Crescent Square, Boston 02118,
(617) 735-4902
Email: merilly_grinde@harvard.edu
Dues: Supporting Member
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Political Science, 1967
Graduate: Stony Brook, M.A., Political Science, 1972, MIT, Ph.D., Political Science, 1976
Business: Edward Musso Prof. of Art Development
Sponsor/Partner: Steven Holz Grindle
S/P College: Boston, B.A., 1964
S/P Graduate School: Boston College, J.D., 1967
S/P Occupation: Attorney
Children: Alexandra Holz Grindle, Knight, 1970; Stelena Duncan Grindle, 1981

The nixis and pains of aging aside, life is good. I have had a rewarding career as an academic and have had great opportunities to travel around the world and study topics that interest me. I have spent the last six years as the Director of the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies at Harvard. This is a university-wide area research center whose purpose is to expand the space for Latin America at Harvard and increase the presence of the University in the region in ways that we hope make a positive difference for the countries and peoples of Latin America. We provide support for faculty research and teaching and help over 400 students travel to Latin America each year for study, research, and internships. It has indeed been rewarding, although I am now looking forward to my retirement in 2016.

What plans? Well, learning to play the piano, learning more about art and architecture, refusing to use an alarm clock, volunteering at the Museum of Fine Arts, memorizing all of Jane Austen, taking trips in the afternoon, writing mystery stories. And, of course, focusing too much attention on our two daughters, Alexandra and Stefanie. Alex is the Program Director for an ecology school on the coast of Maine, living in Portland with husband, Pete. Stefanie is just finishing law school and thinking seriously of work as a public defender. Husband Steven continues in his law practice, but finds it easier to find time to travel.

NANCY SEYMOUR
170 Harvard Street, Cambridge, MA 02139

RUTH SHEA
Undergraduate: Wellesley, M.A., Chemistry, 1967
Died: September 29, 1996

LUCY SHIELDS LIVY
Apartment 15A, 818 S. Hanley Road, Saint Louis, MO 63105, (314) 726-3230, cell: (216) 316-7250
Email: lucysholiv@gmail.com
Dues: Basic Support, Sponsor
Children: Alex Casner, Tom Casner East
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., English, 1967
Graduate: Washington College, Education, 1974
Business: Community Volunteers
Other Address: 217 Valle del Sol, Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 984-0222
Sponsor/Partner: J. David Livy

REBECCA SHEPPARD
6 Waver St., Montpelier, VT 05602,
(802) 229-4700, cell: (802) 279-9149
Email: shep010@bgh.org
Dues: Basic, Support, Sponsor
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., 1967
Business: Retired
Sponsor/Partner: Jode Blisch
S/P College: Soudland College, B.A., Economics, Education, 1967
S/P Graduate School: New Hampshire College, M.S., Community Economic Development, 1967
Children: Michael Sheppard Blisch, Deborah Sheppard Blisch, John Sheppard Blisch
His Blisch, Eileen Blisch, Anna Blisch, Tina Blisch

Wellesley Relatios: Alicea Blisch (Other) 1969

JAYSON SHERIDAN WURZER
• Town •
3137 S.E. 105th Avenue, Vancouver, WA 98664

CHERRY SHERWIN HAAS
124 Lovina Ave., La Conner, WA 98257

SANDRA SHEROBER
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1967
Died: June

KAREN SINDY
801 Longmead Lane, An Arbor, MI 48103

SHARON SIMMONS CHEESMAN
• Sherry •
P.O. Box 125, 547 Greasy Stumpka, Quechee, VT 05059, (802) 253-4512
Email: sharon@chemistry.wesleyan.edu
Dues: Sherry
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, Wesleyan College, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Graduate: Simmons College School
Business: Sherry
Children: Amy, Peter, Patty, Catherine, Charles

Sharon Simmons Cheesman

Wellesley Stepdaughter: Martha Simmons (Stone) 1962

ASSOCIATIONS TO KNITTING: Passement, macramé, creative, quietly monochromatic, exuberantly colorful, two dimensional, multi-dimensional, patterned, free form, inspiring, fun, challenging, appliqués, intricate lace patterns, yam bombing graffiti, peacefully solfario, a connection to a larger community, never an end to the possibilities.
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• Town •
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CHERRY SHERWIN HAAS
124 Lovina Ave., La Conner, WA 98257

SANDRA SHEROBER
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, B.A., Biological Sciences, 1967
Died: June

KAREN SINDY
801 Longmead Lane, An Arbor, MI 48103

SHARON SIMMONS CHEESMAN
• Sherry •
P.O. Box 125, 547 Greasy Stumpka, Quechee, VT 05059, (802) 253-4512
Email: sharon@chemistry.wesleyan.edu
Dues: Sherry
Undergraduate: Wellesley College, Wesleyan College, B.A., Sociology, 1967
Graduate: Simmons College School
Business: Sherry
Children: Amy, Peter, Patty, Catherine, Charles

Sharon Simmons Cheesman

Wellesley Stepdaughter: Martha Simmons (Stone) 1962

ASSOCIATIONS TO KNITTING: Passement, macramé, creative, quietly monochromatic, exuberantly colorful, two dimensional, multi-dimensional, patterned, free form, inspiring, fun, challenging, appliqués, intricate lace patterns, yam bombing graffiti, peacefully solfario, a connection to a larger community, never an end to the possibilities.
GRETHE SMITH BOLTON

9107 Farnwood Road, Rockville, MD 20857, (301) 469-4923
E-mail: gsmithatari@comcast.net

SUSAN SIMMONS
70 Elm Street, Concord, MA 01742

TAYE SIMMONS TOWNE
24 Kemal Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15202

HARRIET SIMMONS TOLPIN
306 Touro Street, Boston, MA 02116

VIRGINIA SIMMONS ASNER
39 Osborn Road, Wellesley, MA 02481

MARGARET SLEETELAND
517 Lombard Street, San Francisco, CA 94123

(Continued)

Running! Challenged by daughter, I started running with a 5K in NY in 2008. And beat her. Then I placed in age in local races in Maryland. Last June I was 2nd in 10K at the National Senior Games in Houston. Last fall – 1st in age in tiny Loudon Valley Marathon, and 4th in the huge DC Marine Corps Marathon, qualifying for Boston. It was victory just in time. April’s marathon run past Wellesley this year, despite injuries in training and very hot weather. Fun visiting Wellesley friends in area too.

Hubbard is writing, consulting, speaking, and doing Fox broadcasts over since the UN Ambassadorship ended. Pondered to do a Presidential run, this “dark horse” finally decided "running is not my thing.” He’d rather go home and pet the cat.

Daughter JS ran two half marathons in Hong Kong, but finished her year there rowing in Morgan Stanley’s boat in the Dragon Boat races. After three years at MS, JS turned down promotion and returned to the US to consult briefly in her cousin’s start-up business in SF. Then she went to Utah for a season of skiing and working, long-time dream before grad school. Now she has reselected Harvard, in favor of MIT’s double-degree MBA/ME program that starts as intern starts in June. Exciting times for her, fun to be parents, and yes, she has a very nice boyfriend.

I’m still working, but we did buy 14 acres in WV – haven’t been there in 10 months! Time runs by. Add it, not enough words, and I set the limits!!